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he more things change, the more they stay the same.
In 65 years of publication, the MSM Alumnus has
undergone significant changes in format and size, but the story
content is remarkably similarto the issues of past years ..Jack
of state funding, reporting of enrollment figures, homecoming, St. Pat's and commencement stories and optimi stic speculation about the next football season.
Through the generations alumni have kept in touch through
the Alumni Notes , announcing marriages , births , new jobs and
deaths .
The first MSM Alumnus was four pages and had no photographs. This issue has 60 pages, 57 black and white photographs, a four-color process cover and was typeset, designed and "pasted up" completely on computer.
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A record-breaking student registration was the top news in
the debut issue of the MSM Alumnus on Sept. 15, 1926.
"Th e registration this fall was the largest in the history of
the school for anyone semester. A total of 411 have registered." There were 403 undergraduates, specials and unclassified students and eight graduate students. The projected
enrollment for the fall 1991 semester is 4,733 (4,033 undergraduates and 700 graduates.)
At the 1927 commencement held on May 28, the School of
Mines and Metallurgy conferred a total of 86 degrees. In May
of 1991, 511 degrees were conferred.
As the tallies have changed, so has the world in which our
graduates enter. In 1927, the first place listed alphabetically
under "Alumni In Foreign Ports" is Alaska. (Alaska did not
become a state until Jan. 3, 1959.)
While Alaska was listed as a foreign country, Russia was
not recognized at all by the United States - quite a contrast
to tod ay's spirit of Glasnost. An article printed in the Sept. 15,
1928, Alumnus, "The Conspiracy of Russian Mining Engineers", by John A. Garcia, 1900, states: "When the Soviet
Government came into power, all mining operations , steel
plants, utilities , etc., were confiscated without compensation
to the owners, regardless of nationality and this proceeding,
amongst many others is, of course, the reason for nonrecognition of Russia today by the United States government."
Alumni often used the Alumnus as a forum for addressing
serious issues of the day, but they also found time for lighthearted commentary about their work and their ambitions. In
the Sept. 15, 1928, issue of the Alumnus this announcement
was made: Virgil Whitworth "is giving up his job as geologist
for the Simms Oil Company and is going on the stage for the
one and only reason that the stage will pay him as much in
three days as his geologist job will pay in a month, and his
geologist job pays well, too."
In the beginning, the MSM Alumnus was "issued quarterly
In the interest of the alumni and form er students of the
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School of Mines and Metallurgy. Subscription price 50 cents
included in Alumni dues." (Dues were $5.)Today, the Alumni
Association pays for the ever-increasing costs of printing,
while the uni versity supports the Alumnus with "in-kind"
services of staff time and office equipment.
The Alumnus has taken on new looks throughout the years
and for a brief time in the 1930s it became known as the
monthly "Technogram" . Later it was decided to return to
using the popular Alumnus title and the quarterly fonnat.
The Alumnus has weathered the stonns of time, coping with
pape r shortages after war, belt-tightening budgets and attempts at producing editions once a month, and emerged as a
first-rate publication still "issued in the interest of the alumni
and fonner students."
Looking back through those first issues of the Alumnus, it
is evident that the budget concerns facing university administrators today are similiar to those which faced administrators
64 years ago. In the June 15, 1927, issue under the headline
"Another Loan Fund Needed" the following story appears:
"With the recent growth of the School of Mines it is
becoming more and more difficult for worthy students to
secure loans during their Junior and Senior years.
"The cut in appropriations made by the last legislature is
going to make it necessary that the school limit sharply the
number ofstudent assistants employed nextfall, which in turn
will make it necessary that more juniors and seniors depend
upon loan funds to get through. The demands made upon the
Jackling Fund last year were so great it was not able to meet
them. The Alumni Association helped out insofar as possible.
A new loan fund is urgently needed for nextfall ... (this) is a
chancefor (alumni) to do a good deed by establishing afund
along lines similar to the one made available by Mr. Jackling.
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"A lumni having loans outstanding against them, either we trust that soon the citizens of the state will become suffiJackling Loan Fund or the Alumni Association, can help ciently conscious of it to prevent it from becoming chronic.
materially by repaying these loans as soon as possible."
"All of this points to the very great need ofadditionalfunds
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Not only was the
Alumnus born in 1926,
but also homecoming
had its birth the same
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year. Held on Oct. 14, 15, and 16, the first homecoming was
a hit with 103 students gathering for the reunion. During the
first meeting, alumni present decided to make homecoming an
annual affair. In 1990, there were about 900 alumni who
attended the homecoming activities.
The alumni profiles, often written by the alumni themselves, have continued to be highlights of the Alumnus. Many
of the stories focus on breakthroughs in an engineering or
scientific field such as the one in the June 15, 1928, issue by
V.H. Gottschalk, B.S. 1898 and M .S. 1900, Ph.D. 1919. His
work in 1928 still affects us today.
Gottschalk was employed by the government in its "Bureau
of Efficiency" to do away with the existing dollar bills and find
a new source on which to print money. The brittle linen bills
would snap as bank tellers counted them and had to be replaced
at a rapid rate. The Bureau of Engraving had reached its
capacity in printing paper money. The United States was at a
crisis: "Nothing short of the discovery of a new paper-making
fiber, of strength sufficient to withstand the habits of the
motorist, would remedy the situation," Gottschalk wrote.
A blend of 7 5 percent linen and 25 percent cotton fi bers was
the solution.
At this same time, the size of the bill was reduced. The
newly designed dollar bill not only was more durable, but also
more difficult to counterfeit and saved the nation an estimated
$2.5 million in printing costs.
In its earliest editions, the Alumnus served as a forum for
alumni to address a number of political issues of the day. A
headline in the March 15, 1929, issue states: "An Engineer as
President, Engineers Will Be Interested in Herbert Hoove r's
Administration."
"There is a growing feeling that the work of administering
the affairs of the nation , the state , the city and the country is

becoming more and more aproblem ofengineering ," the story
states .
"Hoover's training ... undoubtedly has developed a type of
mind that will prove an interesting contrast to the lawyer

August
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type of mind such as usually predominates in governmental
offices .. Every indication points to an interesting administration of our national affairs during the next four, and in all
probably eight, years. It is an administration that will be
watched with world-wide interest."
About seven months later, the stock market crashed and the
nation went spiraling into a depression. On Dec. 7, 1941, the
bombing of Pearl Harborsignaled the United States' entry into
the second world war. MSM's enrollment plummeted (from
843 in 1941 to 203 by 1944) as students answered the call of
their country.
In 1946, MSM ' s head count jumped to 2,133, signaling a
new era of ever-increasing enrollment, which eventually
peaked at 7,200 students in 1981.
Despite changing enrollment figures and world events,
MSM-UMR has stood the test of time, evolving and changing
as it trains young minds to be on the leading edge of technology.
Since 1926, the Alumnus has been a part of that tradition of
excellence. In recent years we have strived to feature more
articles about alumni and current research on campus as well
as inform you of up-coming events and changes taking place.
The Alumnus is our way of communicating with you, our
alumni and our friends . We're proud of the changes that have
been made in the magazine in recent years and we hope you
share in that pride .

- ~~-ERSAR-Y--------------COMMENCEMENT

COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES ARE A STUDENT'S GOAL AND A
PARENT'S DREAM.

A RITUA L OF SPRING THAT REPRESENTS NEW BEGINNINGS,

SOME STUDENTS, LIKE THE ONE PICTURED ABOVE, DRESS UP MORTARBOARDS
TO EXPRESS THEIR SENTIMENTS ABOUT GRADUATlON ... IN THIS CASE A
DOLLAR BILL ATTACHED TO A TASSEL.. . MAYBE TO REPRESENT THE OPTIMISTIC
HOPE OF A BRIGHT FUTURE.
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FIFTY- YEAR REUNION

FrFrY-ONE MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF

1941

RETURNED TO ROLLA FOR A 50-YEAR REUNION OVER COMMENCEMEt\'T

WEEKEND, RENEWING FRIENDSHIPS, REMINISCING ABOUT THE GOOD OLD DAYS AT MSM, AND "RE-GRADUATING" AT
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES SATURDAY.

THOSE RETURNING WERE: W ASH ADAMS, WILLIAM

C.

ALSMEYER, A NDREAS

A. ANDREAE, SEYMOUR J. "Sy" BEERS, WAYNE J . BENNETS EN, NORMAN D. BLAIR, H ERMANN " BOTCH" BOTTCHER,
PAUL J . BOURCH1ER, WILLIAM
A NDY COCHRAN, WALTER

K.

H.

BOURNE, ROBERT K. BOYD, GENE BOYT , FRED F. B URGETT , CHARLES F. CLARKSON,

D EAN, JOHN D UNN , JOH N R. E NOC HS, D ON FALKI NG HAM, EDWARD

C. FARRELL, ALB ERT

B . FARRY, ARMINF. FICK, ALDENG. "BUD"HACKER, CLYDEK. HANYEN, F RED H . H OENER, NATHAN D . JAFFE, JAM ES
W. JE NSEN, JA NE HALL JOH NSON, JAMES W . KERR, F. KENNETH KYLE , J OSEPH

L. LESS MAN, WARREN LOVERIDGE, J ACK

B. MCKEE, WILLIAM 1. MORRIS, M. E. "BOB" NEVINS, HAROLD J . " NICK" NI CIIOLAS, NICK NICOLA, MARVIN EDWARD
PINGEL, WILLIAM M. P UETZ, ARTHUR W .
SCHOENTHALER,

R.

RETzEL,

RIGIARD G . " D USTY" RHODES, FRA NK "BUCK" ROG ERS, BOB

E. "BOB" S CHWEITZER, FLOYD P . SMITH, JAM ES J. SPRINGER, D ANIEL R. STEWART, D ONALD

TRISCH, HERB VOLZ, DICK WEAVER , DEMARQUIS D. "DEE" WYArr AN D C AR L M . ZVANU.

P HOT 0 S

B Y

KAT H Y

MATTHEWS
PAGE 7
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JOHl\
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ADVP

(RIGHT)

j

WALTER [
CO~'vIEN E

(BELOW) (

PRESENTE[

iXX:ToR0

(Top) Two

1941

CLASSMATES DISCUSS CHANGES AT UMR DURING THE TOUR OFTHE

CAMPUS.
(BOTTOM PHaro )
(Top PHaro) BEACHBALLS FLY LIV ENING
UP THE CEREM ONY DURI NG THE
PROCESSION AL. DAVE LIBIEZ ANTICIPATES
A NarHER TOSS.
(BOTTOM PHaro) CHA NCELLOR MARTIN
JISCH KE DESCRIBES CAMPUS CHANGES TO
TH E CLASS OF
P Haro BY

'41.

JASON Mc HANEY,

PAGES

R OIJ..AM O

My FUTURE' 5 SO BRIGHT I GOTTA WE A R SHADES .. . CLASSMATIS'

MORTARBOARDS REFLECfED IN THE SUNGLASSES OF A GRADUATE.
PH aro BY M IKE ScHMID, R o lJ..AMO

-
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TEARS, HUGS, YELLS OF JOY WID-! OlJI'STRETCHED

ARMS AND DIPLOMAS HELD HIGH, COMMENCEMENT IS A MYRlAD

OF IMAGES, CULMINATING IN A WALK ACROSS A STAGE, RECEIVING A DIPLOMA AND A HANDSHAKE FROM YOUR DEAN .
JOHN PURGASON (ABOVE LEFT) IS CONGRATIJLATED BY DEAN ROBERT DAVIS OF THE ScHOOL OF ENGINEERING.
(ABOVE RIGHT) DEE WYAIT PONDERS NEW CLASSROOM TECHNOLOCY DURING THE 50-YEAR CLASS VISIT TO UMR's
ADV ANCED TECHNOLOCY CLASSROOM.
(RIGHT) ASSISTANT ALUMNI DIRECTOR LINDSAY BAGNALL DIRECTS
WALTER DEAN AND JOH N DU NN INTO THEIR PLACE IN LINE PRIOR TO
COMMENECMENT EXERCISES.
(BELOW) COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER DR . M.W.J. SMURFIT IS
PRESENTED WITH THE HOOD SYMBOLIC OF HIS HONORARY DEGREEE,
DOCTOR OF ENGI NEERI NG.

OUROFTHE
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J OI~ F. L
GEOLOGiS

PROFESSIONAL DEGREES AWARDED AT COMMENCEMENT

John F.
Drilling F
Incorpora l
Hehoic
fromthis i
J OI~ ART

CI VIL Esc

John A
officer an
Assoc iate~

He hold
degree, 19

HAKS KAR

GEOLOGIC

Hans K
Anode S y~
Colorado.
Hehold
and a B . ~
engineerin

GARY G. ~

MECIIAKIC

UMR

AWARDED

12

PROFESSIONAL DEGREES DURING ITS RECENT 118TH ANl\'UAL COMMENCEMNT.

PROFESSIONAL DEGREES ARE

AWARDED BY UM -ROLLA TO HONOR ALUMNl AI\'D OTHERS FOR OlITSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE
FIELDS. PROFESSIONAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS ARE (LEHTO RIGHT): J OHN

F. LAULETTA, PATRICK DAVIDSON, ROBERT HART, ALBERT

KIDWELL, WILLIAM COLLINS, O-lANCELLOR MARTIN JI SCHXE, GARY SOmMACHER, JA MES SINNETT, JAMES BERTELSMEYER,
ROBERT K UPSCH, JOI{N MATHES, ROY WILKINS, AND HANS SCHMOLDT.

Gary C
president,
He hal
mechanica
JAM ES M.

AEROSPACI

L.

JAMES E. BERTELSMEYE R

PATRICK G. DAVIDSON

ALBERT

C HEMICAL ENGINEER

MEC HANICS ENGINEER

GEOLOGIST

James E. Bertelsmeyer is co-founder,
chairman and chief executive officeofHeritage Propane Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1966, in chemical
engineering from thi s institution and an
M.B.A. degree from Memphis State University

Dr. Patrick G. Davidson is a partner with
Black & Veatch, Kansas City, Missouri.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1970, in mechanical engineering and a Ph .D. degree, 1974 in
the same field from thi s institution.

Dr. Albert L. Kidwell is retired senior
research associate, Exxon Production
Research Company, Houston, Texas.
He holds a B.S . degree, 1940, in mining
engineering (geology option) from this
institution, an M.S . degree in geology from
Washington University, and a Ph.D. in
geology from the University of Chicago.

ROBERT J. HART
MANAGEMENT ENGINEER

Robert J. Hart is quality interface/
engineering mana ger, AT&T MieroPETROLEUM ENGINEER
William W. Collins is retired vice presi- elecLronics, Power Systems, Dallas, Texas .
He hold s a B.S . degree in eleCLrical
dent and peLroleum engineer, Citibank, New
engineering from Lafayette College, Easton,
York , N.Y.
He holds B.S., 1950, and M.S ., 1951 , Pennsylvania.
degrees in peLroleum engineering from this
insLitution.

KIDWELL

WILLIAM W. COLLINS
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ROBERT J . KUPSCH
ENGINEER OF MINES

Robert J. Kupsch is vice president of
mining, ASARCO Incorporated, New York,
N.Y.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1951 , in mining
engineering from this institution.

James
engineeri n
Sl. Louis.
He hal
aeronautic,
1966, ine"
College, SI

ROYA. W

ELECTRICA

ROY A.
Telecomn
Oklahoma

He hoid

engineerin

-
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JOlIN

F.

LAULETTA

GEOLOGIST

John F. Lauletta is president of Milpark
Drilling Fluids, Division of Baker Hughes
Incorporated, Houston, Texas.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1967, in geology
from this institution.
JOHN ARTHUR MATHES
CIVIL ENGINEER

John Arthur Mathes is chief executive
officer and founder of John Mathes and
Associates, Incorporated, Columbia, Ill.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1967, and an M.S.
degree, 1968 from this institution.
HANS KARL SCHMOLDT
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEER

Hans Karl Schmoldt is the founder of
Anode Systems Company, Grand Junction,
Colorado.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1972, in geology
and a B.S. degree, 1978, in geological
engineering from this institution.
GARY G. SCHUMACHER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

: ARE

:DYE

Gary G. Schumacher is senior vice
president, Murphy Company, St. Louis.
He holds a B.S . degree, 1963, in
mechanical engineering from this institution.

BERT

:YER,

JAMES

M.

SINNETT

AEROSPACE ENGINEER

;tired senior
Production
Texas.
0, inmining
I) from this
'eology from
, a Ph.D. in
f Chicago.

president of
j,NewYork,

iI. in mining

In.

James M. Sinnett is vice president,
engineering, McDonnell Aircraft Company,
St. Louis.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1960, in
aeronautical engineering, and an M.S. degree,
1966, in engineering mechanics from Parks
College, St. Louis University.
Roy

A. WILKENS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Roy A. Wilkens is president of Williams
T e lecommunications Group, Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
He holds a B.S. degree, 1966, in electrical
engineering from this institution.

Dr. M.W.J. Smurfit, chairman and chief
Smurfit is a Fellow of the International
executiveofficerof Jefferson Smurfit Group Academy of Management. He is the recipiLimited, Dublin, Ireland, presented the ad- ent of the Cross and Star of a Grand Officer
dress at the University of Missouri-Rolla's of Merit of the Knightly Order Pro Merito
recent 118th Annual Commencement.
Melitensi.
Smurfit also received the doctor of engiHe has received numerous honors and
neering degree (honoris causa) during com- awards from such institutions as Trinity
mencement.
College, Ireland; National University ofIreSmurfitjoined Jefferson Sm urfit and Sons land; University College, Galway; UniverLimited in 1955. In 1961,heleftthatorga- sity of Scranton, Penn.; and Babson College,
nization to form Jefferson Smurfit Packag- Boston.
ing Limited. In
1964, Smurfit
rejoined
IS A FACT THAT PEOPLE JUST AS YOURSELVES WILL
Jefferson
BE THE ONES WHO ULTIMATELY MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Smurfit Group
Limited as diBETWEEN MEDIOCRI1Y AND QUALI1Y. AND PART OF
rector.
THE QUALI1Y CHALLENGE WILL INCLUDE THE ABILI1Y
He was apTO MANAGE CHANGE AND TO CAPITALIZE ON THE
pointed join t
managing direcOPPORTUNITIES IT REPRESENTS."
tor of that comM. WI SMURFIT, UMR COMMENCEMENr AnDRESS, MAY 11,1991
panyin 1967. In
1969, he was
appointed deputy chairman, and in 1977
Other honors Smurfit has received inSmurfit became chairman and chief execu- clude Commendatore of the Order of Merit
tive of Jefferson Smurfit Group Limited.
of the Italian Republic; Orden Francisco de
Among Smurfit's directorships include Miranda, Venezuela: Orden Al Merito
Jefferson Smurfit Trust Limited, John Nacional, Colombia; and Legion d'Honneur,
Jefferson Smurfit Foundation, Jefferson France.
Smurfit Corporation , Container Corporation
of America, Beech Hill Life and Pensions
Limited, and Telecom Eireann.

"IT
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aptured by the Japanese in 1941, Gene
Boyt spent the rest of the war in prisoner of war camps. Returning to Rolla
(
last May for the fifty-year reunion, he
shared this story:
"We (Boyt, Robert S ilha vy and John
McAnerney) all got called in the army-I
joined up two weeks after graduation. We
were eager-we were ready."
After training at Fort Belvoir, Virginia,
the second lieutenants boarded a ship destined for the Philippines. A project engineer,
Boyt was stationed at Clark Field in the
Philippines and assigned to construction
work. S ilhavy and McAnerney were training
the Filipino army.
Once the Japanese attacks began on Pearl
Harbor and the Philippines, the American
EdiJor's 1I0te: Durillg World War II three MSM alumllifoulld themforces stationed in the Philippines were left
selves ill dreadful circumstallces a half a world away from Rolla. Capvirtually without air cover.
tured by the Japallese ill the Philippilles, two of them survived to tell the
"As the Japanese invaded the islands of
horrors of the Bataall Death March .
the Philippines we retreated to Bataan. John
For Gene Boyt, ME, Robert Silhavy, CerE, alld (the late) John
McAnerney was killed in the defense
McAliemey, CE, their world 50 years ago was remarkably similar to the
Corregidor, probably the first Miner killed in
aile facillg recellt graduates.
World War II.
Whell Iraq invaded Kuwait ill August, 1990, the Ullited States
"The siege (at Bataan) lasted four months.
respollded by selldillg ill Armed Forces. The build-up was ofa magnitude
The Japanese really starved us out. In April,
alld immediacy that is reflective of World War II.
1942, we began the death march. "
For the class of 1941, preparillg to retum to Rolla for their 50th
Already half-starved and severely in need
reunion, it must have beell especially poignallt that the Gulf War was
of water, the men began the Bataan Death
beginning a half-cenMarch with the sun beating
tury after "their" war
down on them.
began. While the time
" When the death march bespellt resolving the
gan, there were 28 officers in
gulf crises was not
my battalion of the 200th Comnearly so world-enbat Engineers, Filipino Army
compassing
and
to which I was assigned after I
lengthy, the impact
came to Bataan. When the war
made on individual
ended, I was the only one left
lives is lIevertheless
"Everyone was debilitated
significant. As young
by the death march. When we
men and womell ingot to our first prison camp,
terrupted th eir lives to
the death rate became approxifight ill the desert ill
mately 50 per day among the
1991, the men of the
Allied prisoners and 400 a day
class of '41 found
among the Filipino prisoners.
their lives in terrupted
"We (Silhavy and Boyt)
by memories of a war
saw each other at this first
Boyt McAliemey and Silhavy on board the President
they will never forget.
camp. Silhavy was moved out
Cleveland en route to the Phillipines in 1941.

*

*

By Kathy Matthews and
Marianne Ward
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Gene Boyt, '41, recalls a war spent in captivity.
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on a detail but I didn't know where he went. would cut the rice in half and
"We stayed there for two years
I stayed there to build a dam to pump up give it to someone with the
water to this camp where everyone was dy- understanding that on March
side-by-side in the same cell. There
ing of lack of food, water and sanitation. 17, he would gi ve the ration
to
us.
back
Most of the other Americans were moved to
were a few times I had to help
"We also got a Red Cross
Cabanatuan.
"When I left the camp, there was a man's box filled with sugar, butter, Silhavy and a few times he helped
head impaled on the gate post. When people strawberry jam, a chocolate me. You had to have friends. I feel
die at this rate it's hard to tell people how you bar and powdered milk. We
several times I saved his life and he
saved that."
felt.
On March 17, the two
"I spent two weeks in Cabanatuan. Then,
saved mine.
in October of 1942, I went to Japan by boat. MSM alumni were deterWe started out with 1,500 of us, many died mined to celebrate-as best
You couldn't give up. You had to
on the boat. We got to Japan toacampabove they could-St. Patrick's
have faith that this thing was going
Osaka-there were 500 of us and that winter Day.
"All the fellas came in at to be over some day."
79 died."
"There, I was one of three officers placed noon on March 17 and gave
in charge of the POW hospital barracks. So us their rice. We ended up
you can see what kind of medical help we with about a half gallon of
rice. We mixed it with milk:
had."
"There were approximately 200 officers and butter and made an 'engineer's cake' and After that, they left us alone for several days.
Then, one day one of them stuck his head out
there. We refused to work because of the covered it with jam.
"We also had put raisins in a jar and by of the door and said it was over and we went
Geneva Convention so they would beat us
and threaten to kill us. The Japanese finally leaving them in the sun a little bit at a time we crazy."
"Once they knew we had won, they comsent most of the officers to acamp on Shokuku were able to ferment them. We made a hydrometer out of a vial to check the fermenta- pletely turned around. We wanted a radio
Island.
and food. We got both and heard on the radio
Boyt and Silhavy were reunited en route tion-we wanted champagne.
"We ate the cake and drank that raisin toputa sign on our roof that we were a POW
to Shokuku Island .
"We (Boytand Silhavy) joined an officer champagne on St. Patrick's Day-what a camp. We would go out and holler like a
bunch of kids every time a plane went over."
camp with approximately 700 officers which day!"
"Finally one turned around and the next
Within a few months, the fighting grew
included Americans Australians, British,
thing we knew about 15 bombers came over
more intense.
Dutch and Canadians."
"We stayed there until things began to get and dropped food-meat, chocolate, beer"We stayed there for two years side-byside in the same cell. There were a few times hot again. The Americans got closer and they sent everything. But we couldn't eat it
I had to help Silhavy and a few times he closer. We loved it when we first started because we were too sick.
"Eventually, a ranger unit came and got
helped me. You had to have friends. I feel seeing American planes.
"The Japanese moved us in June 1945. us. We were put on a train and arrived in
several times I saved his life and he saved
We took a train and spent the night in Tokyo the day the Americans officially ocmine.
"You couldn't give up. You had to have Hiroshima. We wondered why that city cupied that city. They shipped us back to
faith that this thing was going to be over hadn't been hit, while other cities had. The Manilla on a hospital ship, then home to San
Francisco."
some day . You had to have luck, too, and it city hadn't been touched."
"They moved us to an area way up the
AI though the men had survi ved under the
helped to be an engineer. Problems would
come up and as an engineer you would be mountain near Kyoto. We had an officer at cruelest of situations, their patriotism still
called on to help. Anytime you were on that this camp who read and spoke Japanese and was intact.
"You'd be surprised how patriotic and
type of detail you had access to food or other he would interpret for them. But, treatment
began to get rough-we were once again gung ho our bunch was."
supplies."
Boyt credits technology - the atomic
"Here the treatment was considerably under a Japanese officer who we had had at
the camp near Osaka. Things started getting bomb - with saving a lot of lives.
better. They were strict with our rules.
"The Japanese slaughtered 40 percent of
We had a library, playing cards .. . every- real bad-we knew we wouldn't survive the
thing but food. (They) kept us on a survival winter with the heavy snow and freezing the 30,000 prisoners that were captured.
Had they not dropped that bomb they would
ration, but we had few deaths-there were cold.
On Aug. 6, 1945, an atomic bomb was have killed all those prisoners, 20,000, no
some doctors, but no medication .
"Silhavy and I got a coffee cup of rice dropped on Hiroshima and the Allies were question about it. I think it (the atomic
bomb) saved our lives."
three times a day and a little soup made out quickly on their way to a victory.
"In August, the Japanese officer told us
of squash, radishes or vines. As often as we
thought we could stand it, Silhavy and I the Americans had used an inhumane weapon.
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A New Look on Campus;
A New Home for the Alumni
Association

By Andrew Careaga
PAGE 14

newest jewel in UMR's crown; it's also a symbol of
alumni support for the campus.
"This facility would not be where it is today if it were not for our
alumni," says Donald G. Brackhahn, executive director for alumni
and constituent relations. Alumni contributions to the Castleman
Hall project, which officially opens with
a Homecom ing Weekend dedication ceremony, were responsible for much of the
project's success, Brackhahn says.
Alumni also can take pride in
Castleman Hall because it is the new
home of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association. Castleman Hall also houses
UMR's music, theater and advancement
programs.
Situated on the southern edge of campus, on 10th Street between Main and
S tate streets, the 55 ,OOO-square-foot building will be an easy landmark for returning
alumni to spot. It's located across from
the Chemistry-Chemical Engineering
Building (Schrenk Hall) and faces downtown Rolla.
" It will definitely make our offices
much more visible," Brackhahn says.
Alumni will get a chance to tour the
building during the official dedication
ceremonies to be held Saturday, Oct. 5, on Homecoming Weekend.
Tours will be conducted from 9-10 a.m. and 11 a.m.-noon that day,
with dedication ceremonies to be held between 10 and 11 a.m.
Castleman Hall's features include a professional, 66O-seat auditori um and perform ing -arts ~eater and large reception areas, which
can be used for future alumm gathenngs.
The building is named for Rolla banker Donald L. Castleman,
who donated $500,000 ofthe $3.4 million in private funds needed to
comple te the project. Several alumni who contributed to the project
also are honored by having various rooms named after them. Those
alumni who contributed large gifts to the building project include:
-Karl F. Hasselmann, '25, and Marjorie Hasselmann. The wing
that houses the alumni relations and advancement offices is named
in honor of the Hasselmanns. Karl Hasselmann was president of the
MSM Alumni Association from 1946 through 1948. He and his wife
are now deceased.
-Thomas W. Leach, '20, and Frances V. Leach, after whom the
66O-seat auditorium is named. Mr. and Mrs. Leach, now deceased,
were long-time supporters of the campus.
- Reade M. Beard, '36, a long-time supporter of the campus and
member of the Order of the Golden Shillelagh.
-Albert S. DeValve, '43, a past alumni award recipient and
member of the Order of the Golden Shillelagh.
-Thor Gjelsteen, ' 53 , '78, '90, a member of the MSM-UMR
Alumni Association board of directors, alumni award recipient and
member of the Order of the Golden Shillelagh.
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-Frederick S. Kummer, '55, '84, and June Kummer. Mr.
Kummer is a member of the University of Missouri Board of
Curators, an alumni award recipient and member of the Order of the
Golden Shillelagh .
-Vernon T. McGhee, '42, '77, a former alumni award rec ipient
and member of the Order of the Golden Shillelagh.
-RobertC. Perry, '49, '68,a member of the MSM-UMR Alumni
Association board of directors and a member of the Order of the
Golden Shillelagh.
-CJ. Potter, '29, '30, ' 50, (deceased) , was
a member of the Alumni Association board, a
member of the Order of the Golden Shillelagh
and a long-time supporter of UMR music programs.
-Paul B. Rothband, '43, a longtime supporter of the campus and member of the Order
of the Golden Shillelagh .
-Gerald Stevenson, '59, '63, '8 1, a vice
president of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association and member of the Order of the Golden
Shillelagh.
- Royal S. Webster Jr., ' 55 , an MSM-UMR
Alumni Association board member and a member of the Order of the Golden Shillelagh.
In addition, the MSM-UMR Alumni Association donated $100,000 for the building project.
This donation includes the gift of property on
II th and State streets, which the association
purchased from the Baptist Student Union in
1978 and which was given to the campus in
1987.
The Alumni Lobby (above) and a view of
th e Thomas W_ and Frances Y_ Leach
Auditorium (left)_
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o Kamila (Kami) J. Crane-B.S. CE, '85, M.S. CE, '86the Lorna Linda earthquake of Oct. 17, 1989, meant more
than the postponement of the flfst game of the World Series.
Moments after the earthquake struck the Bay Area of
California, Kami was ready to go into action in the reconstruction
effort.
"I was initially involved in the supervision of falsework erection
on the Cypress Freeway (1-880)," Kami says. ''The freeway has two
levels and part of the top level collapsed onto the lower level."
She explains that falsework erection is the temporary support
added to structures to prevent them from collapsing further.
"This temporary support gave the rescue workers the opportunity
to search for survivors," Kami says.
She adds that most of the damage to buildings and bridges in the
Bay Area was confined to older structures built before current
earthquake codes were in place.
"Considering the magnitude of the earthquake, San Francisco
actually fared pretty well," Kami says.
Kami, a civil engineer in the bridge structures department of
Sverdrup Corporation in St. Louis, currently is assigned to the
California Department of Transportation (CaiTran) in San Francisco.
"Over the last three years I've been involved with the inspection
of bridges and overpasses in the San Francisco area," Kami says.
The work she does includes new construction, the widening of
existing structures and earthquake retrofit, or improving existing
structures so they will not collapse in case of earthquakes. Kami
finds this work challenging and rewarding.
"It is very rewarding to see a bridge on paper in its planning stages,
help build itto its final form and then drive a car over it," Kami says.
She adds that it also is reassuring to be aware of the structural
specifications and codes of bridges.
" I am always amazed at the amount of hard work that is involved
in the construction of a bridge," she adds.
Kami credits her father with providing her
the encouragement to
pursue a career in civil
engineering.
"My father is a civil
engineer and was involved in the construction of building projects
in the Hannibal area when I was growing up," Kami says. "I was
amazed at the way buildings and bridges just sort of popped up out
of old vacant lots.
" Besides, I also had an aptitude for mathematics and science in
high school and knew by my sophomore year that I wanted to be a
civil engineer," Kami adds.
A 1981 graduate of Hannibal High School, Kami is the daughter
of Harold, B.S . CE, '53, and Peggy Crane.
Kami says the education she received at UMR prepared her to
handle the difficult situations that crop up every day on the job.

is very rewarding to see a bridge on
paper in its planning stages, help build it to
its final form and then drive a car over it. "
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"Most of my classes at UMR were in the design areas of construction," Kami says. "And, because the des ign and construction of
structures go hand-in-hand , 1 believe every engineer should go out
in the field to find out what actually takes place at the job site.
" 1 eventuall y
would like to become involved in
the design area of
co n s tru c ti o n, "
Kami says. " But,
1 feel fortunate to
have had the opportunity to see
fi rst-h a nd how
th ese structures
are builL"
Kam i, who credits Dr. William A. Andrews, UMR professor
emeritus of civil engineering, as being instrumental in encouraging
her whi le she was attending UMR, said college students interested
in civil engineering should prepare themselves by taking a variety of
courses.
"Those include a broad se lection of design, construction and
management courses," she says.
Kami says she stays busy but she
also takes time to think about, and
miss, Missouri.
"1 really miss my fam ily and friends,"
she says. "1 also miss the sand beaches
and skiing on th e Mississ ippi River,
green yards and the fo ur seasons."
She says that in the future she would
like to move into a supervisory position as a coord inator in th e structural
des ign projects area.
"And , sometime in the future," Kami
continu es, "1 would like to se ttle back
in Missouri and perhaps start a famil y. "
For now th ough, the former UMR
cheerl eader is enjoying her job and
outdoor hobbies including sc uba diving, water and snow sk iing and biking.

... most of the damage to buildings and bridges
in the Bay Area was confined to older structures
built before current earthquake codes were in
place. "Considering the magnitude of the earthquake, San Francisco actual/yfared pretty well. "
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Rafael Bridge in the background.

KAMILA JEAN CRANE
~

Structural Engineer Bridge Divisi o n , Sverdrup
Corp.

HOME
~
San Rafael, CA
FAMILY
A Kami is single, and the
daughter of Harold R . '59 and
Peggy Crane.
EDUCATION
A Bachelor's degree, Civil
Engineering, 1985
Master ' s
degree , Civil
Engineering, 1986
MEMBER
A American Society of Civil
Engineers , Kappa Delta
Sorority
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he National Science Foundation Young Investigator Award
presented to Dr. James A.
Drallmeier, UMR assistant professor of
mechanical engineering, has paved the
way for research on internal combustion
engines and fuel spray dynamics at UMR.
Drallmeier, named a 1991 Presidential Young Investigator, was among approximately 200 faculty nationwide recognized for teaching and research accomplishments and potential in training future scientists and engineers.
This is the first such award to be given
to a UMR faculty member, according to
Dr. Bassem Armal y, professor and chairman of mechanical and aerospace engineering and engineering mechanics.
"The grant will provide the funding to
expand our present facilities in engine
laser diagnostics and other two-phase flow
diagnostics," said Armaly. "It will
strengthen our ties with industry and will
stimulate class instruction and interfaculty
research in these areas."
Drallmeier says that the funds from the
award will be used at UMR during the
next five years for research aimedatstudying fuel spray dynamics and improving
internal combustion engines.
The award consists of an annual base
funding of $25,000 for up to five years.
Each year NSF will provide additional
support (up to $37 ,5(0) to match on a
dollar-to-dollar basis funds obtained from
industry. With the matching funds , an
awardee could receive up to $ 100,000
annually.
The structure of the Presidential Young
Investigator Award is geared toward improving the relationship between the university and industry, says Drallmeier.
"This structure directs the investigator to
pursue funds from industries that have an
interest in the same type of researc h," he
says. " I am devoting much of my time to
seeking out industries with a mutual in-

terest in the spray and engine research.':.
"CurrenLly,a coalition exists
the auto industry and oil comparues to .
study different types of fuels arid deter'::
mine how they affect air pollution," says
Drallmeier. "We know what goes into the
. engine and what comes oul,butwehaven; t
correlated the two.
.
"During thefustphaseofthis research,
we want to study the dynamics of sprays
in fud-injected engines and hciwtheir
characteristics affect engine emissions,"
he explains. "We are particularly inter~
ested in the spray quality, which includes
the drop size and velocity."
.
.
The second phase will consider the
combustion process that takes place inc
side engines. "We will look inside engine
cylinders using laser-based diagnostics
to study the fuel and air mixing processes," says Drallrneier.
"Laser-based diagnostics is a non-intrusive method of study because it does
not disrupt the flow field and the apparatus within the engine. It allows the re~
searcher to make detailed measurements
inside the engine where the pressure and
temperature are high. In fact, an additional aim of the research is to further
develop state-of-the-art laser-based diagnostics.
"The laser-based diagnostic tools can
be used to determine the extent the fuel
injection process can be manipulated to
control emissions and engine performance," he says.
Drallme ier says this research will help
in the design of combustion systems for
emission control and could lead to detailed in-cylinder studies of emission formation mechanisms, many of which are
not fully understood at this time.
In addition to his research activities,
the NSF considered Drallmeier's teaching accomplishments in presenting him
with the Preside ntial Young Investigator
Award.
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At UMR, he has developed two new
courses-"Internal Combustion Engines"
and "Combustion Theory." He was selected by UMR mechanical engineering
students as the single recipient of the Pi
Tau Sigma Outstanding Teacher Award
in the spring of 1990. That same year, he
also received a UMR Outstanding Teaching Award.
As a graduate student at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, he received the Department of Mechanical Engineering Teaching Fellowship for the
1986-87 academic year.
He received the Undergraduate Teaching A ward in 1988 and 1989 and was
ranked by students as being in the top 10
percent among other instructors, including full-time faculty. He was nominated
by the University of Illinois College of
Engineering for the Campus A ward for
Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching in

1989.
Drallmeier also is conducting other research relating to sprays and spray diagnostics, including an NSF-funded project
on a new diagnostic technique for spray
meas urement. He is working with Drs.
K.M. Isaac and David Riggins from UMR
on supersonic atomization, the use of highspeed flows to enhance the spray atomization . He also has a Weldon Spring grant to
conduct research on spray measurements
in engines.

"Laser-based diagnostics is a non-intrusive method of
study because it does not disrupt the flow field and the
apparatus within the engine. It allows the researcher to
make detailed measurements inside the engine where
the pressure and temperature are high. "
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On the final day of the 1991 legislative session, the Missouri
General Assembly acted to place a $385 million education funding
and reform package on the ballot for a referendum vote on Nov. 5.
The bill passed by a 25-8 vote in the Senate, and less than an hour
before adjournment, the House passed the bill with a 103-56 vote.
The package, a modified version of that introduced by Sen. Jim
Mathewson (D-Sedalia) in January 1991, will be designated Proposition B on the statewide vote. Of the total $385 million, $190million
a year would go to higher education for a variety of needs.
Additionally , the need for higher education building and maintenance improvements would be met with a bonding provision for an
additional $35 million.
The funding provisions of Proposition B include:
1) a three-eighths cent sales tax, which amounts to about $5 a
month to a person with an income of $30,000 a year.
2) an individual income tax, which affects only individual
incomes above $45 ,000 a year and family incomes above $90,000.
3) a reduction in taxes for middle income persons with children
by doubling dependency deductions.
4) an increase in cigarette taxes, which amounts
to five cents a day for an average smoker, or
$ 18.25 per year.
5) a corporate income tax rate increase of 1.5 percent, or 6.5 percent
total , on incomes over $100,000. This
rate is the same as the temporary rate.
The bill, as it is worded, "Requires
greater accountability for education spending, including reports to taxpayers on school
performance. Establishes a special fund with additional tax revenues earmarked for education reforms,
including smaller classes, job training, student aid, and
college improvements.
"The additional $385 million generated would be
spent on schools, job training and colleges. Increases
corporate, tobacco and sales taxes. Provides tax relief
EDUCATION
for families with dependents. Eliminates some deductions for upper-income individual taxpayers."
A campai gn committee, Missourians for Quality
Education, has been created as a means to provide
information about the initiative package.
The co-chairs of this organization include: Henry
Bloch of Kan sas City, chief executive officer of H&R
Block; Richard Mahoney of SL Louis, chief executive
officer of Monsanto; and Sam Cook of Jefferson City,
chairman of Central Bank, Curator of the University of
Mi sso uri and chairman of the Missouri Business and
Education ParlI1ership Commission .
Polls repeatedly have indicated Missourians are prepared to support such a tax increase if indeed it is
earmarked exclusively for ed ucation.
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the MissOUri

Dr. C. Peter Magrath, president of the four·campus University of
Missouri since Jan. 1, 1985, has been named president of the
National Association of State Universities and Land·Grant Colleges
in Washington, D.C. He will assume his new duties in the falL
The Board of Curators has unanimously elected Dr. George
Russell, chancellor of the University of Missouri-Kansas City, to
succeed Magrath, according to Webb R. Gilmore, president of the
Board.
Gilmore said this is a critical juncture in the University'S history
and that "there must be no interruption in our continuing drive to
accomplish our several missions on behalf of the people of Missouri."
Russell-who has served as UMKC chancellor since 1977-was
the sole remaining choice of the search committee the last time a
president was sought. When he withdrew, the curators renewed their
search for a national figure in higher education and selected Magrath,
then president of the University of Minnesota.
Russell, 70, earned a B.S . degree in electrical engineering from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in physics from the University of Illinois. He has been a
lecturer at George Washington University, a visiting research scientist at the University of California in San Diego, and associate
professor of physics at Southern Illinois University and at the
University of Illinois.
Russell, in addition to his accomplishments as a teacher and
researcher, also has a proven record as an effective administrator and
is recognized as a leader in public higher education, Gilmore said.
From 1972 to 1977, Russell was vice chancellor for research and
dean of the Graduate College at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign . He served from 1970 to 1972 as associate dean
of the Graduate College and professor of
physics from 1968 to
1970.
He is married to the
former Ruth Ann
Ashby of Charleston,
Mo., and they are the
parents of four children.
Magarath will contin ue to serve as president until November,
when he will depart to
take up his responsibilities as president of
NASULGC.
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Articulation
UMR GRADUATE STUDENT DEVELOPS
SPEECH ENHANCEMENT DEVICE

radford William s, a UMR graduate student, is developing a device to help the speech afflicted speak
clearly. His interest in this research ex tends beyond
fulfillin g the requirements for a Ph .D. degree.
"In 1976 my wife, Jamiie, suffered severe head
injuries in a car accident," Williams explains. "She
lost the abi lity to arti culate words and her mouth is
partially paralyzed."
The acc ident occ urred about three months after they were married
and within 24 hours after they arrived in Rolla, where Williams was
to study for a master's degree in e lectrical engineering. " During the
nex t 12 years, I began to understand the need for a sophisticated
device that would ease the frustration the speech afflicted feel when
tryin g to communicate," he says.
About two years ago, he started developing a device he hopes will
allow people with speech afflictions, such as those caused by head
injuries, strokes and cerebral palsy, to express themselves vocally in
the same way they would if the ir speech was not impaired.
"Many of these people can make sounds with pitch and volume
but cannot articulate the words they wish to speak," said Williams.
"The ideal solution is to retain the pitch and volume of their words
while enhanci ng the ir articulation, and that is the purpose of this
projec t."
The initial phase of the research is the subject of Williams' Ph .D.
dissertation. No fundin g was available for the projec t so he used his
own resources, including a computer he already had. He designed
and built an electronic board fordigitizing speech and playing it back
and wrote computer programs to ana lyze speech.
With the system, a person
speaks into a microphone
and the words are recorded
in the computer. From the
'
recorded words, Williams
can pick out a piece of sound
and anal yze it.
He recorded words and
phrases spoken by Jamiie' s
three sisters. "Their voices
are similar and were used as
mode ls to anal yze the differences and similarities in the
sounds of the ir speech and
the afflicted speech," he says.
The co mputer analysis
separates components of a
person 's speech into two sets
of parameters. The first set
contains information about
the shape of the vocal trac t, which determines how a word is
articul ated . The seco nd se t contai ns information about the pitch and
volum e.
"The device uses th e first set of information to find a new vocal

.

By Minnie Breuer
Photo by Andrew Careaga
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tract which is then coupled with the original pitch and volume to
determine what the sound should have been," Williams said. "The
pitch of the old and new sound are
the same but the articulation is
improved."
Williams says that devices currently available to help the speech
impaired communicate have limitations. One system allows the user
to type words on a keyboard and a
stored voice in a computer speaks
the words back.
"The synthesized words are
sometimes difficult to understand," says Williams. "In addition, people with speech afflictions may have physical limitations that make typing difficult.
"The most serious drawback to
this system is that when words are
typed on a keyboard, the pitch, or
intonation, and the volume cannot
be expressed, so it is not possible
to emphasize a word, indicate a
question or show emotion.
"PitCh and volume are important in communicating with others," said Williams. "For example,
the meaning of the sentence 'Why
are you here?' changes depending
on which word is emphasized."
For these reasons, Williams believes that there is need for a device which would not require the
user to type on a keyboard and
would process a person 's words
while he or she is speaking.
He adds, though, that he has
done as much as he can with the
equipment he has. "A large amount
of data and processing are needed
for the computer to classify the
afflicted speech, and this computer
system, which is similar to a PC
XT, is limited in the amount of
processing it can do," says Williams.
"The system automatically will
enhance vowel sounds but it does
not process a person's words as they are spoken," he said. " It lakes
about 100 seconds to process one second of speech. A computer
with about a 100-to-one speed up rate is needed to process th e
information in realtime."

The next phase of the project is to obtain a more powerful
computer.
''I'm looking at a reasonably priced computer that has a digital
signal processing chip designed to process moredataata faster rate,"
he says. "It has the potential to process a person's speech as it is
spoken."
He adds that there are anum ber
of research opportunities in developing the speech enhancement system, which he envisions as a box
about 3 by 5 inches with a small
microphone and headset.
"When complete, thedevice will
enhance the voice into intelligible
speech unique to the user," says
Williams. "Its output will retain
the pitch and volume of the user's
voice, allowing a person to indicate questions, emphatic tones and
expressions of emotion."
It also would have a positive
side effect in that it would reinforce good articulation, he adds.
"When a person with a speech
affliction can make a sound that is
understandable, he or she would
have an incentive to continue to
speak in the same way."
Williams received a master's
degree from UMR in 1978. He
worked for Texas Instruments in
Dallas for seven years, while continuing his education at Southern
Methodist University.
In 1985, he returned to UMR to
complete requirements for aPh.D.
in electrical engineering. In order
to support his family, which now
includes four children, he was a
teaching fellow in the Department
of Electrical Engineering for two
semesters. He also designed an
imaging instrument for use in cataract surgery for Linscan Systems
Inc. in Rolla.
Williams has worked full-time
the last two years to develop the
speech enhancement system. He
graduated in May and is looking
for a teaching position at a university.
"My plans are to get a more powerful computer and continue with
the speec h enhancement project if I can obtain funding," he says.
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DAY
RECEIVES
PATENTS
FOR
INVENTION
OF GLASS
MICROSPHERES

A sa mple of Ih e glass beads ill relalion 10
a humall hair showlI in Ihis magllified
I'iew.

By Dick Hatfield
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have been awarded three patents for tin y
glass beads, referred to as glass microspheres,
which can be used in a unique radiation
delivery method for treating diseased organs
in the human body by irradiation.
Working cooperatively from two separate Missouri campuses, Dr. Delbert E. Day,
Curators' Professor of ceramic engineering
at the University of Missouri-Rolla and director of UMR 's Graduate Center for Materials Research, and Dr. Gary J. Ehrhardt,
senior research scientist, Research Reactor
(MURR), University of Missouri-Columbia,
have received patents for their inventions
from the United States Patent Office.
In 1982, research was started at the University of Missouri to develop glass beads
which could be used to deliver therapeutic
doses of radiation to diseased organs or
malignant tumors.
The procedure consists of injec ting radioactive particles into the hepatic artery, which
supplies blood to the liver.
"The blood carries the particles into the
capillary bed of the liver, where the particles
become trapped and irrad iate the liver in an
intense and highl y locali zed fas hion ," Day
said.
"A major adva ntageofthis method is that
up to seven times more radiation can be
delivered safely than by any other known
technique," Day said.
Thc glass itself, which has to carry the
rad ia ted particles to organs
inside humans
must possess a
num bcr ofcharactcristics .
" Fi rst, it
must be compatible with the
hum an body
and non-toxic,"
Day indicates.
"Second ly, the
glass should not
dissolve in the
body whi le it is radioacti ve. Otherwi se, there
could be an unwanted release of the radioactivity away from the targcted site.
"Third ly, the glass has to be free of unwanted radioacti ve clements ," Day said.

cancer are composed of yttria, alumina and
silica.
"Beads made from these glasses possess
the needed properties oC biocompatability,
good chemical durability and freedom from
unwanted elements," Day says.
According to Day, clinical tests at six
hospital s in the United States and Canada,
on more than 100 patients in the past five
years, have demonstrated that very large
doses of radiation can be delivered safely to
malignant tumors in the liver by these radioactive glass beads.
Clinical experiments using these beads,
which are smaller in diameter than a human
hair, have been sufficiently encouraging.
They were approved for commercial use
in Canada in January 199 1, Day said.
According to Day, patients in Canada
who are receiving this treatment are injected
with five to 10 million glass beads.
"The procedure takes only about one
hour," Day says. " But, the patients remain in
the hospital for one ortwo days for observation."
After three weeks, the microspheres are
no longer radioactive, but since the glass is
insoluble, the beads remai n in the liver indefinitely.
Day said recent data from Canada indi cates in several cases lives were prolonged
significan tl y by a single treatment, even
though many of the treated patients had
advanced disease and could no longer be
helped by chemotherapy.
" In addition to extending lifeexpecLancy,
patients treated with the radioactive beads
have minimal side effects, sLight fever and
nausea, compared with the side effects associated with normal chemotherapy, which
may require a year to complete," Day says.
Anotller type of glass used in the research
project is known as samari um aluminosiLicate.
One application for rad ioacti ve samari um
glass beads now being investi gated is in the
treatment of single joint innammatory arLhritis.
Injecting arthritic joints with radioactive
particles can reduce the innammation and
pain wi thin those joints.
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Communications Systems For Space
Station Being Researched at UMR
The manned space station, Freedom,
which
NASA
plans
to
have
occupiedpermanently around the year2()()(),
will provide a vehicle for extended scientific
research and exploration in space, says Dr.
Kurt Kosbar, assistant professor of electrical
e ngineering at the University of
Missouri-RoJla.
Kosbar is developing a computerized design and analysis tool for application to the
space-to-space communications system for
the space station. In a parallel effort, Dr.
WiJliam Tranter, Schlumberger Professor of
electrical engineering at UMR, is developing computerized tools for application to the
space-to-ground communications system.
"The space station will aJlow astronauts
to stay in orbit for extended periods, giving
scientists the opportunity to conduct certain
tasks and experiments in space that take
more than a few days to complete," Kosbar
said. "The Soviets have had a similar vehicle
in orbit for some time."
"Systems need to be developed to aJlow
the space station tocommunicate with nearby
objects such as the space shuttle or a manned
free fl yer, which looks like a large chair with
an astronaut sitting in it," says Kosbar. "They
also need to communicate with a number of
other proposed devices similar to robotic
arms that will move around the exterior of
the space station to make repairs.
" Some robots wiJl be able to fly around in
space to different parts of the station and
these devices will need to comm unicate back
to the space station," he says.
Kosbar says that a host of communications problems need to be resolved. "For
example, how do we keep these devices
from interfering with each other or how do
we ensure that a robot is not confused by
messages that were intended for another
device?"
He and Tranter are trying to solve problems such as these by using computer simulations to develop a mode l of the overaJl
communications system in order to predict

system performance. This effort wiJl aJlow
performance problems to be identified and
resolved prior to space station fabrication .
"The hardware needs to work the first
time it is installed and the system needs to be
carefully designed so that its performance
lives up to expectations," says Tranter.
"When working with simple communications systems, such as an intercom between
two offices, one can experiment with various equipment because it is inexpensive and
easy to work with ," says Tranter. "Complicated space station systems, on the other
hand, will bedifficult to work on and modify
since that work would have to be done in
space.
"Almost all research conducted at UMR
has positive spin-offs to the educational program," says Tranter. "While our goal on this
project has been to help design and create
analysis tools to allow the performance of
the space station system to be assured, a
significant spin-off of this program has been
that it has exposed a number of our students
and faculty to some real-world engineering
problems.
"For example, a grad uate student spent a
month last summ er gathering data for the
project at General Electric Aerospace in
Camden, N.J., which is funding the research,"
says Tranter. "This was an excellent experience for the student because he got a tas te of
hands-on engineering while in graduate
school."
UMR students working on the project
include Kevin Sch neider, Maryville, John
Oliver, Rolla, William Ebel, St. Charles and
Otto Lee, Rolla, who are Ph.D. candidates in
electrical engineering; Martina Stollmeyer,
a Fulbright scholar from Germany; and John
Broker, a master's candidate fTom Bonnots
Mill.
Kosbar says that it would be less costly to
put unmanned vehicles in space if the station
was only intended to learn about other planets. "The be nefits of Freedom will probably
be in the long term because it will make a
number of future space miss ions poss ible."
MB
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8 Receive Awards at
UMR Staff Recognition Day
Eight University of Missouri-Rolla staff
members were honored for their contributions to the campus during UMR Staff Recognition Day ceremonies held Monday on
campus.
John T. Park, vice chancellor for academic affairs, presented each winner with a
certificate and a $300 check during the ceremonies' which were held at 2:30 p.m.
The eight winners were selected from 38
staff members nominated by faculty, staff
and students. A committee of staff members
screened the applications and recommended
nominees to Chancellor Martin C. Jischke,
who selec ted the recipients on the basis of
job performance, relationship with associates and dedication to UMR.
Awards were given in four categories:
administrative and professional , crafts and
maintenance, technical and paraprofessional,
and secretarial and clerical.
Receiving awards were the following :
-Herb Anderson of Rolla, a custodian
for part of Schrenk Hall, which houses the
chemi stry and life sc iences departments. He
wascitcd for hi s initiative, outstanding work
hab its and positive altitude.
-Floyd Harris of Rolla, director of the
Minority Engineering Program. He wascited
for his active recruitment of minority students to the campus and for his efforts to
rai se funds for minority scholarships.
- Nonna G. Harris of Rolla, administrati ve secretary for the physical facilities department. She was cited for her efforts to

make the department operate more efficiently
and for her initiative.
-Sherry A. Heavin of Edgar Springs,
senior secretary in the geological and petroleum engineering department. She was cited
for her work to make the department operate
more efficiently and for her assistance to
students and student groups.
- Tonda Lee of Rolla, a secretary in the
electrical engineering department. She was
cited for helping other staff members learn
new computer programs, her initiative and
her pursuit of an engineering degree while
working full-time.
-Gloria J. Miller of Vichy, a facilities
analyst for the physical facilities department. She was cited for her ability to work
well with other departments on campus and
for her cheerful attitude.
-Michael Orlando of St. James, a sergeant on the University Police Department.
He was cited for his supervisory work and
his presentations of crime-prevention and
rape-prevention seminars on campus and in
the community.
-Gene L. Van Matre of Rolla, a senior
psychologist with the Counseling and Career Development Center. He was cited for
his development of assistance programs for
faculty, staff and students and for his studies
of career choice patterns for students in
UMR's Freshman Engineering Program.
Staff Recognition Day is an annual event
coordinated by the UMR Stafr Council.
AC

Dr.Robert
Montgomery named
president of
Southwestern
Psychological
Association

Robert L. Montgomery, UMR professor
of psychology, has been elected president of
the Southwestern Psychological Association.
Montgomery, elected to the post last
spring, began his one-year term as president
~_ _ _ _ _ _"'I during
the
SWPA's annual
meeting in New
Orleans. His
term will end
next April.
TheSWPAis
a professional
organization
with a membership of about
1,800 psychologists from Missouri, Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Texas.
Montgomery joined the UMR psychology department in 1968 after receiving his
doctorate in social psychology from Oklahoma State University in Stillwater, Okla.
He is the author of several journal articles,
book chapters, abstracts and technical reports in his areas of research and has delivered more than 40 papers at professional
meetings and conferences.
AC

, - - - - - - CASTLEMAN HALL DEDICATION
Th e dedication of Castleman Hall will be held at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 5, 1991 . Castleman Hall occupies a
full block, located between Tenth and Eleventh Streets , and Main and State Streets. This new building, completed in
March 1991, houses not only a 660-seat performing arts center, but also the music and theater departments and the
alumni and development offices.
Th e building will be openfor toursfrom 9 :00 a.m. to noon on Saturday, closing during the dedication ceremony from
10 :00 a.m . to II :00 a.m. The South Central Missouri Arts Council will be sponsoring an art exhibit in Castleman Hall
in conjunction with the dedication , and the artists will be present Saturday morning to talk with you.
Come on out and see the newest jewel in UMR 's crown , and the new home of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association.
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St. Louis Teachers Get Computers to
Help Them Teach Science
Eight science teachers from
St. Louis public schools received computers for their
classrooms through a project
promoting the use of computers in science instruction.
The teac hers were enrolled
in Science Teaching with
In-classroom Computers, a
five-day course that took place
at UMR and is designed to
help teachers learn how to use
computers as teaching tools.
They learned to use Apple
Macintosh LC computers to
illustrate science concepts.
After completion of the
course, the teachers took the
com puters, valued at about
$2,000 each, back to school
with them.
The program is sponsored
by the St. Louis Regional Science and Technology Career
Access Center, an organization designed to strengthen the
teaching of mathematics and
science to minority students in the St. Louis
area.
Harvest Collier, associate professor of
chemistry at UMR and coordinator of the
STIC program, says he hopes that putting
computers in the classroom will promote
more student interest in science.
"There are a lot of good science teachers
out there, but they're hampered by insufficient support," Collier says. Although most
science teachers in the St. Louis public
sc hools do not have access to computers for
classroo m use, "you can motivate students
to learn sc ience if you have the proper tools,"
he says.
The St. Louis Regional Science and Technology Career Access Center is a cooperative effort of the University of Missouri
campuses at Rolla and St. Louis,
Harris-Stowe State College, St. Louis Community College and St. Louis Public Schools.
Major funding for the center and the STIC
program is provided by the National Science
Foundation.
AC

Harvest Collier, associate professor of
chemistry, and Ursula Rudolf, a science
teacher at Southwest High School in St.
Louis, work on ways to apply computers
to teaching science.

UMR Sociologist:
Taiwan's Industrial
Growth May Hinder
Its Ideological
Struggle
Taiwan's colleges and univerSItIes are
great! y responsible for that nation's economic prosperity, a UMR sociologist says in
a recently published book about Taiwan's
system of higher education. But he also
warns that Taiwan ' s emphasis on modernization could in the future hinder its ideological struggle with mainland China.
Taiwan, one of the Third World's leading
exporters, owes much of its success to the
emphasis its colleges and universities place
on teaching science and technology, says
Erwin Epstein, professor of sociology at
UMR. But the nation's technological advancements may undermine its cultural identity, which Epstein says is Taiwan's "claim
to legitimacy."
Epstein discusses Taiwan's system of
higher education in a chapter which he wrote
for a recently released book, "The Confucian Continuum: Educational Modernization in Taiwan." In his chapter on higher
education in Taiwan, Epstein contends that
despite higher education's vast contributions to the island nation's prosperity, "economic success can itself erode Formosa's
(Taiwan's) ideological posture."
"The Confucian Continuum," edited by
Douglas C. Smith, is published by Praeger
Press of New York . The book was released
in April of 1991 .
AC
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Receives Award

UMR Curators' Professor
Receives $15,000 Research Award
Ronald E. Olson, Curators' Professor of
Physics at UMR, is the 1991 recipient of the
University of Missouri System's Presidential Award for Research and Creativity.
Ol son re ce iv ed
the
$ 15,000 award
at a dinn e r
meeting of the
University of
Mi ssouri Syste m Board of
Curators. He
was given the
awardbyWebb
R. Gilmore,
president of the
Board of Curators, and University of Missouri President C. Peter Magrath.
The Presidential Award for Research and
Creativity is given each year to a University
of Missouri professor noted for his or her
accomplishments in research. The award is
supported by investment income from the
1979 sale of UM ·System-owned property
near Weldon Spring in St. Charles County.
Olson, a professor of physics at UMR
since 198 1, is well known for his studies in
atomic and molecular collisions. His research has helped scientists better understand how heavy-particle ionization destroys

cancer cells and how cosmic rays in space
damage satellites. Olson also is researching
the use of nuclear fusion as an alternative
means of producing energy .
"Dr. Olson has a national and international reputation in the field of atomic physics and he certainly deserves this honor,"
said Ralph Alexander, chairman of UMR's
physics department. " He has made many
important contributions to the department's
research and the education of its graduate
students. He also has brought recognition to
UMR and the University of Missouri System ."
In 1988, Olson was one of about 70 international scientists to receive a Humboldt
Award from the Humboldt Foundation of
the West German government. The award
allowed Olson to conduct research for a year
at the German universities of Frankfurt and
Giessen.
Olson received a bachelor' s degree in
mathematics and chemistry from the UniversityofWisconsin-Superiorin 1964, where
he graduated magna cum laude. He earned
his doctorate in physical chemi stry from
Purdue University in Lafayette, Ind., in 1967.
He is a fellow of the American Physical
Society and a member of Phi Lambda Upsilon, Phi Kappa Phi and Sigma Xi.
AC

Transcript Fee Changes
Myron G. Parry, UMR Registrar, announces to all alumni that effectiv e April 1,
1991 , th e fce for a copy of your transcript has increased from $3 to $4. This is the
first increase since 1985. Transcripts are free of charge to currently-enrolled
stude nts.
To obtain a copy of your transcript, please send a c heck or money order to Office
of the Reg istrar, University of Missouri-Rolla, 103 Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 654010249 . Requests must be made in writing, and your signature must be on the letter
of request.

Bob Lewis, director of admissions, was
presented the Peggy Clinton Award for
Meritorious Service to the profession of
college admissions. The award was given to
Lewis at the annual conference of the Missouri Association of College Admission
Counselors (MACAC).
Criteria for the award are: "Outstanding
service to students; loyalty and dedication to
one's institution; significant and unique contributions to the profession of collegeadmissions."
In presenting the award, Braxton
Reth wisch of Central Methodist College cited
Lewis for his leadership in the profession
and his extraordinary understanding of the
issues which are faced by admission officers.
Rethwisch said, "Bob Lewis has dedicated years of hard work, innovation and
expertise to the University of Missouri-Rolla.
Bob and his staff have made the admissions
service at UMR the model, if not the envy, of
admission directors allover the country."
ACS

UMR Student Wins
Design Award
From City of Rolla
Mike Wilhelm, ajunior in electrical engineering, is the winner of the 1991 Rolla
Community Award for Excellence in Engineering Design.
The $500 award is given annually by the
City of Rolla to a UMR engineering student
who designs the winning product in a competition held at UMR . The entries are judged
by a committee of UMR engineering facUlty .
Wilhelm designed a discrete frequency
spectrum analy zer, which graphically displays sound. He was presented the award at
the Monday, May 6, meeting of the Rolla
City Council.
Wilhelm is the son of John and Irene
Wilhelm of North St. Louis.
AC
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Student From
Warrenton
Receives UMR
Theater
Scholarship
Donald M. NewburryofWarrenton, Mo.,
is the first recipient of a newly created scholarship for University of Missouri-Rolla students active in UMR 's theater program.
Newburry , ajunior majoring in mechanical engineering, received the $200 scholarship from the Frances Porter Collins EndowmentFund for Theatre. The scholarship was
for the spring 1991 semester.
Newburry has been an actor and a technician in the University Theatre-UMR program . He is 1987 graduate of Warrenton
High School and the son of Chuck and Joyce
Newburry of Warrenton. He also is a member of the Wagon Wheel Players, a community theater group in Warrenton.
The Frances Porter Collins Endowment
Fund for Theatre was created through an
$8,000 gift from William W. Collins, the
widower of Frances Porter Collins . Mrs.
Collins taught drama and English at Rolla
High School from 1947-1951. A $200scholarship from the fund is to be awarded each
semester to a UMR student active in the
theater program, and is administered by the
MSM-UMR Alumni Association .
William W. Collins earned his bachelor' s
and master ' s degrees in petroleum engineering from MSM in 1950 and 1951.
ACS

UMR Academy of Electrical Engineering
Inducts Four New Members
Four electrical engineers were recently
inducted into the UMR Academy ofElectrical Engineering, an electrical engineering
departmental advisory group composed of
alumni and other electrical engineers who
have made outstanding contributions to their
profession.
New members are James O. Bondi, Martha
Shultz Fowler, Larry L. Robinson and Roy
A. Wilkens.
Bondi was recognized by the academy
for his service and leadership in electrical
engineering. Bondi holds three degrees from
UMR: B.S.E.E., 1971 ; M.S.E.E., 1972; and
Ph.D. 1974.
He joined Texas Instruments in 1978 and
is presently manager for Parallel and Systems Architecture at TI's Computer Science
Center, Dallas, Texas. There Bondi 's work
focuses largely on computer security, parallel processing, computer architecture design
tools and 3-D volume di splays.
Previously, within TI's Defense Systems
and Electronics Group, Bondi led definition
of embedded military architectures ranging
from signal processor modules for missiles
to mission processor IC 's for the Advanced
Tactical Fighter and developed tailorable
microprogramming tools for programming
such architectures.
He is a member of Eta Kappa Nu, Tau
Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and
Association for Computing Machinery.
Fowler received a B.S. degree from UMR
in 1961. She was recognized by the acade my
for her service and leadership in e lectrical
engineering.
Fowler's interests are technical managementand advanced development in the areas
of radar cross sections, an te nnas, radom es,
wave propagation , radar systems, millimeter wave systems and digital signal processing.
As a senior staff eng ineer with LTV Aircraft Products Group in Dallas, she c urrentl y

is working on the integration of antennas
into aircraft structures.
Fowler is a registered professional engineer in Texas and a member of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Antennas and Propagation Society, Society
of Women Engineers and Association of
Old Crows .
Robinson was recognized by the academy for his service and leadership in electrical engineering. He received a B.S . degree in
electrical engineering from UMR, graduated first in the class of 1966 and is currently
president and CEO of Hydrologics lnc .,
Englewood, Colo., and Robinson Environmental Corp. , Engle wood, Colo.]
Wilkens, who received a bachelor's degree in engineering from UMR in 1966, will
serve in an advisory capacity to assist the
Department of Electrical Engineering in its
pursuit of education and research goals.
In addition, Wilkens was awarded a professional degree for his outstanding accomplishments in the field of engineering. The
degree, awarded on the recommendation of
the faculty, was presented at the University 'S
commencement exercise in May.
Wilkens was president of Williams Pipe
Line Co. in 1983 when a special taskforcehe
headed pioneered the concept of drawing
fiber-optic cable through decommissioned
pipelines.
He moved to W ilTel as president in 1985
and has led its growth through construction
and acquisition into one of the nation ' s top
interexchange carriers. The construction of
WilTel' s fiber-opti c network was recogni zed
as one of the "Outstanding Engineering
Achievements" of 1986 by the National
Society of Professional Engineers.
Wilkens joined Williams Pipe Line in
1977 as vice president for planning and
deve lopment. Earlier, he he ld management
positions with Conoeo and Explorer Pipeline Co.
MB

,hn and Irene
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Ark-La-Tex Section

Kan

Sec'
Tyler, Texas, was the site of the Ark-LaTex Section event held Saturday, May II ,
1991. Eleven alumni and friends gathered at
Brookshire's Museum in Tyler. This part of
the meeting was very nice, as the museum
has presented its beautiful collection of
stuffed animal trophies in an attractive and
educational manner. The children present
enjoyed it especially. After visiting the
museum, three couples and one guest went
on to the Caldwell Zoo to see the live animals. A vote of thanks goes to Frank, '32,
and Katherine Zvanut for setting up this
pleasant meeting.
Those attending are as follows: John , '39,
and Eilyeen Livingston ; John, '51, and
Loretta Moscari, and Lore tta's sister
Lorraine; Phil, '48, and Arde lla Browning;
Frank, '32,andKatherineZvan ut; and Andy,
'58, and Collette Matias. Gerald, '28, and
Leona Roberts planned to attend, but missed
connections in Longview with John and
Loretta Moscari (sorry again, Gerald and
Leona!).
A plea to Ark-La-Tex area alumni: We
need your help and your attendance at the
section meetings! You don 't need to attend
all of the meetings, but please attend some of
them . Weare still holding four meetings per
year to give you all a better chance to attend
on a "now and then" basis. I did this while
I was working, so I know it can bedone! The
meetings are always held on Saturday because it is the most likely day to be able to
attend if you work. What else can I say?

From the last letter I sent to you, I only
received two replies. This is, to say the least,
a very disheartening response. Thank you to
the two alums who did take the time to reply.
Your letters were read and appreciated! The
only answer I can give to you is: Come to our
meetings and have an inpuL Consider the
help you can gi ve to our youth of today and
to our alma mater. Someone somewhere
probably helped you get your education.
Our meeting format, the procedures and
the programs undoubtedly can be changed
for the better with your help! This is a
democratic organization and everything we
do is done by vote. (And to top it all off, our
meetings are FUN!)
Our next meeting will be on Saturday,
Aug. 17, 1991 , in Bossier, Louisiana. John
Livingston will be our host for supper at the
Barksdale Air Force Base Officer's Club.
Hope to see you there!
This is the oldest active alumni section
working out of Rolla, and would you believe, one of the most active even though we
are small. We were one of only eight sections who entered a student at Rolla on a
section scholarship this year. And,lilll.l..!b..is
is a big and, we tied with the massive Houston Section for first place for the "Outstanding Section" award this year! First place can you imagine how well we would do if we
had more alums to become active, attend our
meetings, and have an input?
Submitted by Phil Browning, '48

McDonnell-Douglas Section
The McDonnell-Douglas Sec tion hosted
a "Desert Storm Bri efing" by Col. Ma nfred
Reitsch, Com manding Officer of Marine
Air Group II, on Tuesday, May 14, 1991 , at
McDonne ll -Douglas' world headquarters in
St. Loui s. Col. Reitsch was in charge of
Marine air operations during Operation
"Desert Storm" and he spoke to the more
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than 200 people present about what the war
was really like. The presentation was preceded by a hospitality hour, giving those
attending a chance to socialize and to meet
Dr. John Park, UMR 's interim chancellor.
Thanks to Joe Gabris, '80, sec tion president,
for putting the program together.
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Kansas City
Section
Although the day was overcast with intermittent showers, the enthusiasm of nearly 40
Kansas City Section members wasn't dulled
a bit as th e section sponsored a "Day at the
Races" on Saturday, June 8, 1991, at the
Woodlands in Kansas City, Kansas. Unfortunately there were no big winners (sorry,
Don Brackhahn, no windfall donation!) , but
no one had to take a taxi home after losing
the car.
The event was held at the trackside Festival Pavilion where a buffet lunch was provided. The hi ghlight of the day was the sixth
race, the " MSM-U1vfR Alumni Association
Run" , won by Eastex Again with a good time
for a slippery track.
Those in attendance were: Bob, , 51, and
Pat Chappell; Kent, '86, and Lisa, '89 ,
Erickson; Gary, '72, and Sherry Forsee and
Donna Wood (guest); John Frerking, '87
and Beckie Rathke; Jennifer Harmon , '86,
and Kevin Harder; Dana Hix, '88, and guests;
Robert, '53, and Betty Jenkins; Robert, '74 ,
and Susa n Roach; Elizabe th Sauer, ' 81;
Debbie Sauer, ' 88 ; Kathy, Vicki and Bob
Sauer, '83; Richard, , 50, and Mary Schwab;
John , ' 76, and Brenda Scruggs; Jack, '56,
and Rosemary Stewart; Cliff, '57 , Steve and
David Tanquary; Mary Lee, '75, and Chuck
Trnka; Chris, ' 73, and Marsha Wilson; Mike
Wilson, '79 ; Willis, '73 , and Nancy Wilson.
Submitted by John Frerking, '87

The winner of the "MSM-UMR Alumni Association Run" was Eastex Again. Pictured
with our champ are Kansas City Section members (from left): Pat and Bob Chappell,
Nancy and Willis Wilson, and (if the trainer would move) Marsha and Chris Wilson.

Dallas-Ft. Worth St. Pat's Warm-Up
Dallas-Ft. Worth area alumni met for a
grand St. Patrick's warm-up on March 9,
1991, at the home of Glenn Brand, '83 , and
Mindy Woodill, '84, in Watauga, Texas. It
was a di stin guished gathering of old and
young , sprinkled with an aromatic hint of
ode-musty green board jackets. The group
massed the number of 40alumni and friend s
in a gathering that lasted well into the early
morning hours for the hardy partiers.
Oldest alum was Don Eggleston, ' 36, and
youngest alum was Jennifer Diller, '87 .
Charles Marlow, '65, had the oldes t green
sweatshirt. The mee ting was called to order
to bequeath coveted door prizes whi ch were
won by many , and soon was adjourned to
continue the party.

Alumni and fri ends attending were as
follows: Mindy Woodill, ' 84 ; Glenn Brand,
'83; Don, '36, and Eleanor Eggleston ; JenniferDiller, '87 ,and friend ; Harry B. O ' Dell,
' 50, and Sibyl Shaw; Byron, '52, and Mary
Ann Ke il; Henry, '86, and Chris
Bredenkamp; Marc and Jamie (Luca), ' 84,
Bennett; Bryan, ' 83, and Joan , '86, Peetz;
Bob, ' 76, and Glynn Brandt; Joe, '54, and
EdieGray; Reuben, '81, and Pat, '80, Heim;
Jim , '67, and Dianne Scanlan; Nick (Hobbit)
Quartier, '80; Chuck Duello, ' 80; Charles,
' 65, and Marcelle Marlow; Mark Warner,
'85; Mike, '75,andPam Griffin; Julie Hasse,
'86; Jerry Kettler, '65; Charles Conrad, '71 ;
Dan Truetken , '82; "The" Joe Peter, ' 80, and
wife; and Rich Brown, ' 83, and friend.
Submitted by Mindy W oodill, ' 84
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The Lincolnland Section of the MSMUMR Alumni Association held its Fowth
Annual Golf Outing and Spring Dinner at
the Oaks Golf Course in Springfield on May
14, 1991. Twenty-five golfers challenged
the course on a beautiful day and all reports
indicate everyone had a great time. The
players were: Laura Neels, '89; Susan Price,
'90; Dan Triller, '84; Casey Taylor; Todd
Taylor, '90; Randy Vogel, '88; Chuck Taylor, '83; Bernie Held, '75; Jim May, '66;
Tom Domagalski , '76; Rich Mochel, '64;
Gary Hutchison, '74; Reggie Benton, '79;
Rich Berning, '69; Neil Smith; Jerry
Hirlinger, ' 86; Bill Gunn; Paul Zimmer, '72;
Lee Gladish, '71 ; Jim Rechner, '70; Dennis
Herv e y, ' 7 1; Larry Eastep, '69; Harry
Chappel, '75; Steve Gobelman, '83; and
Ron Harmon, '90.
The winners of the tournam ent were: 1st
Place low gross, Gary Hutchison (79); 2nd
Place low gross, Paul Zimmer (84); 3rd
Place low gross, tie between Jim May and
Ne il Smith (85); 1st Place net, Bernie Held
(54 ); 2nd Place net, tie between Laura Neels,
Rich Berning and Reggie Benton (57). In
addition, Jim May won longest putt, Jim
Rechne r won longes t driv e and Steve
Gobelman captured the closest to the pin.
Spec ial awards were granted to Randy Vogel
for the most shots from sand traps and Sue
Price for bravery . Sue survived a round of
golf with the Taylors, dad Casey and sons
Todd and Chuck.
After a great day of golf, sixteen alumni
and guests gathered for dinn er. Attending
the dinner were: Ed Midden, '69; Synthia
and Reggie '79 Benton; Rich Berning, '69;
Jerry Hirlinger, '86; Debbie and Gary '74
Hutchison; Tom Domagal ski, '76; Neil
Smith , Connie andJim '66 May; Bob Uthoff,
'52, Dennis Hervey, ' 71; Bill Gunn, and
Sandy and Rich '64 Mochel.
Ne il Smith, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs and the Interim Athletic
Direc tor, provided us with an update on the
Rolla campus and the latest changes in the
ph ys ical plant at UMR.
Submitted by: Tom Feger,'69,
President
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Heartland Section

Central Ozarks Section

On May 18, 1991, the Heartland Section
met at the home of alumni association president Bob Patterson, , 54, & his wife, Martha,
in Sikeston, Missouri, with 32 in attendance.
Guests enjoyed swimming, the hot tub, horseshoes, cards, conversation, and of course,
dinner. Section president Punch Bennett,
'54, introduced Dr. John Park, UMR's interim chancellor, to tell the group about the
campus. All agreed that it was an enjoyable
and informative evening.
Those attending included: Fred, '36, &
Helen Arnold; C. P. "Punch", '54, & "Poo"
Bennett; Don & Nancy Brackhahn; Max,
'54, & Jo Ann Burgett; Frank, '54, & Leona
Conci;Eric Dunning, '70; Gene, '53, & Ann
Edwards; Theon, '49, & Mrs. Grojean; Dan,
'81, & Val Klaproth; Roger, '70, & Cathy
Montgomery; Jack Painter, '50; John &
Dorcas Park; Bob, '54, & Martha Patterson;
Bob, '58, & Norma Sfreddo; William
"Pappy" ,'54, & Clemie Stewart; Ron, '69,
& Linda Underwood; and Carl, '59, & Dotty
Wulfer.

The Central Ozarks Section of the MSMUMR Alumni Association meton Saturday,
June 29, 1991, at Ferrigno's Winery in St.
James, Mo., for a wine tasting and dinner
meeting. Fifty-four alumni and friends gathered for wine tasting and hors d'oeuvres in
the wine garden, enjoying the chance to
renew old acquaintances and make new ones
during the social hour. Later, the guests
enjoyed an elegant buffet supper while watching the sun set over the vineyards.
President Jerry Bayless, '59, '62, conducted a short business meeting, welcoming
everyone, especially the new faces, and encouraging all to continue attending section
meetings. Bayless thanked local alumni for
their help the past year in many activities
such as legislative relations and admissions
assistance. He then introduced interim chancellor John Park who gave an enjoyable,
enthusiastic talk about the unique institution
ofUMR, encouraging alumni to continue to
support their alma mater by helping out in as
many ways as possible.
After Dr. Park's talk, Bayless
introduced Tom Coffman (vice
chancellor for university advancement), Merrill Stevens, '83,
, 88 (vice president of the Central
Ozarks Section), Dick Elgin, '74
(program chairman for the Central Ozarks Section) and Lindsay
Bagnall, '76 (assistant director
of alumni and constituent relations). Bayless talked about the
UMR license plate program and
encouraged all in attendance to
display theirs at the next section
meeting, which will be a joint
function with the Missouri Society of Professional Engineers at
its Shrimp Feed on Aug. 31. This
meeting is in conjunction with
the first home UMR football
game, when the Miners will play
Michigan Tech. Proceeds from
the shrimp feed will benefit scholarships for students.

Southern California
On May 11, 1991, the Southern California Section held its 1991 Spring meeting.
Members met at the Red Onion Mexican
Grill in Huntington Beach. The weather was
a typical sunny 75 degree day and the facilities looked over the Huntington Harbor. In
attendance were John Ten felder, '72, and
Diane Zeoli; Don, '43, Luz, Lacey and
Alejandra Huseman, Jim, '44, and Theda
Gostin; Paul, '42, and Marcia Kloeris;
George, '36, and Miriam Nations and Chad
Ed Talley; John, '43,and Phyllis Wilms; and
Jim Berndt, '84.
A fall (Homecoming) meeting will be
scheduled in the near future . Under consideration is a day at the races at the Santa Anita
Race Track.
Thanks to all who attended and those who
responded. Hope to see more of you at the
next meeting!
Submitted by Jim Berndt, '84.

ALUMNUS_

President Bayless thanked all for attending and encouraged them to stay and socialize. Those in attendance were as follows:
Dick Elgin, '74; Merrill Stevens, '83, '88;
Glenn, '39 and Janet Brand; Joel, '86 and
Ann Brand; Laura '85 and Randy '82 House;
Bob, '40 and Connie Klug; H.E. '66 and
Joyce Fiebelman; Dirk, '91 and Nickie
Gowin; Jack '43, '47 and Mary Anne Burst;
Scott Volner, '84; Ben, '80 and Brenda
Winter; Bob '51, '52 and Douye Wolf; Bob,
'59 and Bev Lemberger; George, '42 and
Norma Axmacher; Lindsay, '76 and Kent,
'76 Bagnall; LouiseTankersley; Jack Painter,
'50; John E. Smith~ '51; Ted Hunt, '33, and
Marlene Burrell; Jim, '62 and Jean Joiner;
Dan, '90and Loretta Paulson; Jerry, '59, '62
and Shirley Bayless; Jennie Bayless, '89;
John and Dorcas Park; Tom and Debby
Coffman; Karon, '91 and Jim Matlock; Jim,
'66 and Marti Perkins; Larry, '73 and Pat
Perry; Carl, '74 and Janet Eyberg; Armin
Tucker, '40; Norman Tucker, '40.

George Axmacher and Bob Klug at the
Central Ozarks Sectwn meeting.
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COMING EVENTS

old lie!
Aug. 25
Aug. 31
Aug. 31
Au g. 31
Sept. 14
Sept. 29
Oct. 1
Oct. 4-5
Oct. 8
Oct. 21
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 24
Dec. 5

Kansas City Section Picnic
Central Ozarks Section Shrimp Feed & Football Game
Rock y Mountain Section Picnic
Ark-La-Tex Section Meeting
Houston Section Dinner
Chicago Section Picnic
AEG Alumni Reception, St. Charles, IL
Homecoming, Rolla, MO
SPE Alumni Reception, Dallas, TX
ASM Alumni Reception, Cincinnati , OH
Heartland Admi ssions Event, Paducah, KY
Parents Day, Rolla, MO
Springfield, MO Section Meeting
NW Mining Convention Alumni Breakfast

Willi s Wilson, '73, 816-356-6889
Jerry Bayless '59,314-341-4151
Randy Kerns, '74,303-530-7297
Phil Browning, '48, 318-697-5248
Jim Paul, '43,713-464-1358
Bob Wilson, '62,708-554-1461
Dale Elifrits, '76,314-341-4847
Alumni Office, 314-341-4145
Lenn Koederitz, '68,314-341-4794
Alumni Office, 314-341 -4145
Gene Edwards, '53,502-554-2415
Alumni Office, 314-341-4145
Joe Wilson, ' 86, 417-866-4899
John Baz-Dresch, '73 , 509-663-7313

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
1991

ATTENTIO N
NORTHWEST AREA
ALUMS!
DATE

"The University of MissouriRolla alumni breakfast at the
No rthwest Mining Convention
is being revived. Itis scheduled
fo rthemorning of Dec. 5 , 1991 .
Those interested in attending
should co nta ct J o hn Ba zDresch, AsameraMinerals , in
Wenatchee, Washin gton, at
509 -663-7313, ext. 312. We
need to show these oth er
mining schools, whose names
are not worthy ofmention, that
Missouri-Rolla is still an active
mining school."

TEAM

PLACE

TIME

Aug . 3 1

Michigan Tech

Roll a

1:30p.m.

Sept. 7

Iowa Wesleyan

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa

7:00 p.m

Sept. 14

Open Date

Sept. 2 1

No rthwest M isso uri State

Roll a

1:30 p.m.

Sept. 28

Pittsburg State

Pittsburg, Kansas

7:00 p .m.

Oct. 5

Mi ssouri Western

Roll a

1:30 p.m.

Oct. 12

M isso uri South ern

Joplin , Misso uri

2:30 p .m.

Oc t. 19

Emp oria Sta te

Roll a

1:30p.m.

Oc t. 26

Was hburn University

Topeka, Kansas

2:00 p.m.

Nov.2

Ce ntral M issour i Sta te

Rolla

1:30 p.m.

Nov.9

Southwest Baptist

Roll a

1:30 p.m.

Nov. 16

No rth east M issouri State

Kirksvi lle, Missouri

1:30p.m.

Jo hn B az-Dresch
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(Right) Jerry Bayless, associate dean of
the school of engineering, trades in his
old license plate for a new UMR license
plate.
(Below) This was the jITst group of UMR
license plates to be issued - the alumni
behind the wheel are as follows: AHRAnthony H. Rois, '78, St. Louis; TAS60Thomas A. Steuby, '60, Ballwin; MCURT
- Martin Curt Drebes, '84, Maryland
Heights; PE-92 - Mark S. Shlanta, '88,
O'Fallon; CE-68 -Jerome H.
Wibbenmeyer, '68, Florissant; CLAG Joseph C. Offutt, lII, '76, St. Louis; GLT
- Gerald L. Thomure, '75, St. Charles;
4BUCS - Gerald J. Buchheit, '78,
Jackson.

3

UMR LICENSE PLATE AVAILABLE NOW!
The MSM-UMR Alumni Association is
proud to announce that you now are able
to show your pride in MSM-UMR and help
support your alma mater at the same time ,
by displaying the UMR license plate! Our
design , shown above, incorporates the
tradition of Joe Minerwith ourfine reputation
as "Missouri's Technological University" .
When you make your $25 donation to
UMR, designated for the license plate
scholarship fund, you will be eligible to
receive a form that you can take to the
license bureau to apply for the special
UMR plates. The cost from the license
bureau will be $15 for personalized plates
plus your regular license fees. UMR plates

will expire in October of each year, and will
be renewable each year with a$25 donation
to UMR and payment of applicable license
fees.
Any Missouri motorist may obtain aUMR
license plate , whether they are alumni,
faculty , staff, students or friends. You'll be
able to select the letters or numbers you
want on your plate, following the same
rules as the current personalized plate
program. You may use up to five letters or
numbers , or four and a dash. (Some
suggestions: 4-MSM, MINER, 4-UMR,
ROLLA.)
Show your pride--be the first to have
your UMR license plate i

,-------------------------1
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I

Yes, I want to display the UMR license plate I
Enclosed is my check for $25 - please send my license plate authorization form to :
Name :

Class Year:

Address
City/State/Zip
Home/Business Phone :
Mail this form with your check payable to "University of Missouri-Rolla" to the Alumni
Office, Castleman Hall, UMR Rolla , MO 65401 -0249

I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I

L~-----------------------~
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UMR Lands 33 on 1990-91 MIAA
AII-Academ ic Team
UMR is represented by 33 student-athletes
on the 1990-91 Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association Scholar-Athlete list released
by the leag ue office in Maryville, Mo.
Men's teams from UMR were represen ted
by 24 individuals, accounting for 22.5 percent of the men on the team. Nine UMR
student-a thletes were placed on the women' s
team, representing 9.4 percent of the squad.
There were 117 women and 107 men
named to the All-Academic team, with
Pittsburg State leadi ng the way with 34
selections. UMR was second on the list wi th
33.
In order to beeligible for the All-Academic
team , studen t-athletes must be at leas t a
sophomore in ath letic e lig ibility, be a starter
or key reserve in one of th e 13 MIAA cham pionshi p sports and carry a cum ulati ve grade
point average of 3.20 or better.
The following from UMR were named as
conference scholar-athl etes :
Baseball- Eric Abel (Be lleville , Ill.);
Curt Courtn ey (Jop lin); Kevin Dry (Cape
Girardeau); Brett Goodman (Columbia) ;
Dan McCarth y (Valmeyer, I1l.); Jeff Mitchell
(S helby, Neb.); Todd Oettin g (Fes tu s).

Women's Basketball-Casey Engstrom
(paragould, Ark.-also named in women ' s
track); Jan Grotenhuis (Independence);
Karissa McCarter (Spri ngfie ld); Suzanne
Spencer (Harper, Kan.) .
Football-Mark Diamond (Carbondale,
Ill.); Don Huff (Blue Springs); Chris
Kennedy (panama City, Fla.); Chris Long
(Bal lwin); Don Newburry (Wright City);
Mike Noble (O maha, Neb.); Rob Noble
(Omaha, eb.) ; Todd Parks (C linton); Pat
Risner (Bixby, Okla.); Mike Swinford
(Morton, I1l.).
Softball-Christy Cheeley (S t. Lo uis);
Je nny Crede (KoellZlow n); Joann Stratman
(V ien na) .
Men's Tennis-J ay Hertel (Sterling, I1l.);
Jon Johnson (Fremont, Neb.); VictorTurnell
(St. Louis).
Men's Track and Field- Tim Bauer
(Rolla); Scott Musgrave(St. Charles) ; Keith
Schoby (California); JoeStem ler (SL Louis).
Women's Track and Field-Jeanne
Jackso n (S t. Loui s); Regina Turner (SL
Peters) ; and Casey Engstrom (paragould,
Ark.-also named in women' s basketball).

Miner Swimmers Earn Praise For Efforts in Classroom

The UMR sw imming tea m has proven
that its excellence in th e pool al so carries
over to th e class room.

By John Kean
PAGE 36

The Mjners were recognized as one of the
LOp acade mic swimming teams in th e nation
for the seco nd consec utive year, according
to th e College Swimming Coaches Associati on o f Ameri ca. In a recent report, the Miners were one of just three CAA Di vision II
men's squads to meet the required guidelines of a 2 .80 or better c umula ti ve grade
point average durin g the 1990 fa ll semester.
U MR ' scorn bined grade point average of
3.02 ran.ked second behind that of California
State Uni versity at Bakers fi eld , whose team
posted a combin ed GPA of 3. 19. Cal
State- Bakersfie ld al so won the CAA Di vision Il nati onal champi onship thi s pas t spring.
Ferri s State was the third Division IT school
me nti oned, with a co mbined GPA of 2.88.
The Miners ended th e 1990-91 season
wiLh a final dual meet record of 7-3, and
fini shed fifth at the Midwest Championships in February .
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Jim Anderson
Selected as
Assistant Football
Coach

Ortelee ReSigns to
Take Post at North
Swanbeck to
Replace Boucher as Florida
Mary Ortelee, whose teams have won the
Soccer Coach
most games in the history of the women's

Jim Anderson, who once led the Rolla
High School football team, was named an
assistant coach for the University of
Missouri-Rolla football program. He will
work with the team's offensive unit for the
upcoming season.
He will take over for Jeff Stephens, who
resigned in the spring.
Anderson, who has the reputation of being a fine offensive coach, is excited about
the opportunity to work with the UMR program .
"This is just like going back home for
me and my family," sllid Anderson, who has
been coaching in Cape Girardeau. "I am
really excited about moving back to Rolla,
because I had a tremendous experience there
in the past."
"We are proud to have him on the staff,"
said UMR head coach Charlie Finley. "He
has done outstanding jobs at the high school
level and at Northeast Missouri State as the
offensive coordinator. I hope he can put
some of that excitement into our offense. He
is very good with the passing game."
Anderson served as Rolla High School's
head football coach from 1976 to 1981, and
was the school's athletic director for the
final four years of that period. Anderson led
the RHS Bulldogs to a conference championship and a state playoff berth during that
six-year span, when the Bulldogs logged a
36-22 record.
Most recently, Anderson has been the
head football coach at Cape Girardeau Central High School. He has been an assistant
coach at the collegiate level as recently as
1989, when he completed a four-year stint at
Indiana State University.
Anderson is a 1969 graduate of the University of Missouri-Columbia, where he
earned All-Big Eight honors as an offensive
tackle and played on the winning 1968 Gator
Bow I team. He was a fifth-round draft choice
of the Philadelphia Eagles.

Eric Swanbeck, an assistant coach at
Bethany College in West Virginia, is the
new head coach for men's and women's
soccer. He will replace head soccer coach
Bob Boucher, who announced his resignation to accept a head coaching position at
Allentown College of St. Francis DeSales in
Center Valley, Pa.
Boucher's resignation will be effective
Aug . 31, 1991.
Swanbeck has been with a successful
program at Bethany for the past two seasons,
where its teams have compiled a record of
28-6-4. The Bison advanced to the semifinals of the NCAA Division III tournament
last season and ended the regular season
ranked fifth nationally.
Swanbeck was previously a head coach at
the Florida Institute of Technology's Jensen
Beach branch during the mid-1980s.
S wan beck is a 1979 graduate of the State
University of New York at Brockport, where
he was also a standout player. He holds a
masters'degree in physical education from
West Virginia University.
Following graduation from SUNYBrockport, Swanbeck played professionally
for four years in Cumberland, R.I., for a
team aligned with the Portuguese second
division league. He was picked up on loan
during the 1982 season by Lusitana of Portugal.
Swanbeck's previous head coaching experience came during the 1984 and 1985
seasons, when he headed the program at
Florida Tech 's Jensen Beach campus. He
left after the second season to become an
assistant coach at the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte.
Boucher, who has coached the men's and
women' s teams at UMR since 1988, will be
in charge of the men' s soccer program at
Allentown .
Allentown , a NCAA Division III school
located near Boucher's hometown of Reading, Pa., currently does not sponsor women 's
soccer.

UMR Tabs Eric

basketball program at UMR, has resigned to
accept a similar position at the University of
North Florida.
Ortelee's resignation becomes effective
Aug. 31, and she will begin her new position
at the Jacksonville, Fla., school on Sept. l.
She has been the women's head basketball
coach at UMR since 1984.
"This was simply a career opportunity
that was difficult to pass up," Ortelee sllid .
"It is a new program that will be starting
from scratch."
In her seven years at UMR, Ortelee compiled a record of 95-85, including 17-11
marks in each of the last two seasons. The
Lady Miners have had three consecutive
winning seasons, which has occurred only
one other time in the 17-year history of the
program .
The Lady Miners opened the 1986-87
season by winning their first 10 games and
gllining the nation 's number three ranking in
the first poll.
Orte lee was na med the Missouri
Intercollegiate Athletic Association's
"Coach of the Year" after that season, when
the Lady Miners firushed with the bestrecord
in school history at 19-8 and in fourth place
in the MIAA.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

MONDAY, SEPT. 30 - student sponsored Homecoming activities.
THURSDA Y, OCT. 3 Call student Activities at 341 -4220 for more
information regardin g specific events.

FRIDA Y, OCT. 4
9 a.m.-4:30 p .m.
12:30p.m
1 p .m .-4 p.m .
1:30 p.m .-4:30 p .m .
1230 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
5:30 p .m .-8 p .m.
8p .m.
8:30 p .m.
SATURDAY, OCT. 5
7:30a .m .-9 a .m .
7:30 a .m.-930 a.m.
8 a .m .- lO a .m .
8 a .m.-l1:15 a .m.
8 a .m .- lO a .m.
8:30 a .m .-9:30 a.m.
10 a .m.-ll a .m .
11 :30 a .m .-l:30 p .m .

1:30 p .m .
6: 15p.m .
7 p .m .-9 p.m.
9p.m .

REGISTRATION - Miner Lounge, University Center-East
Ice Cream Social - near the Hockey Puck
Team Twister Tournament - Hockey Puck
Alumni/student GolfTournament. Campus Golf Course
(Advance registration required)
Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting. Alumni Lobby.
Castleman Hall
EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS (presented by faculty and alumni)
SILVER & GOLD REUNION BUFFET RECEPTION . Centennial Hall. University
Center-East. Go ' Hog Wyld' on roost p ig and other delicacies!
Homecoming Parade - leaves from University Center-East. Join the
parade to the Athletic Fields!
Homecoming Bonfire - Athletic Fields

1:30 p .m .-3:30 p .m .

Plea!
regis

Nom

Clo~

Addr

State
Order of the Golden Shillelagh Executive Committee meeting.
Castleman Hall
ALL-ALUMNI BREAKFAST, Centennial Hall. University Center-East
Section Leaders Breakfast and Meeting
REGISTRATION continues in Miner Lounge
Admissions Ambassadors Workshop
EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS continue
Dedication of Castleman Hall , Tenth and Main streets
The building will be open for tours from 9:00 a .m . to noon .
FIELDHOUSE FEED for all alumni and friends, Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building. Features reserved seatin g for the Reunion Classes of 1941
and before, 1946, 1951. 1956, 1961. 1966, 1971. 1976, 1981. 1986 .
Closs pictures will be token at 12: 15 p.m
Football Kickoff - MINERS VS . MISSOURI WESTERN COLLEGE
CASH BAR RECEPTION, Miner Lounge. University Center-East
AWARDS BANQUET, Centennial Hall , University Center-East
Annual Meeting, MSM-UMR Alumni Association, Centennial Hall,
University Center-East

SUNDAY, OCT. 6
8 a .m.-l0 a .m .

IjWe
men
Num

Order of the Golden Shillelagh Brunch (members only), University
Center-East
Afr ican-American Alumni Recruitment & Retention Committee

Partr

Portn
1. Sp

2. So
3. Cl

4. Fe

5. 0t

'If YO
StUdE
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Unive
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RESERVATION FORM

1991

~

Silver & Gold Buffet Reception (S15.OO per person)
All Alumni Breakfast (S5.OO per person)
Fieldhouse Feed - Reunion Lunc heon (S 7.OO per
person)
Awards Banquet for the presentation of Alumni
Merit. Achievement and Service Awards (S15.00
per person)
Miners vs. Missouri Western College (S5.oo per
person)
Total cost per person for ALL events: S47,00
(Golden Alumni may purchase tickets for all activities at half price.)

AL UMNIISTUDENT
GOLF TOURNAMENT

Check enclosed in the amount of: - - - - -- -- -

I/ We would like to participate in the golf tournament at Homecoming .
Number of Participants: _ _ _ __ _ __

Your a dvance p ayment is appr eciated.
Please ch arge to my c re dit card:
Visa

Please send additional information to: (You must
register in advance to participate)

Card Number:- - - - - - - - - - - - -__
Expira tion Date : _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Name as print ed on card :

c=J

c=J

Mastercard

Name _ _ ___________ _ __ _
Make you r reservations today! Reg istration is easy - any way you
choose to do it.

Class Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addre~

_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State - - - - -- - - - Zip - - - -- Partner's Name' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Partner's Re lationship (circle all that apply):
1. Spouse
2. Son or Daughter
3. Current UMR Student
4. Fellow Alumna / Alumnus (Class Yeor) :
5. Other (Please specify):

'a:
.

,

By Mail : Fill out the registration form or forms, and m ail
with your c heck or c redit card inform ation to Alumni
Office, Castleman Hall. UMR, Rolla , MO 6540 1
By Fa x: Our FAX number is (314) 341 -609 1. 24 hours a
day. Fill out registration form or forms. and include your
credit card information .

~ By Phone : Call (314) 341-4145, and have your credit
~ card information ready.
Whatever you choose. we must have you r reservations by ~
tember 27 199 11
Name 11:
Name 12:

'If you wish, a partner may be
Student Union Board .

a~igned

by the

Address: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
City - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Please return to: Golf Chairman , SUB Offic e , 218
University Center-West, UMR, Rolla, MO 65401 .

State _

_

Zip _ _ _ __

Home Phone : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Work Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class Year: _ _ __

Discipline: _ _ _ _ __ __

_
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Class Coordinators
1928-1940 Golden Alumni
Charles A. Freeman, '28500 Almer Road, #204 Burlingame, CA
94010
Gerald A. Roberts, '28 1301 Briarwood EI Dorado, AR 71730
S. Allan Stone, '30 Three Rivers East Apt. 1205 Ft. Wayne, IN
46802
Vernon A.C. Gevecker, '31 Rt. 2, Box 39 Rolla, MO 65401
Elmer A. Roemer, '33 1801 Oak St. Rolla, MO 65401
Oliver W. Kamper, '35 13373 Plaza Del Rio Blvd. Apt. 2251
Peoria, AZ 85381
Herman J. Pfeifer,'36 5 S. Pego Way Hot Springs Village, AR
71909
Frank C. Appleyard , '37 P.O. Box 1991 Tubac, AZ 85646
J. Craig Ellis, '38 13142 Seville Dr. Sun City West, AZ 85375
Joseph W. Howerton, ' 38 17691 Belle Helene Ct. San Diego, CA
92128
Melvin E. Nickel, ' 38 10601 S . Hamilton Ave. Chicago, IL
60643
Hubert S. Barger, '39 Barger Engineering P.O . Box 2507 Evansville, IN 47728
Joseph W. Mooney, '39 211 N. Central Clayton, MO 63105
William F. Oberbeck, '39 1971 Meadowtree Lane Unit 6
Kirkwood, MO 63122
Paul Dowling, '40 10144 Winding Ridge Rd. St. Louis, MO
63124
George E. Fort, '40 3939 N.W . 34th St. Oklahoma City, OK
73122
E.L. "Roy" Perry, '407313 l00th Ave. S .W. Tacoma, WA 98498

1941 - 50th Reunion
Andrew A. Cochran Rt. 4, Box 83 Rolla, MO 65401
Donald H. FaUcingham 5918 S. Atlanta PI. Tulsa, OK 74105
Alden "Bud" Hacker 1617 Beaucaire Dr. St. Louis, MO 63122
Marvin E. Nevins, Jr. 6075 Pelican Bay Blvd. #1006 Naples, FL
33963

1946 - 45th Reunion
Arthur R . Meenen 19 Coronado Circle Hot Springs Village, AR
71909

1951 - 40th Reunion
Herman A. Fritschen, Jr. 5249 S. 68th E. PI. Tulsa, OK 74145
John F. Lynch 2098 Tourainne Ln. Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
Bruce E. Tarantola 9000 Skycrest Dr. Crestwood, MO 63126

1956 - 35th Reunion
Geroge R. Baumgartner 2120 Syracuse Dearborn, MI 48124
Jerry B. Overton 1138 Oro Vista Litchfield Park, AZ 85340
Leroy E. Thompson 5860 S.W. 89th PI. Miami, FL 33173

1961 - 30th Reunion
Albert E. Bolon UMR Nuclear Engineering Rolla, MO 65401
Farouk E.S. EI-Baz 213 Silver Hill Road Concord, MA 01742
H. Neal Grannemann P.O. Box X Rolla, MO 65401
Rene J. Leonard 9030 Old Cutler Road Miami, FL 33156
Jerome D. Patterson 1302 Rustic Knolls Dr. Katy, TX 77450

1966 - 25th Reunion
James E . Bertelsmeyer 3303 E. l00th PI. S. Tulsa, OK 74137
Malteo A. Coco 7115 Aliceton Ave. St. Louis, MO 63123
Vincent P. Crane 10719 Jetty PI. Silverdale, W A 98383
Leonard C. Kirberg 1600 Hickory Knob Glencoe, MO 63038
Samuel A. Scheer 6977 Driftwood Ln. Cincinnati, OH 45241
Alan D. Shaffer 4870 Kennewick Dr. Florissant, MO 63033

1971 - 20th Reunion
James O. Bondi 1602 Morningstar Trail Richardson, TX 75081
Thomas J. Buechler, Jr. 405 Arabian Dr. Raymore, MO 64083

1976 - 15th Reunion
Dennis W . Leitterman 1637 Waxwing Ave. Sunnyvale, CA
94087
William K. Miehe 7076 Fallen OakTraceCenterville, OH 45459

1981 - 10th Reunion
Mary S. Klorer 1726 N. 49th St. Milwaukee, WI 53208
S. Dale McHenry AT&T-Communications Rt. 202(206 North,
Rm . 4B232 Bedmin ster, NJ 07921
Edward E. Hart UMR 122 Electrical Engr. Rolla, MO 65401
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1986 - 5th Reunion
Joel Brand Rt. 1, Box 822 Steelville, MO 65565
Dave Dressel 2361 Sarthe Court Maryland Heights, MO 63043
Kimberly Miller 11124 Linnell St. Louis, MO 63136
Joe Wilson 1222 N. Hillcrest Springfield, MO 65802
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I
EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS
Number oj Reservations
I Prwrity
I
I
I
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
I
I
Introduction to Grounding and Shielding
1.
I
I
Dr. Tom Van Doren
I
I
(10:00 a.m.-4 :oo p .m " break for lunch)
I
I
2.
We Are a Part of History: The Story of the Orphan Trains
I
I
Dr. Michael Patrick
I
I
( 12:30- 1:30 p.m .)
I
I
3.
Geoenvironmental Hazards Engineering at UMR
Dr. Riche rd Stephenson
I
( 12:30- 1:30 p.m.)
I
I
4.
Oak Leaves and Shillelaghs : Engineering Education In the Ozarks
I
Dr. Lawrence C hristensen and Dr. Jack Ridley
(1:30-2:30 p.m.)
I
I
An Introduction to Total Quality Mancgement
5.
I
Dr. Henry Wiebe
I
(1 :30-3:30p.m.)
I
A Medieval Window: The Gothic Cathedral
6.
I
Dr. Wayne Bledsoe and Dr. Harry Eisenman
I
(3:30-4 :30 p.m.)
I
I
Special Chemistry Seminar
7.
Melvin Rueppel, '66
I
(3:30-4:30 p.m .)
I
I
SATURDAY , OCTOBER 5
I
8.
SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION: The Advanced Tec hnology Classroom
I
Dr. Madison Daily
I
(8:30-9:30 a.m.)
I
I
9.
The Military Engineer
Dr. Merrill Stevens
I
(8:30-9:30 a .m .)
I
I Name ______________________________________________
IL Class
Year ___________
_________________________________
~____ ~

WEEKEND

MOTELS
ForyoUTconvenience, wehavecompi led a li st
of local motels with addresses and phone number s. We hope thi s will help you find
accomodations for Homecoming weekend.
The fo llowing motels are members of the
Rolla Area Chamber of Commerce:
• Best Western Coac hl ig ht, 1-44 & Martin
Springs Dr., 341-251 1 (800-528- 1234)*
• Budget Delu xe Motel, 1908 N. Bishop,
364-4488
• Drury Inn , Jet. 1-44 & Hwy. 63 North,
364-4000 (800-325-8300)*

• Eco n oLodge, Martin Springs Driv e,
341-3130 (800-446-6900)*
• Howard Johnson, 1-44 & Bus. Loop 44,
364-71 11 (800-654-2000)**
• Interstate Mote lfBestway Inn, 1631 Martin Springs Drive, 341 -2158*
• Thrifty Inn , 1-44 & 63 North, 364-1333
• Town House Mote l, 1207 Kin gsh ighway ,
34 1-3700*
• Way fare r Inn , 1505 Mart in Springs Drive,
364-3333*
• Western Inn, 1605 Martin Springs Drive,
341-3050*
• Zeno'sMotel & Steak House, 1-44 & Martin Springs Drive, 364-1301**

Other motels in Rolla are the follow ing:
• American Motor Inn, 1810 N. Bishop,
341 -2555*
• Com fo r t Mote l, Bus. Rt. 1-44 West,
364-4 156*
• Rolla Inn (was Holiday Inn), 1701 Martin
Springs Drive, 364-7977*
• Rustic Motel, 812 Hwy. 63 South, 364-6943
(800-458-9279 )*

*Indicates pool
...... Indicates indoor pool

- ~~-ERSAR-Y--------------ALUMNI NOTES
POLICY FOR
PUBLICATION OF
PERSONALS IN THE
MSM ALUMNUS
We are happy to announce
weddings , births and promotions,
after they have occurred .
We will no longer mention spouse
name unless it is specifically
mentioned in the information
provided by the alumnus.
Wewill not print addresses unless
specifically requested to do so by
the alumnus submitting the personal.

..
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GOLDEN ALUMNI

CLASS OF 194 1 AND BEFORE

H oMECOMINGS

R EUNION CLAS
1924

Eloise Kemper, Min. E., writes that her hu sband,
Claude L. Kemper, Min. E. '24, said, "where would]
have been without UMR".

Contractors and retired from H.F. Campbell Co. Upon
retirement he moved to Florida.
E. JefTerson C rum, Met.E. and an honorary Doctor of
Enginccring from UMR in 1982, and his wife, Kitty,
attended the Golden Shillelagh dinner in Sl. Louis. Jerf
noted : "Enjoying living and boating o n Florida's west

the upper
employed
ing in 195
1974 as ~
son, John
1961.

coast."

1930
Dennis H. Miller, e.E., writes: "In general, my health
is good for m y age - 84 plus. Thi s applies to m y wife,
also. We are both active."

Josephine WaJkerofTul sa, Okla., has made a contribulion to the alumni association in th e memory of her
husband, Arthur W . Walker, Min.E., '24.

Eugene H . Woodman, E.E., writes : "] have given up
my country home for a house in town within walking
distanre of the post office, sto res, church and hospital.
Now [ get my exerc ise walking."

1925

1931

George D. Gaines, e.E., reports that hi s wife, Ethel F.,
died Nov. 28, 1990.

Jack N. Conley, Min.E. (Pet. Opl.), was pleased to note
th at petro leum engi neerin g graduates were defmitely a
demand item thi s past fall. He also nOled that this was a
te rrific change from 193 1-no recruiters to interview
thei r small class of five or six graduates.
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1927
Robert Ralph Lusk, E.E., died Jan. I, 199 1. Prio r to
attending MSM, Ralph had been a student at Park
Co llege in Parkville , Mo. li e was retired from Com monwealth Edi son Co.
James F. Smith, Mel.E., cele brated hi s 86th birthday.
Edwin R . Sievers, Min .E.,
aoout eight m o nLh s he re in
winter months - the res t o f
Flathead Lake, Mo nt ana. it 's

wri tes: "We now spend
San Antoni o during th e
Lh c yea r at our home in
g reat being ncar fam ily ."

1928
Danid H. Crumbaugh, E.E., is deceased according to
infonnauo n received by lhe alumni associa tion. Afte r
graduation from MSM, he wa s with Illinois Steel Co. in
Gary, Ind ., and U.S . Slee l Corp. lie wa s retired from
USX Corp. (U .S. Sleel Corp').

1929
Mrs. Harry e. Birchard has info nned th e alumni assoc iation th at Harry C hafTee Birchard, e. E. , died May
12,1 99 1. lIarry was a member of Kappa S igma,Satyrs,
A.S .e.E. and wa s vice president of the athleti c association. After graduati on, he wa s with the SI. L. and S .F.
Railway Co. , was a parlller of Birchard and Roberts,
gen eral contractors, president o f 1·1.e. Birchard Inc.,
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George M . Pace, e.E., is retired from the Corps of
Engineers-Airfield Design and Cincinnati Gas and Electri c Co. Transmissions.

1932
Andrew W . Kassay, Chem.E., has had a son and a
grandson graduate from MSM-UMR .
Edwin O. Crawford, e.E., writes: "] celebrated my
80th birthday as thrcc hundred bingo players sang
'Happy Birthday'. [hope to shoot my age on the golf
cou rse in tcn more years."
Stuart L. Davis, e.E., writes: "I was saddened by the
number of crosses next to the names of my classmates.
They signify that over one-half of the class of 1932 have
crossed over to the great beyond 'the moving fmger
writes and, having writ, moves on ... . !. "
Henry William Meyer, CeLE., di ed March 3,1991.
Henry was a self-employed consultant after retirement.
The alumni association has received notice that Rex
Monroe, CeLE., died Nov. 28, 1990. He was a member
of Lambda Chi Alpha, Theta Tau, Tau Kappa Phi, the
Miner tra ck team (where he was awarded an "M" leuer)
and was in the upper fifth of hi s freshman class. He
wo rk ed in the oil business until hi s retirement when he
was involved in buying, selling and developing the
"high desen ".
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J ohn Theodore Sturm, CE., died May 25, 1991. At
MSM, John was a member of Sigma Nu, Tau Beta Pi,
Phi Kappa Phi, received an "M" in footbaU and was in
the upper one fifth of his freshman class. He was
employed by the Arm y Corps of Engineers until resigning in 1951 to enter the lumber business. He retired in
1974 as president of the SturmviIle Lwnber Co. His
son, John P. Stunn , al so C.E., graduated from MSM in
196 1.

1933
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E lm er W . Gieske, Met.E. , writes: "Keeping my blood
boiling by helping build a planl for Kyanile Mining
Corp."
Alfred H. Hesse, Met.E. , an octogenarian, and Emilie
are doing weU.

ALUMNUS_

fOOlball for the Miners and has fai thfully supported the
MSM Athletic Department. They have three daughters,
Anna, Sarah, and Lani. The Spottes own a condo in
Florida where they plan to retire when the girls com·
plete their education.

April and 8 16 Seventh Street, Oakmont, PA 15139 the
rest of the year.

1934

Arthur E. Woerheide Jr., MinE, writes that his
g rand son, Arthur A. Woerhelde, E.E., '89, received a
master' s degree in mathematics from the Urti versity of
illinois. In September he plans to continue mathematical studies in Vienna, Austria, as a reci pient of a
Fullbright Seholarship.

o. Merrell Dunca n, C hem .E., writes: "A grandson has
been accepted to enter UMR thi s faU. We especiaUy
liked the recent article on slide rules. Looking forward
to seeing the slide rule di splay the nex t time we are
there. Have enjoyed the pa st th ree winters in Florida near Tampa."
Edwin A. Hein, ME, writes that apartment living is
great - no grass to cut, no weeds to puU, no shrubbery to
trim and no snow Lo shovel.

1936

1937
Walter T. Jones, CE., stills spends some lime in La
Paz, Mex ico. He, hi s wife, Iris, and son fish the sea of
Can ez.

Clemens R. Maise, Chern., '34, '3 8, reports that he is
an old·limer and trips to the campus arc now too much
of an effort.

1938

Elmer L. McReynolds, MetE, writes that his wife of
56 yea rs died March 16, 199 I. Elmer lives at 758
Oak crest Lane, NE, Massillon, OH 44646.

C harles L. C layton, M.E. , repons that he and Manha
are doing fine and hope to be back for Homecoming in
199 1.

C harles H. Lambur, Mi n. E. , plan s 10 travel to Russia
in August 199 1 as a delegate of Agriservices Foundation.

1935

Irvin C. Spolle, Me t.E., is doi ng part·lime consulting.
A letter from his wife , Brenda, states that I.C played

Warren B. Danforth , Ch.E., lives at \301 Polk City
Road, Haines Cily, FL 33844 from November through

J . C r a ig Ellis, M.E., writes: "I am looking forward to
Augu st in Stcamboat Springs, Colo. I visited with Joe
(J osep h H. Murphy, '38, C.E.) and Roy (Roy W.
Matthews, '38, E .E .) at Thanksgiving last year. "

Henr y S. Hickman , CE., has been retired for 18 years.
William K oopmann Jr., CE., writes: " I spent a week
in Denver with ou r son and also visited Lee, CE. ' 33,
and Norma Dwnm . I was elected boa rd vice president of
the DuPont Country Oub."
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Do you remember...
... the fall of 1938 .. .George A1(macher, '42; Bill
Gimson, '43; and Bill Mumey, '48 ... in freshman
beanies, walking on Slate Street., just north of 9th
Streel. ..
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Chilton E. Prouty, Geol. and Geoph y., writes: "r am
stil l working on wrenching tectonics in the Michagan
Basin . Hope I can make my 55th or ma ybe 60th."

1939
Elmond L. Claridge, Ch.E. , '39, '41, writes: "r just
retired from my teaching position at the University of
Ho uston afte r 12 years. I slill ha ve continuing resea rch
on two sta te -supported researc h projects so I am now an

adjUllct professor. I also ha ve four consu lting jobs in
progress. My beloved wife, Ruth, died on Oct. 6 , 1990."
According to information received from Mitzie Elliott,
Edwa rd Eugene Ellioll, Chem.E., di ed Jan . 30, 1991.
At MSM, Ed was a member of Tau Bela Pi, Phi Kappa
Phi, Alpha Chi Sigma , Phi Kappa Phi and was a student
assiSLant in the chemi ca l engin eering department. After
graduation he was wi th Gu stin · Bacon Manufacturing
Co. in Kansas Ci ty, Mo. , and prior to retirement was
with C.F. Braun and Co. in Califo rnia.
Afte r some 52 yea rs, Howard H. Fillmer, E.E., still is
empl oyed wi th Sho · Me Powe r Corpora ti o n in
Marshfi eld , Mo.
Th omasJ . Finley, Jr. , Met. E., writes thathe and Agnes
enjoyed the 1990 Homecoming. Tom also wrote: "So
mu ch effort put into our enjoyment."
J ohn L. Livingston, C.E., reports that he, John R .
Post and J ohn P. Soult, C.E., were known on the
cam~s as the "Th ree Johns of Nineteen Thirt y·nine" or
th e "Triumvirates". T he "Trium vi rates" visited each

others' famili es durin g school yca rs and had many fine
times during thei r days at Rolla.
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in intramural
corporal in i
According to the SCI 19th Annual Hunters Convention
publication, Joel F. Loveridge, C.E. '39, '63, is the
1991 winner of the SCI Hall o f Fame. Joel also is
Chairman of the Board of Big Game Hun ters of S t.
Louis, holds membershi ps in the National Sporting
Fraterni ty and the Alaskan Profess ional hunters Asso·
ciation and is pa st president of the St. Louis Di st rict
Golf Association and the Greenbriar Hill COUlltry Club.
John R . Post, Met.E., died March 1 I, 199 1, acco rdin g
to information received from John H. Livingston , C.E.
At MSM he was on the Student Council, Miner Boa rd ,
St. Pat 's Board and a member of the Engineers Club,
TheLa Tau, Blue Key and MSM Band. He was an officer
in the U.S. Navy durin g World War IT and worked with
U.S. Gypsum Co., Comme rcial Solvent Corp. , Out
West Uranium and Oil Co., General Mineral s Corp. and
General Energy Co.
Lawrence A. Roe, Min.E., writes: "Watch yo ur
newstand s for my new book 'H istory of Wisconsin
Mining' due this summ er. Lo ts of travel !.his yea r around
!.he world."
The MSM·UMR Alumni Association has been info rmed by Jack W. Moore, Chem.E. , of the death of
James Robert Runy a n , Chem.E. While attending
MSM Bob was a Curators Scholar, a membe r of Alpha
Chi Si~ma, Tau Bela Pi , Ira Remsen Society, Phi Kappa
Phi and ranked fourth in his graduating cl ass. He was
employed by Hercu les Co.
Lucille Yungblu!.h has in fo rmed !.he alumni associa tion
!.hat her hu sband , Ru ssell Louis Yungbluth , Chem.E.,
died May 29, 199 1. At MSM Russ wa s a member of
Alpha Chi Sigma, Shamrock Club, trac k, and was a
student assisLant in !.he chemistry department and the
MSM Forum. 1·le wa s awa rded second hon ors in 1939.

After graduation, he was wi!.h Western Cartridge Co. in
Alton, Ill., and retired from Olin Corp.

1940
Steven S. Braun, M.E., is trying to sell his home in
Houston ,Texas, and living at 215 Spring Edge, Montgomery, Texas 77356, telephone (707) 588-2518.
Ivan M . Niedling, Cer.E., writes: "Sorry, r missed my
50th last year. Still doing part-time work. "
Eugene L. Olcoll , Met.E., writes: "Still reminiscing
the great 50th reu nion-one year ago. We' re busy 'tending the farm and substitute teaching in the public
schools. "
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1941
Andreas A. Andreae, M.E., is enjoying good health
and great wea!.her in Florida.
Eugene (Gene) P. Boyt, M.E., reports a great reunion!
William I. Morris, Min.E., reports his summer address
is 2508 Paul Street, Eau Claire, Wis ., and phone (715)
839-7962 . He last was employed by !.he Illinois Department of Tran sportation.
Robert S. Westwater, Met.E., writes: "r am still president of my company (Atlantic Tracy Inc.). Sorry r was
unable to attend the 50th reunion."
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1942

ALDILA - best in the world and our business is great.
We started another plant this year in Mexico."

NilesK.Brill,Min.E., writes: "From Nov. I to April 30,
I'm at P.o. Box 981 in Wimberley, TX 78676. From
May I to Oct. 30, I'm at 1210 Perry Dr. Platteville, WI
53818."

The new address for Dr. Douglas N. Christensen,
Chem.E., is 88 W. 200 S. (73 ·8), Blanding, UT 84511 .

H. Warren Buckner, M.E., recentl y was elected president of Helix Water District Board of Directors.
William D. Busch, M.E., is looking forward totheJuly
"get together" of the Class of 1942 in Michigan.
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Maurice Owen Bellis, E.E., died March 20,1991. At
MSM, he was an N.Y.A. assistant in the drawing
department, a member of the Tech Oub and a student
assistant in the electrical engineering department. He
was employed with Servomechanisms Inc., Douglas
Aircraft Co and R.C.A. Corp. and retired from Litton
Industries Inc.
Silma, the widow of Elmer Ray Brown, C.E., reports
that Elmer died Dec. 16, 1988. At MSM he was active
in intramural sports, a member of A.S .C.E. and a cadet
corporal in R.O.T.C. He was with North American
Aviation from graduation to retirement.
R. Kent Comann, Min.E., writes: "I am still bu sy with
my two finns, Mining Placements Inc. and Comann
Associates Inc. (executive search for the mining industry) while allowing time to travel with my wife, Marilyn.
Looking forward to visiting Rolla next September. It
will not be long before our 50th class reunion in 1993.
I hope we have a good turnout!"
Arthur K. Cook, C.E., writes: "After six years of
retirement, I went back to work for some old friends
building graphite golf shafts. Our company's name is

The alumni association has been notified that James
Glover, C.E., died June 18, 199 1. At MSM, he was a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha, A.S.C.E., and the "M"
Oub. After serving in the U.S. Navy during WWII, he
was employed with Shell Oil Co. and retired from
Union Pacific.
Florence (Davis) Klinkerfuss, Chern. , writes: "It
doesn't seem possible that next year will be the fifty
year reunion for my class. 'Tis a great life!"
Joseph K. Schmitz, Chem.E., writes: "My brother,
John F . Schmitz. E.E., '49, of Anaheim, Calif., suffered a fatal heart attack on Jan. 15, 1991. I am recovering from a stroke suffered on March I , 1991."
Gabriel G. Skitek, E.E., '43, '49, is sti ll "kicking" and
hopes to be in the 50·year group in 1993.

H oMECOMINGS

R EUN ION CLAS
1946

Austin B. Clayton, Min. E., writes: "Philip D. Johnson, Min.E., '47 , of Rice, Was h., and wife were on a trip
to Ray, Ariz. Glen Fitz comes to Colville (Wash.) for
Masonic Lodge meetings."
Robert L. Mann, C.E., writes: "My wife, Shirley, and
I are quite active for retirees. We are both officers in
local senior citizens orga ni zations, AARP, members of
IOOF Lodge No. 156 of Su llivan (Mo.) and Rebecka

1942 Group Gathers in Michigan

Lodge. We also have some local United Methodist
Church duties."

Nils K. Nelson, Chem.E.,
an associate professor of
chemistry at Purdue University, has retired after
serving the university for
29 years. He has been
named professor emeritus.

1947
According to information in the Springfield (Mo.)
"News-Leader" , William C. Hayes, GeoL and Geoph.,
died in May of 1991. He graduated from MSM with a
master' s degree and went on to be an instructor at the
University of North Carolina and Iowa State University, a consultant geologist and served as Springfield's
first environmental geologist.

1948
Gilbert S. Keeley, E.E., recently moved from Raleigh,
N.C., to Leesburg, Fla. Gilbert's wife passed away Oct.
24,1 990.
Melvin A. Hagan, Cer.E., has been retired for three
years. He wri tes: "We love living at Sunrise Country
Club in Rancho Mirage (Calif.). My health problems
arc in remi ssion. I am still consulting and producing
protective coatings for refractory metals used on the
space shuttle, Delta boosters, F-15 and F-16 airplanes."
Porter Kirby Harris, M.E., is deceased according to
information received by the alumni association. At
MSM he was a member of A.S.M.E. and later wa s with
Missouri Utilities. He retired from the Boeing Company.
Alvin H. Shwartz, Met. E., writes that he is semiretired.

1949

ood health

Edward L. AuBuchon, Met.E., writes : "My darling,
Julie, and I are having a baliloaftng when not wandering
around Ari w na, Ne w Mexico, Texas, California, Alaska
orOld Mexi co. Retirement has much to say for it. Hope
all of you are having as much fun as we are."
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Class of '42
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JeromeT. " J erry" Berry, C.E., has been inducted into
th e UMR Academy of C ivil Engineers in recognition of
his contribution to the civil engineering profession,
civic leadership and inte rest in UMR. Jerry retired from
th e U.S. Geolog ical Survey after a 33 ·yea r career.
Erwin G . Biankenmeister, E.E. , writes that he is
enj oying retirement, travel and social activities.
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- @~-ERSARY-----------Jesse W. Bowe n, E.E., writes: "Traveling a lot to visit
family and fri ends. Also taking in some eldemostels - a

member of Phi Kappa Phi and Tau Beta Pi. He retired
form th e Corps of Engineers, Omaha District, after 31
years of service.

back in new careers in early 1985 . We still live in
Bronxville, N.Y. "

Paul W. Green Jr., C.E., has retired from McCa rthy
Brothers in St. Louis and moved to Leesburg, Fla.

T homas C. Browne, Cer.E., writes : "Although I have
reached that age where life styles change, I have decided
to hang in with the old and contemplate the future ."

g reat way to continue o nc's education and meet new

pcople. Have a new computer and really enjoy itl"
Joseph D. C rites, Min. E., and a profess ional degree as
a mining engineer from UMR in 1973, died on June 3,
1991. In hi s unde rgraduate days, Joe was a member of
the Engineers Gub, an Independent, Theta Tau, on the
SlUdent Council, president of the senior class and a
student assista nt in th e mining department. He was with
I3ethlehem Steel in Chile and served in several capacities with Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. He retired inSeptember 1985.
Walter S. Knecht, Chem.E., retired from Union Carbide Corp. in South Charleston, W . V. ,Jan. I . He and
Shirley ha ve relocated to the southwest where thei r new
add ress is: 17207 Desert Glen Drive,SunCityWest,AZ
85375-5 123.
Ca lvi n M. Ochs,M .E., was presented the Distinguished
Service Award by the Missouri Society of Professional
Engineers (MSPE) industry practice divi sion. Cal reti red as manager of engineering and maintenance for

Chesebrough -Pond 's Inc. of Jefferson City, Mo. He is
a pa st pres ident of MSPE .
Bettij ane (Birch) PufTett, Geol. and Geophy., writes:
"Thi s spring, my husband, Williard, and I paid a most
inte resting vi sit to fellow alum , Daniel M. M iller Jr.,
Geol. and Geophy., '49, at hi s office at the University of
Wyoming 's library where he is director of International
Archives of Economic Geology. I had typed Dan's
ma ster' s th es is at MS M afte rmy graduation. Weare still
loca ted in th e Pacific no rthwest' s Mt. Vernon, Wash.,
north of Seaule."
J ohn F. Schmitz, E.E., died of a heart auack on Jan . 15,
1991, in Anaheim, Calif., according to information
received from his b roth er, Joseph K. Schmitz, Chem .E.,
'43. While auending MSM, John was a member of the
Shamrock Gub, Radio Clu b and Photo Gub. He rece ived a I3lue Key Plaque in 1942. After graduation , he
was with Connecti cut Tel. and Elect. Co., Hughes
Airc raft, No rth American Aviation, S pace and Informa tion and retired from Rockwell Inte rnational.
Lando n C. Viles, C.E., got togCl he r with O liver W .
J ones, Pet. E., '47, and hi s new bride when they were
honeym ooning in Orlando, Fla .
Wi ll iam A. W un drack, E.E. and a profess ional degree
in electrical engineering from UMR in 1955 , is working
on th e ne w U.S. Emba ssy in San Salvado r.

1950
Robert L. Bl oom e, Cer. E., writes: "I have been retired
from GM for 3 1/2 yea rs. I am bu sy with investments
and the men's Garden C lub of Ame ri ca . Still res iding in
Anderson, Ind ., with wife, Sybil ."
C urtis Louis C r aig, C.E., di ed Nov. 19, 1990, in
Omaha, Ncb . While at tending MSM, Curti s was a
member of A.S .C.E., on the honor list severa l times and
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Joseph E, Halleman, E.E. , says he was sonry to have
missed the reunion but previous arrangements to spend
five weeks in New Zealand prevented auendance. He
and hi s spouse, Mary Ann, travel with the Friendship
Force, an international organization which operates as
a ·· pcople exchange." Joe has been retired from
McDonnell Douglas for six years and says his career in
the ae rospace indu stry was very enjoyable and rewarding.
John F. Hernan, Chern.E., writes: "I retired from USG
Corporation on March I, 1991, after 41 years of work .
My last position was director regulatory compliance
heading up quality, project safety and occupational
health and safety functi ons for the corporation."

Douglas J . Ca rthew, Min.E., writes : "I retired from
McGraw-Hill Publications Co. in February] 988 and
opened a reg ional office for JJH&S, a publishers representative finn."

Donald W. Ma rshall , C.E., and his wife, Lou, spent the
winter in Florida and are now ready for a busy summer
at the Lake of the Ozark s.
John E. Muehring, M.E., writes: "Helen and I enjoyed
the 40th reunion of the Class of '50 last fall. It was our
first return visittoRolla in 40 years so we were surprised
at the many changes on the campus and in the city."
Paul B. Nolan , M.E., has retired and moved to Skidway
Island in Savannah, Ga.
William C. (W.C.) Pa ulsell , Pet.E., writes: "I am
retired but still doing quite a lot of consulting . My wife ,
Bruce, is busy traveling to help ou t with the grandkid s.
We are enjoyi ng being away from the hu sslea nd bu ssle. "
While Cene F. Robinson , M.E., is reti red , he still is
working one or two da ys a week. He al so is tra ve ling
quite a bit and catchi ng up on the work arowld the hou se .
Robert E . Sm ith, Sr., C.E. , wri tes: "Semi-retired as of
March 3. Still do ing contract work for forme r employer
and othe rs . Th e pace is greate r than] wan t and I hope it
soon slows."
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Irving Dulberg , Cer.E., writes: "I retired in March and
am sharing my time between Pennsylvania and Florida ."
Harold M. Hilburn , Min .Geol ., is Oying around the
country more than ever now that Helen has received her
pilot's license.
Dale E. Hirschfeld, Min.E., writes: "I am semi-retired
doing some of the things Ihavealways wanted to do like
teaching school part-time, walking on the beach and
some environmenLaI engineering consulting work. We

Donald L. Honerkamp, Chem .E., writes : "Moved
from southern California to northern California in August 1990. Building a new home on Lake Almanor.
Hope to have a new address next yea r at this time."
Donald also says hello to all of his Class of 1950 friends
and to all Missouri Mine rs.
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moved to Westport (Wash.) in March 1991."
Richard C . Huber, C.E., '51 , '62, died somefouryears
ago according toNea l B. Dowling , E.E., '51. During his
undergraduate years at MSM , Richard was a member of
Triangle social fraternity, S.A.M.E., A.S.C.E., a distinguished military student and was a student assistant in
the drawing department. His career was devoted primarily to service with the U.S. Army in many stations both
in the U.S. and abroad. He retired from the Army with
the rank of colonel.
We have learned of the death of Judsoo M. LatOn,
Cer. E., Jud son was on the honor roll at MSM as well as
a membe r of ACS , was first vice president and then
presiden t of the Canterbury Gub, and a member of the
Interfaith Council . After graduation, Jud son was em ployed by Wiscon sin Steel Works and International
Harvester Co. He was retired from A VIST AR.
Thomas A. Simpson, Min .Geol., writes: "Keep busy
writing, se rving as editor of 'Mining , Engineering for
Envi ronmental Geology and Water Resources Journal '.
Do a lot of traveling and reading . Enjoy grandson , 18month -old Weston Bradley."
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William C . Va n Bramer, M.E., writes: "I have not
visited the campus since graduation in 195 1 but hope to
accompli sh that soon . ] know I will be amazed at the
changes."
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Cene R. Blenderma nn , Pet. E., writes : "I am CEO of
Petrowax PA Inc., a specialty chem ical compan y th at
owns and operates two plants in wes tern Penn sylva nia.

Vera and I had retired in December 1984, but started

Jack B. Dow
Frank T. Alvarado, C.E., writes: "] retired afte r 33
yea rs of U.S. Government service and ha ve now taken
on a part -time job as maintenance engineer for a local
American school that has I ,650 student ranging from
pre-kinde rga rten to th e twelfth grade. The money is not
great, but it keeps me sort of semi -retired , with the
feeling th at I can still be productive and of some use to
society."

~iet~rie, LA

Dan W . Martin , Geol. and Geophy., writes : "I joined
Homestead Minerals Corporation (HMCO) Nov. I,

Co.
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1990. HMCO operales a gold mine at Silver Peak, Nev.,
and a gypsum mine near Carson City. Swllive in Reno."
Waldemar D. Stopkey, C.E., has been inducled into
the UMR Academy of Civil Engineers in recognition of
his conlribulions to the civil engineering profession ,
civic leadership, and interest in UMR. Wally is currentlyvice president of administration for Walk, Haydel
and Associates in New Orleans, La.
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Lucien M. Bolon Jr., C.E., '59, reports that Darus
Sidney Westmoreland Jr _, C.E., rued May 4,1991. At
MSM, Darus was on the honor list, member of A.S.C.E.,
the Hammer Throwers, the American Road Builders
Association and was a student as sistant in the civil
engineering department. He worked for the Missouri
Public Service Co. for 36 years and was supervisor of
districlmanagers when he retired in 1989. According to
Lu's !eller, "Wes" was vety active in the Kansas City
Section of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association and
"will be missed."
Leonard H. Woltberg, Chem.E., writes: "I have resigned my position as V.P. sales and marketing with
Sunlight Corp. to become president of National Sales
and Marketing Inc."
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1955
Robert G. Benlng, C.E., started his career with HNTB
in Kansas City, Mo., and is now execulive vice president of CRSS Inc. in Houston,Texas. In belween these
positions, Bob served in several capacities induding a
variety of engineering assignmenls wilh the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers in the U.S. and overseas.
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Michael J. Cullen, PeL.E., retired as the assistant chief
of the the operaLions division from the Sl. Louis Di slrict
Corps of Engineers Nov. 30, 1990.
Thomas C. Metcalf, M.E., has been awarded a 3D-year
pin in recognition of his service wilh the Uniled States
governmenl.

George D. Tomazl, E.E. and a professional degree in
electrical engineering from UMR in 1970, was appointed Chairman of Missouri Board of Archilects,
Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors by Governor Ashcrofl in December 1989. In adrution, he was
appointed chairman of IEEE's Slate Government Activities Committee.

1959
Robert L. Boxdorfe.-, E.E., writes: "Completing 32
years with the City of Sl. Louis, the last 7 as traffic
adminislralor. I was recently elecled a Fellow in lhe
Instilule of Transportation Engineers."

1953

Frederick E . Meyer, C.E., was recognized for25 years
service with Bechtel National. He is currently manager
of the space and defense departmenl.

The alumni association has learned that Robert Gerald
Melvin, E.E., died. Al MSM, he was a member of the
Baptisl Sludenl Union, AlEE-IRE, Eta Kappa Nu, on
the honor role and received second honors upon graduation. He was with General MOlOrs in Kansas City, Mo.

Ernest R . Achterberg, Min.Geol., retired from the
Bureau of Land Management on Jan. II. He recently
was appointed to serve on the Oklahoma State Mining
Commission and was sworn into office April 18.

1957

1960

Robert G. Fuller, Physics, is direclOr of a new 51.5
million, four-year project to develop and dislribute a
physics leacher's CD-ROM lool kil.

Bruce L. Bramlit!, Mel. E., '60, '62, '66, and a professional degree in 1989 from UMR, received the Bradley
Sloughlon Award from the Leihigh Valley Chapter of
ASM Inlernational according the ApriJ issue of the
"ASMNews".
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Buddie R . Morris, Min.E., died June 3, 1991. While
Budrue attended MSM he was a member of Sigma Pi
social frate~ty, the "M" Club, and Theta Tau. He was
employed with Union Electric, general superintendent
of Freeman Coal, manager of mines at Island Creek
Coal Co., president of Morris and Sons and president of
Midwest Energy Development Corp.

ALUMNUS _

Edward L. Creamer, Chern., writes: "Completed 35
years with Shell Oil in ApriJ 1991. Assigned in manufacturing engineering at Shell's head office since 1980."
He currently is serving as engineering advisor.
William W . (W.W.) Kronmueller, C.E., retired from
Amoco Corp. after 30 years. His son, William R., is a
1985 UMR graduate in metallurgical engineering.

Jack E. Toliver, MeI.E., has moved to Landrum and
Shouse as a partner, specializing in intemationallaw,
conlracls, intellectual property and lrade law . Jack's
office is in Lexington, Ky., at 106 W. Vine Sl., lelephone (606) 255-2424.

Lewis K. Cappellarl, Physics, wriles: "I am presently
working as electro optics systems engineer in the advance concepts departmenl of the advanced tactical
systems division.
It

Robert C. May, Chem .E., has retired after 15 years of
nuclear materials research and development with DuPont
and 25 years of sales promotion and advertising with
Remington Arms.
George R . Stoddard, Pet.E., retired Jan . I, 1989 , from
Texaco after 36 years. He now plays golf and travels.

1954
Jack B. Dowell's, M.E. , new address is P.O. Box 7130,
Metairie, LA 70010.
Richard E. Johnson, C.E., rued Jan. 15, 1991 , according 10 information furni shed by Robert A. Shoolbred,
C E., '54. Richard was on the honor role, a member of
Blue Key, Theta Tau and A.S.C.E. Afler graduation, he
was wilh Johnson Construction Co., Portland Cement
Association, Engineering Concepts Inc.,and was president of both Ivey Propertie s Inc. and Sun Construction
Co.

Je.-ry J. Webb, Chern.E., took early retirement April
30, 1991, after nearly 34 years with Thokol.

1958
Wayne T. Andreas, E.E., allended the 49lh reunion of
his 8th grade class at Olu stee, Okla., on May 4th.
David A. Conrad writes: "I spent 29 years working for
the U.S. Defense Department (many inleres ting adven lures) and retired in February 1988. My wife, Virginia,
is working for the Government Printing Office in Sl.
Louis. When I retired, I started a small computer consulting business and swl work with the local scouling
program
Howard D. Correll, CE., retired from th e Federal
Highwa y Admini slration in 1982 and work ed fo r privale consultanls in Bangladesh and Kuw ai t from 1982
until 1988. He worked for the Ku wail gove rrun ent until
Augusll989. Now he has returned to West Plain s, M o. ,
where he is the city engineer.

Ronald P. Carver, CE., was given the 1990 Oscar
Causey Award for oUlstanding conlributions lo reading
research by the National Reading Conference. He also
had a book published by Academic Press, entitled
"Reading Rate: A Review of Theoty and Research".
Risdon W . (Hank) Hankinson, Chem.E., '60. '62,
professional degree in chemical engineering from UMR
in '82, has been promoled lo manager, client applications and technology services, information services for
Phillips Petroleum Co. in Bartlesville, Okla. Hank was
selected Outstanding Engineer in Oklahoma for 1984
by the Society of Professional Engineers and received
the American Institule of Chemical Engineers Technical Accompli shment Award in 1990.
Harry C. Hershey, Chem.E., '60, '63, '66, has compleled 25 years on the faculty of Ohio Stale University
chemical en gineering departmenl.
Paul B. Medley II, E.E., writes: " Belly and I are a
grandma and grandpa and live in Fernandina Beach,
Fla. Daughter, Tracy, is the parent of the grandchild.
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Son, Mike, gradualed in engineering/science from lhe
UniversilYof Florida . I am a field engineer fo r Rockwell
Inlemalional Navigation Syslems. Hope lO retire in a
couple of years."
Richard E. Slusher, Phy sics , wriles: "I received the
Einslein Award in La ser Science la sl year for di scovering squeezed Iighl, a new quanlum stale of th e electromagnetic fi eld ."
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David F. Mau ne, M.E., is cu rrentl y the Commander
and Direclor of the U.S. Army Enginecr Topographic
Laboralori es. He will be retiring this yea r from lhe
Army after 30 years of aClive dUly.
Robert Merle Rose, Mel. E., di ed March 18, 199 1. Al
MSM,he received a leller in both fOOlball and lrack, was
a member of th e "M" Club, AlEE-IRE, ASM and AFS.
Afler graduation, he was employed with lhe Aluminum
Company of America.
BruceG. Weetman, Geel. and Geop., was presented an
Honor Award by the Departmenl of lhe Inlerior al ilS
551h Honor Awards Convocalion in Wa shinglOn, D.C

1962
James Willi am Minton Jr ., CE., di ed Feb. 2 1, 1991,
acco rdin g 10 hi s wife, Sharon MinIon. While allending
MSM, he received the curalors awa rd, was on lhe honor
role, an Independenl, a sludenl assi stanl and a member
of A.S.CE. and B.S.U. He had been with lhe Missouri
Highway and Tran sportation Departmen l si nce gradu-

John P. Banks, Cer.£., has
been appoinled manager of
the Creighlon automotive
glass fabricating plant for
PPG. He joined PPG in
I %4 as a quality control
engineer al Creighton, and
has held a number of as signments in quality assu rance and sales.
Donald G. Peters, CE.,
writes: "I just completed
27 years in the Army. I was very bu sy la st October November training Anny Reserve and National Guard
units before they deployed to Saudi Arabia and Operation Desert Shi eld and Dcsert Slorm. I am looking
forward to retiring from the Army in Ma rch 1992 and
starting a new career - what and whe re yet to be
determined ."
Jaya nt C. Soni , CE., writes that any graduates from
UMR wanting to come to Houston (rexas) or the area,
either looking for a job or for any other reason is
welcome. Jay's add ress is 1833 1 Running Vine Drive ,
Spring, TX 77379, (7 13) 376-2722.

1965
TheMSM -UMR Alumni Assoc iation has received word
that Harry Robert Musser, Chern., '65, '70, died.
Harry was a member of Alpha Ph i Sigma, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and SAE while allending UMR and, after
receiving a Ph.D. in chemistry, was employed by
Easunan Kodak-Tenn essee EaSlman Co.
Peter A. Smith, M.E., writes: "I recen tl ycc\ebrated my
25th anniversary with Ell iott Turbomachinery Co. as an
application en gineer for process centrifuga l compressing

ation.

1963
Paul F. Becher, Mel.£. , '63, '65, was named a corporale fe llow of Martin Mariella Energy Syslems in 1990
and was the recipient of th e Humboldt Rcsearch Award
- as part of this award, he will spend six monlh s
condu cting research at the Max -Planck-Insitut Fur
Metallforsc hung.
Richard A. Kahl , CE., '63, '69, has moved from
Frankfort, Gcrmany, lo Atlanta, Ga .
Roger J. Ringhausen, CE., has joined the staff of
Homer and Shifri n, Engin eers/ Architects/ Plann ers of
Sl. Lou is, Mo. He is a residenl of SI. Charles, Mo.
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Michael J . Bryna c, CE. , writes: "I am preparing for
my seventh trip to Italy on company business. We have
an infrastructure design project for the U.S. Navy at
Naples."
Robert " Bob" L. Johnso n, Mel. E., has been witll the
Bocing Company in Seattle, Wash. for 25 years. He is
presentl y the product support manager for the company's
space tran sportation systems division and logistics

manager for th e inertial upper stage booster prog ram.
Bob and his wife , Nancy, make the ir home in Seallie.
Hi s two children, Courtney and Clayton, arc in coll ege.
Thomas J . Woodall, who received a B.S. and a M.S.
degrees in CE. in 1966, writes : " I was transferred by
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Morrison -Knudsen Corp. from Boise where I was vice
president to operations group, Dallas, Texas as an
ass istant project director for design/construction of the
super conducting supercollider. I ran into Jack C lifton
(M .E., '66) who is an engineer for the client- Universal
Resea rch Associates!"

1967
Steven L. Brady, CE., has been indu cted inlOthe UMR
Academy of Civil Engineers in recogni tion of his con tribution to the civil engineering profession, civic leadership, and interest in UMR. He is vice president in
charge of the materials and envi ronmental department
for Anderson Engineering Inc. in Springfield, Mo.
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Rona ld M. Ledbetter, Mel. E., '67, '68, and a profes sional degree in 1985, has been promoted to president of
Perm old Inc. , a producer of aluminum permanent mold
and die cas tings.
Dennis W. O'Leary, Geel. and Geophy. , writes : " I am
researching stratigraphi c hi slOry and evolution of Atlantic continental rise and geomorphology of continental slopes . I am working fo r USGS Office of Marine
Geology."
The alumni association has learned that C harles
Estephen Per ez Jr., M.E., '67, '73 , died. Charles was
a distinguished military sludent, a member of Scabbard
and Blade, the Army Reserves, the Baptist Student
Union, Pershing Rifles and the Shamrock Club. Charles
was wilh the DuPon t Neeprene Plant in Louisville, Ky.,
served in th e U.S. Army, was with Modermou Hud son
Engineering, Earl Wright Construction Engineers, both
in Houston, Texas, and was president of Medical Office
Devel opers, also in Houston.
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Richard H. Browne, Math . & Stal., writes : "I am now
di rec to r of re searc h as we ll as researc h stati sti c ian at

on a housel
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Texas Scottish Rile Hospital (TSRH)forchildren . TSRH
is the last hospital in the U.S.A. lo never charge anyone
for any serv ice."
The Eleclrical Enginee ring department reports Eugene
J . C ummins Jr., E.E., died . At UMR Eugene was a
member of Newman Club, Sham rock Oub, Engineers
Club, Radio Club, a member and chief engineer for
radio station K.J\1SM-FM and on the honor role. After
grad uation , Eugene entered the U.S. Navy and later
became the director of communications security in
Was hin gton, D.C
Walter n. J a nsen , M.E., is vice president of quality
assurance of the Minnlcch Corporation.
Juli o A. Spiegel, E.E., '68 , ' 70, writes : "My oldest son ,
Julio Alberto, cnlered Rolla la st faU and is now fini shing
his fIrsl year. After living one year in Rolla , he says that
now he understands my personality (the product of six
years at Rolla)."
Ga len M. Stra in , Ph ys ics , has been leaching high
school physics for 28 years and is the science depart-
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David L. Krausch, M.E., writes: " I am working for
General Motors power train division as manager of
supply managemenl. I have spent the last5 years working on a new engine coming out for the 1993 Cadillacs."
Jimmy C . Massey, E.E.,
has assumed a new assignment and increased responsibilities as a result of organizational changes made by
Martin Marietta Energy
Systems Inc. The plant's
Health and Safety and Environmental Management
divisions have been merged
and placed under his direction.
Charles W. Myles, Physics, is the chairman of the Physics Department at Texas
Tech University.
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Joseph W. Stahl, Appl.Math, MS Comp.Se., '72, writes:
"I am now doing some work in simulation and war
gaming
Michael R . Walker, E.E., writes: "I have joined Estee
Lauder in Melville, Long Island, New York as corporate
director of equipment engineering. The family, Cindy,
Jessamyn and Nathaniel, are settling into Long Island."
James D. Woessner, M.E., writes: "I left my position
as director of nuclear safety at PG and E to write fulltime. I have had two plays produced and am currently
writing a screenplay, an autobiographical novel and a
text on communication skills. I live with my wife, Britt,
on a houseboat in Sau salito (Calif.)."

Terry E. Durham, Geol. and Geoph., writes: "I have
relocated to Plano, Texas, as geophysicist for Nearburg
Producing Co. of DaUas, Texas. Son, Chris, stayed in
Colorado for coUege at Colorado State University and
to 'stay cool'. Christine and son, David, are becoming
acquainted with Plano."
Franklin W . Kone, Physics, is retiring this June after
30 years teaching high school science - with 25 years at
Ml. Vernon Township High School.
James R. Morris, Min.E., '70, '72, writes: "Toni and I
moved to Brentwood (Tenn.) in the winter of 1990. I am
managing a medium-sized coal company. We are getting settled in the South and getting ready to send our
two daughters to coUege."
James L. Parker, E.E. , writes: "Our first grandchild
was born Dec. 23, 1990. His name is Joshua Drew
Christensen. I was activated by the Air National Guard
Jan. 25, 1990, and served in support of Operation Desert
Storm at Travis Air Force Base, California, for two
months. My rank is capUin and I am a bioenvironmental
engineer in the 139T AG clinic."
Anne M. Springer, History, is teaching at Bourbon
(Mo.) High School and will retire next year with 30
years of servioe.
Thomas P. Stefansky, Geo1.E., has changed from
senior engineer to budget and cost control analyst at the
North Branch Mine of Island Creek Coal Co. He is also
pursuing an MBA degree at Frostburg State University
in Frostburg, Md.
Thomas M. Stoll, E.E., has joined the staff of Homer
and Shifrin Inc., Engineers/ArchitectsIPlanners and will
manage the electrical engineering requirements for a
variety of architectural and engineering projects. He
lives in Florissant, Mo.
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1971

Wayne S. Alexander, M.E., '70, Engr.Man., '76, has
been with Southwestern Bell for 20 years and is currentl y Vice President Ne twork Distribution (Texas). In
199 1 he moved from San Antonio to Houston.

John H. Atkinson Ill, Engr.Man., retired as District
Engineer, Kansas City District. He moved to Columbia
(Mo.)in July and started wo rk at UMC with engineering
extension developing profe ssional continuing education program s in hazardous was'e. He also is farming .

,nt of quality

David D. Beardsley, C.E ., writes: "I am currently
serving as a structural construction inspector on the
Eads Bridge and Tunnel portion of the Metrolink light
rail sys tem construction projects with Sverdrup
Corporation' s program management group for the BiState Development Agency."
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Brenda L. Bronson , Chem.E., writes: HI am alive and
well in San Franci sco, ensuring fede ral buildings in the
eight western states are sprinklered and safe. I am
happily married to Tow Walker and have two children;
Na than, 13, and Robin, 16."

Jack R . Beebe, Psychol., has been elected to a second
term as President of the Central illinois PC Use rs
Group. He al so writes computer software in his spare
time.
William R. Bishop, M.E., writes: " In 1989 I joined
Prater Industries in Chicago as assistant manage r of the
materials processing di vision selling briquettors and
compactors. In August I was promoted to product
manager - course grinding mills."

_

son, who is a junior in high school, is thinking about
college now and visited RoUa. He stiU likes Rolla the
best. My work is doing very well."
Robert L. Gold, C.E., writes: 'Tve completed my 10th
year in beautiful New Mexico. My job as subdistrict
chief with the U.S. Geological Survey entails overseeing field work in the central and western portions of the
state."
James W. Hooper, Compt.Sc., a professor of computer
science at the University of Alabama-HunlSville, has
been joined by Doulglas E. Meyer, Compl.Sc., ' 81,
'83 , '90. Dr. Hooper writes: "It's nice to have a fellow
'Miner" as a colleague!"
Abdel·Latif Ismail, Cer.E., writes: "My wife, Dr.
Zahra M. Mowafy, and I have moved with our son,
Emery, 3 1/2, to 1119 Dorset Drive, Westchester, PA
19382-8077." He is currently a program manager at
General Electric Co.'s Astro-spaoe division in King of
Prussia, PA 19406."
Wilda E. Mitchell, E.E., is designing and installing
electrical systems in the synthetic fibers industry. Her
husband,John W . Mitchell" E.E., '70, is designing and
installing equipment in the paper industry. They live in
Charlotte, N.C., with their IO-year-old daughter, Crystal.
Dennis N. Nardantonio, E.E., writes: "I am presently
consulting for AT &Tin Whippany, N.J. I am the author
of a book, 'Sound Studio Production Techniques' TAB
Publisher, released last year."
Shashi K. Pandey, E.E., writes: "We plan to visit UMR
during 1992 and hope to see electrical engineering
faculty and facilities improvement (this would be our
first trip back to school in 20 years)."
Jan M. Pottinger, M.E., writes: "I joined Hussmann
Corp. in March of 1990 as senior design engineer. My
wife, Linda,and son,Jalin, 16,and I live at 18Glenwood
Acres, Foley, MO 63347. We would enjoy hearing from
old school friends living in the Sl. Louis area."
John Reiss, GeoI.E. and a professional degree in geological engineering from UMR in 1990, has accepted
the position of vice president of the Denver Geoscienoes
Group of Weston Managers and Consultants of lakewood, Colo. He and his staff will continue to serve JR
Environmental Inc. 's existing client base as members of
Weston's Lakewood-based operation.
James R. Schneider, Geol.E., '71, '73, writes: "I have
been promoted to director of geosciences for CH2M
Hill's central district extending from Boise, Idaho to
Chicago, Ill. My wife,Jane, the family and I will remain
in Denvertoenjoy the mile-high outdoors in Colorado."
Dennis E. Stanfield, Met.E., writes: "I was recently
promoted to technical manager of metallurgy at Southwestern Laboratories . Penny and I celebrated our 20th
anniversary in the Caymans last summer. Thomas is a
Spc. in the U.S. Army at Fl. Bliss, Texas. Timmy is a
freshman at Baylor Unive rsi ty. "

Ronald G . Choura, E.E., writes: "My family is doing
well. My oldest daughter is a freshman in coUege. My
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- @~'-ERSARY------------Nicholas J . VarroneJr., CE., has been appointed vice
president and deputy corporate principal for construction in Sverdrup Corp. 's architectural market.

1972

visiting scientist at the USSR In stitute of Experimental
Cardiology. I presented several lectu res and conducted
experiments in a joint research project with head of the
Laboratory of Cardiac Electrophysiology. I am currently an assistant research professor of surgery at the
Washington University School of Medicine and reside
in Ballwin , Mo., with my wife, Dawn (Ganl), English,
'74, son and daughter."

David E. Bachmann, Chem.E., has been promoted to
technical advisor, Process Design for the Engineering
and Technology divi sion of ARCO Products Co. Advisor of the refining and marketing division of the Los
Angles division of ARCO.

Daniel W. Stehly, M.E., has just retumed from a 6month tourof duty in Saudi Arabia with the Navy during
Operation Desen Shield/Storm. He was the executive
officer of the SEABEE detachment.

Robert T . Berry , C E. , was named president-elect of
the Mi ssou ri Societ y of Professional Engineers on June
15, 199 1.

Robert A. Sutherland, Physics, is working at the Army
Atmospheric Seiences Laboratory and his wife, Carol,
is an entomologist with the New Mexico Depanment of
Agriculture.

F. Oscar C urth, CE., writes: "Since 1984, my wife,
Carolyn, my two sons and I have been living in Colom bia, South America. Two years ago we moved from
Barranquilla to th e Cerrejon Coal Mine in the Guajiran
peninsula.! am presently manager of equ ipment maintenance. Carolyn teaches English literature in the Colombian high school. "
Den nis M. DeS pain, Eng.Man., writes: "My wife,
Terry, and I are opening our seventh Subway Sandwiches and Salad franchise in Jacksonville, Ra . We
have two child ren - Josh, II , and Rick, 7. "
Murry J. Dodds, Psyc. , writes: "The secret of successful reti rement is a loving spou se - especiaUy if she is stiU
employed!"
George L. Ha rris, CE., writes: "We're swl in Cairo,
Egypt, and abou t to finish our second yea r here. I am
wo rking on wastewater treatmen t plants for three cities

along the Suez Canal. "
William A. Hillebrandt, App.Math., is director of
program developm ent for Uni systems Corp. in
Camarillo, Calif. He has been married to Pam , a former
employee of the Registra r' s Office for 23 years and has
two children - Mark, 14, and Danielle, 9.
C harles T . Myers III, Engr.Man ., reti red from the
Army in April 1990 and began work with the St. John' s
RiverWate r District in Jul y 1990. Heand Fran are living
in Crescent Beach, Fla.

Randall O. Thomure, M.E., writes : "I just eamed my
MBA from Golden Gate University in San Francisco.
Enjoying the 'city by the bay' immensely."
Gerri (Harlan) Tyler, Psych., writes: "I am currently
pursuing a master's degree in counseling from Seattle
Pacific University in preparation for a career change.
Myhusbandof 18 yea rs, Dean (James D. Tyler, Cer.E.,
'70), is a fmancial manager at U S West."
We have received notice that Harvey Cybil Walker
Jr. , Engr.Man. , died las t yea r. Harvey was wi th the U.S.
Army after graduation and was last employed as chiefdesign branch of that organization.
Donald E. Nash, Engr.Man., was selected as an Associate FeUow of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA) and is serving as a Deputy
Director for Finances for Region IV (N.M., Okla. ,
Texas, and Ark.) of AIAA. He is involved in nuclear
effects testing at BDM Intern ational.

1973
William K. Brune, Comp .Sc., writes: "I ha ve joined
Southdown Thermal Dynami cs as MIS Director. We
are engaged in rendering toxic refinery was te into
water, the derivative hydrocarbons and a
hannless solid."
Michael C. Butts, E.E., is working at the Council
Bluffs Energy Center (Iowa).

ALUMNI
SONS AND
DAUGHTERS GRANT

Do you have a son or daughter
planning to attend UMR? If you
live outside Missouri, you'll be
interested in the Alumni Sons and
Daughters Grant. Your children
may be able to attend UMR
without having to pay the outof-state tuition rate! Contactthe
Alumni Office for an application
form.
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a welcome change and my UMR education is tasked to
ever-increas ing challenges.

ThomasP.
Ellis is now

A letter from John C. "Curt" Klllinger, Appl.Math,
'73 , Engr.Man., '80, is quoted, in pan: "Our new baby
boy, Joseph Matthew, was bom February 15. He is
putting on weight fast and his mother, Marybeth, has her
arms fuU! I am senior planning coordinator for Texas
(USA) Exploration and Production Inc. in Houston and
will complete an MEIPetroleum Engineering in May
afte r seven years of study. Enjoy serving on the MSMUMR Alumni Association Board as Section Commiuee
Chairman and the Houston Section as Student Assistance Chai nnan ."
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Michael J. Miller, AE., and a Lt. Col. in the U.S.A.F.,
writes: "I have been reassigned as operations officer for
the 455 Flying T raining Squadron, Mather AFB, Sacramento, CA 95655. I am responsible for the flying and
training operations of the U.S. and foreign national
allies navigator training -fig hterlbomber aircraft." Boots
also received a letter signed by General Colin L Powell,
Chairman of thcJoint Chiefs of Staff, thanking him for
his service with the Joint Staff during "a critical period
in the Nati on's hi story".

St"'e W. S,

II

Na ncy L. Ranck , Physics, is an attomey. She joined the
law firm of Newton and Holtzinger, P.C , in February
199 1 and will be working in the nuclear and environ-
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Michael P. Edwards, E.E., was recentl y promoted to
di recto r-customer relations and technology acquisition
with Anheuser·Busch in St. Louis.
J o hn B. Noland , M.E.,
Environ. and Plan E., '75,
has joined Foster Wheeler
Enviresponse Inc. (FWEI)
as Director of T herma l
Remedi ation Services located at the company's regional office in Exton, Pa.

Gary R. Henderson , M.E., MS CE. ' 81, has been
selected to command the U.S. Navy Construction T rain ing Center in Gulfpon, Miss.

Richard B. Schu essler , CompoSc., '72, '74, wri tes: "I
wa s in Moscow, USSR, September 1 through 22, 1990,
under the US-USSR scienti st exchange program as a

Suman K. Hukku , Physics , writes : "After many years
in quality assu rance, I have shifted to the engineering
R&D · sti U with instead of a manufacturing plant. It is

William R. Heincker, M.E. , '73, '74, plans to move
back to Wright · Patterson Air rorce Base to work on the
C·17 aircraft program .

Larry R. Schmickle, Psycho!., writes: "I resigned from
federal civil service for a career opponunity as an
investment broker. I have three sons; one is attending
the University of Missouri at Columbia."
Stewart A. Scott, Engr.Man., writes that he played
basketbaU through the winter months and is now in volved with coaching T-ball with his son, Nathan.
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1974
Robert D. Adkins, E.E. , writes: "I joined the Missouri
Public Service Company (MPS) in May 1991 as manager-load forecasting . Prior to joining MPS, I served as
an expert witness in electric utility rate cases as director
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of planning for LMSLInc. and supervisor of corporate
modeling with Kansas City Power and Light Co.
Gary L. Blankenship, Aerospace, '74, '75, writes, in
part: "Wife and two children doing fine. It is hard to
believe my two oldest (18 and 16) are nearing coUege!
I'm doing some consulting."
The MSM -UMR Alumni Association has been told that
George Michael Hale, Physics, died. After graduation
from UMR with a master' s degree, he was with the
physics department at the Unive rsity of Arizona, an
instructor at West Texas State University, an associate
professor in physics at the University of Missouri Kansas City and a senior engineer with Allied Corp.Bendix.
Thomas P. Kieffer, M .E ., writes: "Baby boy named
Ellis is now one year old."
Anthony D. Messi na , Chem .E., '74, '76, '78, writes:
"Renee and I want to announce the birth of our first
child, Troy Anthony, born April 21,1991. He is destined to be a softball star in the tradition of the Alex's
Pizza dynasty."
David R. Polakowski, M.E., writes: " I am now work ing as a mechanical production engineer for Colorado
Memory Systems in Loveland, Colo. It' s an exciting
position - aU of the things I've been reading about for
years but never had a chance to use."
Steve W . Souders, Chem.E., writes: "I was recently
appointed vice president of manufacturing and technology for fiber and film in Amoco Chemicals Co., Chicago, Iil. My wife, Carol, our two sons, and I remain
settled in Naperville, ill."
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1975
Joseph B. Adrian, Econ., hi s wife, Tina, and their three
children, Monica,Joey and Marty , live in Cape Girardeau
(Mo. ) where Joseph is with Lone Star Indu stries , a
producer of cement and con stru ction materials.
R. Hank Birk, Chem .E., was promOled from proj ect
leader to research leader in the Engineering Laboratory
of Dow ' s Central Research Laboratories .
Thomas B. Ellis, C.E., writes: "r am still with Becker
Engineering after seven an d one half years. Kirsten,
Lauren, 5 112, and I live at 1470 Kentbrook e Drive,
Ball win, MO 63021 . Give us a call or write."
Michael T. Gilliam, Econ., writes: "I am currently
employed as a graduate assistant in the management
department at Southwest Missouri State University in
Springfield , while work ing on my MBA. After working
for 14 years, I swallowed real hard, quit my job,devOled
more time to my farm, took GMAT, and went back to
school."

Wayne L. Hoffman, Phys ics, has accepted a position
with Cardinal Glass in Spring Green, Wi s. as di rector of
coating research. He and Jan (Janice M . Hoffman ,
Psych., '75) live at S 11 273 Paulus Road, Rt. 2 , Spring
Green, WI 5358 8.
James P. Owens, Psyc., writes that he is doing some
free lance work fo r social ju stice causes while seeking
gainful employment.
Stephen D. Schaffner, E.E ., writes : "I became a registered professional in Texas in the fall of 1989. r was
promoted to my current position. supervisor communi-

cations, in October 1989 and transferred from Houston
to Anaheim, Calif."
Mark W. Tesar, M.E., writes : "I am now working for
Farris Engineering Inc."
Bernard J. Welch, Engr.Man, and his wife, Jody ,
announce the birth of a baby boy - a new potential
Miner!

H oMECOMINGS
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1976

Robin A. Murphy, Cer. E., '76, '78 , '85, reports that his
wife, Monica, gave birth to their first child , Elinor
Grace, on March I, 199 1. Mother and daughter are both
in good health.

1977
Karen (Daily) Clifford , English, History, writes: "I
really enjoyed visiting the UMR campus during spring
vacation . It' s growing by leaps and bou nds. Moved to
Granger,lndiana, in September 1990. I'm enjoying the
new area and Norte Dame footba ll ."
Arthur L. Giesler , M .E. , is wes tern regional sales
manager for Perma Pipe. His new address is 20301
Arcadian, Olympia Fields, IL 60461, (70S) 74S-6605.
Rodman K. Kirkpatrick , Pet.E., writes: "My wife,
Nanda , and 1 are moving to Argentina to open an office
for Santa Fe Energy in Buenos Aires, the first U.S. oil
company to acquire one of Argentin a's central oil
field s. ! wa s the project manager for the S107 milli on
competitive bid."
Kathy (Velt) Kolb, Engr.Man., writes : "Rick is now
the general manager of an REA Co-op and 1 am a full time Momm y. We have four children, Nicholas, 6,
Katrina, 4, Michael, 2 and Dani elle, 10 mon th s. Our
new address is 348 E. Oak Street, Lancaster, W I53S I3."

ThomasJ. KoIze, E.E., '77,
'79, a senio r staff engineer
at TRW' s Electronics and
Technology Division in
Redondo Beach, Calif., has
been honored fo r the second time with the TRW
Chairman' s Award for outstanding achievement.
Ralph D. Kunce, Engr.Man., writes: "Base is getting
A-IOairc raft. !'ll be in conversion school May20,199I ,
and should be fully qualified tony the A-lOby Aug. 10,
1991."
In May 1990, Kurt S. Nielsen, E.E., started a sash
manufacturing company - manufacturing all wood windows , both in sulated and true divided sash.
William A. Riley Jr., C.E., died Oct. 14, 1990, after an
extended illness . An alumni contribution is being made
in hi s memory by his family . At the time of his death,
William was district managerof Public Service Electric
and Gas Co. in New Jersey.
John V. Stutsman , E.E., writes: "This semester I'm a
vi siting professor at Purdue University teaching 'introduction of Financial Accounting' (Mgnt 200) at night.
I found that it's a lot of fun and it certainly keeps me
busy."
Bradley J . Wyatt, Chem.E., writes: " I was named
superintendent of the No.2 polyethylene department on
March II, 1991. The plant produces tenite polyeth ylene. Pam, Ju stin, Emil y and I reside at 1809 Northwood
Court, Longview, TX 75605."

1978
David Au stin Brown, C.E., is deceased according to
infonnation fumi shed the alumni association. David
was a member o f Sigma Tau Gamma, A.P.O. and
A.S.C. E. and after graduation was a designer fo r Lemco
Engineering in St. Louis.
Michael L. Coldiron, M.E. , and family have moved to
701 Game rin Austin, Texas. Mike reports that Amy and
both children are fin e and he recently received his P.E.
li cen se.
Douglas K. Cothern , Comp.Se., ha s recently joined
Ingram Book Company as vice president. Doug, Diane,
Jerome, And rew and Bethany live at 2618 Regency
Park Drive, Murfreesboro, TN 37 129.
John T. Diecker, E.E., writes : " I just fini shed setting up
an enginee ring company to do work for electric utilities
in Asia. I' ve been in Thailand nine yea rs now and it's
starting to look like I'll be here quite a bit longer. Hope
to mak e it back fo r a vi sit sometim e nex t year."

Richard W. Goodson , Econ., and his wife, Geanine,
have two children, Kyl e Wayne, born Aug. 26, 1987,
and C had Ma rcus, born Jan . 23, 1990.
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-@~-ERSARY------------- Stephen P. GunUy, Comp.Se., writes: "Deb and 1 were
blessed with the addition of Courtney Anne in August
1990. She's already causing problems for her sister and
making our lives more fun."

Jonna (Cole) Horn, Chem.E., and her husband, Rich·
ard G. Horn, Chem.E., '87, announce the birth of their
first child, Richard Gerard Hom, Jr., born March 27,
1991.
William W. Jenkins, Comp.Se., writes that Mitchell
B. Baker, Comp.Sc., '77, died Sept. 23, 1990.
John W. Moore, Aero.Space, '78, '80, writes: "I reo
cently became an engineering manager for structures
systems in the space system division of Boeing Aero·
space and Electronics Service. 1 am enjoying our new
house and exploring the Northwest."
Stephen J. Rethmeyer, E.E., is working for FAA as
systems engineer at the Air Traffic Control Center in
Olathe, Kan. Stephen invites anybody wishing to visit
the Center to call (913) 791 · 8700 and he will arrange a
tour. Stephen and Karren's first child, Justin, is 5.
Michael E. Schaefer, C.E., has received orders to the
be executive officer of Naval Mobile Construction
Battalion 74 in Gulfport, Miss., in July 1991.
David G. Winters, C.E., has been promoted to senior
associate for Hart Crowser, a national environmental
and hazardous waste engineering and consulting firm,
and been appointed to manager of Hart Crowser's
remediation division.
- ........,.,................-, . John M. Wootten, C.E.,
has been named president
of Coal Services Corp.
based in St. Louis. John had
been vice president-engineering and operations ser·
vices. He joined Peabody
in 1976 after three years as
a supervising engineer in
the Environmental Services
Dept. of Union Electric.

1979

Dennis J . DeBondt, Econ ., writes: "For the past eight
years I have run my own business - 'The Magic Studios
of Dennis DeBondt'. As a magician, I perform for
corporations, cocktail parties, trade shows and promotions across the country but Chicago is my home ba se.
My wife , Jane, is also an entertainer.
It

Daniel L. Dickey, E.E., writes: "I have been working in
Japan for the last two years. Now transferring to a
program in the Mediterranean area. Having a lot of fun
seeing the world and working on electrical engineering
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Ralph E. Flori, Pet. E., '79, '81,87, is an assistant
professor in the UMR Basic Engineering Department.
His spouse, Beverly (Hartmann), Chem.E., '79, '85, is
a chemist at the U.S. Bureau of Mines, Rolla Research
Center.
DonaldJ. Gardner, E.E., writes: "We are doing well in
California. Kathy and r now have two children, Stephen,
3, and Laura, I. r was promOled last yeaflo the manager
of integration and production operation, tactical systems division."
Joseph G. Gladbach, Geol.E., writes: "r moved into a
new position with Amoco doing international gas mar·
keting. My wife, Ruth, works part time as a physical
therapist. Daughter, Sara, 7, will be in the second grade
in the fall of '91. Twin sons, Sam and Alex, 4 1/2, WIll
attend pre-kindergarten in the fall of '91."
Richard D. Lawson, E.E., writes: "McDonnell Douglas Aircraft recently received a $2.1 million dollar
conlractto provide an ultrasonic inspection to Thiokol
Corp. to verify the bond integrity of the redesigned solid
rocket mOlor (RSRM) for the space shuttle program."
Charles E. Mattson, E.E., writes: "We just moved up
the block into our new house in the middle of a snow
storm in the Mojave Desert. The next day it was sunny
and 60 degrees and we asked ourselves why we moved
yesterday. Work has been busy due to the Desert Storm
efforts performed. My wife, Karen, and our sons, Roger
and Ryan, are doing fine."
Marcel (Wehrman) Maupin, Appl.Math., writes: "r
completed a two thousand question test bank for a new
elementary statistics text. I have also been elected
faculty council chairperson for next year."
Robert C. Nunnally, E.E., is the Southwest Chapter of
the Missouri Society of Professional Engineer's (MSPE)
Young Engineer of the Year and is a candidate for the
MSPE Young Engineer of the Year Award. He is
substation engineer for the Empire District Electric Co.
Ann E. Whitty, E.E., reports they now have two chilo
dren, Mike, 4, and Paul, I.

Robert J . Crull, Aerospace, is working on space station Freedom payload requirements development.

problem s in communjcaLions."

Keith L. Donaldson, E.E., writes: "The high humidity
of Charleston (S.c.) makes me wish for the lower heat
index of the Midwest. Of course, being close to the
beach helps make up for it."

Mlchael A. Wilson, Pet.E., received an M.S. is computer science from the University of Missouri·Kansas
City in December.
Mark A. Winnett, M.E., writes: "Recently moved to
the Dayton, Ohio, area to become manager of Capitol
Analysis for Dayco. Working in finance for the first
time since receiving my MBA."
Lawrence D. Wolf, C.E., is the Ozark Chapter of the
Missouri Society of Professional Engineer's (MSPE)
Young Engineer of the Year and is a candidate for the
MSPE Young Engineer of the Year Award. He is
owner/principal engineer for Engineering Services of
the Ozarks.

1980

David L. (D.L.) Bogart, Chemistry, '80, '82, writes,in
pan, : "r am still immersed in product development for
Eagle-Pitcher in Joplin, (Mo.). r came out of 'radioretirement' and am now doing weekends at KOCD·
FM."
George E. Creech, Chern., writes, in part: "Brian was
married last September. Professionally, a patent appli·
cation was filed in December for an improved point·
modified aluminide diffusion coating I've been work·
ing on for some time."
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J. Allen Crider, Comp.Sc., Appl.Math., writes: "In
March r began working for Boeing Computer Services
here in Huntsville. My primary responsibility is the
development of image processing package for a Defense Department contract."
Thomas A. Dittmaler, C.E., is the Western Chapter of
the Missouri Society of Professional Engineer's (MSPE)
Young Engineer of the Year, and is a candidate for the
MSPE Young Engineer of the Year Award. Heis senior
environmental engineer/project manager for Bums and
McDonnell Engineering Co.
A letter from Dean W. Ekberg, Geol.E., located in
Ghana, West Africa, reports that the need for clean
water is desperately needed in that area of the world. He
has been busy assisting in the drilling of water wells in
bOlh Ghana and uberia in an attempt to alleviate this
situation. Additionally, he is providing assistance in
Bible studies and theological education. His correspon·
dence address is c/o Ghana Baptist Mission, Box 400,
Accra, Ghana, West Africa.
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Lynn M. Flaim, Chem.E., writes: "After two years in
New York City and two years in Wilmington, 1 had to
put the suits away and put the hard hat back on. I'm the
manager for the Phenylenediamines area on Chambers
Works. In the yearI've been back at the plant I've Seen
lots of changes. Our baby's a freshman in college planning to be a nurse. Mike's got his own business and
is an avid deep-sea fishennan."
Julie (Petty) Glass, Econ., and her husband, David,
have an Il-month-old boy, Brian. Julie reports "juggling our baby and two careers is truly challenging and
exciting."
Stanley O. Martin, E.E., was promoted from chief
engineer to vice president - operations for Thermal
Electronics in August 1990. He and his wife, Marcella,
live in Escondido, CA 92029.
Sandra (Hoekscher) Simmons, C.E., writes: "Two
children - Sara, 5, and Cori, 2. 1 was recently promOled
to chief of construction, service branch in the Seattle
District of the Corps of Engineers. Enjoying the northwest but still make two trips home each year."
Keith S. Smith, E.E., writes: "Beth and r are busy
chasing 15 month Margaret Ann (Meg) around the
house. I'm back in school for my second master's
degree at the University of Colorado (MSEE). Call us if
you are skung or visiting in Colorado." (303) 841-6649.
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MSM ALUMNUS
Theresa D. Talty, GeoI.Engr., 'SO, 'S7, writes: "I
moved to Atlanta a year and a half ago and love it. I am
now manager of hydrogeolo gy and monitoring for
waste management in this regi on. There are quite a few
UMR graduates in th e Atlanta area and I'd love to hear
from them. My work number is (404) 859-0880."
Jerry D. West, Physics, is an electrical engineer for
American Airlines in Tulsa, Okla. and is alsoan adjunct
electrical engineering professor with Oklahoma State
University.

HoMECOMINGS
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1981
Craig G . Burchett , CE., writes : "Teri and I had our
second daughter, Carmen, on April 25, 1991. Her sister,
Kri sten, is now 3."
Ross A. Fields, Engr.Man., writes : "Family just moved
to Au stin, Texas, from St. Louis. I retired from the
Quality Improvement Depanment after 10 years with
Union Electric. Dreikurs Relationship Centers Inc. offered me the vice president position in May of 1991.
Kathl een and I are distributors of Sun riders and
Multipure, too."
Eric S . Goldsmith, E.E. , writes : ''I'm in Florida now.
Motorola combined the Ft. Worth plant with the one in
Ft. Lauderdale. There are m ore horses in my neighborhood in Florida than I saw while living in the country
out side of Ft. Worth ."
Wm Reed Nigro, Econ., writes : "I got married in
October 1990toa Rolla woman . Bu siness wise, we no w
have two pizzerias , one in Lenexa (KS) and one in
Kansas City (MO)."
Yvonne (Turenne) Renz, Psych., writes: "My college
education benefited me greatly. I learned to let my
husband (John W . Renz, Engr.Man., '81) go to work
every day while I stay at hom e - chasing after the two
kids! "
An article from the Summer 1991 copy of the NSPE
News is quoted, in part,: "Young Engineer of the Year,
Roddy J. Rogers (CE., '81, '83, Engr.Man ., ' 90) will
be reco gni zed by the Society for his educational, c ivic,
and engineering achievements. The NSPE Young Engineer of the Year Award ho nors outstanding engineers
aged 35 or younger." Roddy is currently working as a
project manager in the geotechnical area for the City of
Springfield, Mo.
In a letter from Michael E. Schmidt, Engr.Man., he
says, in part: "Aloha! I am still enjoying beautiful
Hawaii! I was named 1990 fede ral manager of the year
for the Honolulu Pacific R egion . My job as chief of the
management inform ation and engineering branch (U.S.
Army) has really brought a high level of personal
satisfaction to me. My family keeps me ve ry busy:
Phillip, 4, and Mary, I, are a jo y."

Alissa Gallagher. Whetsel. Engr. Man., '81, '83, started
a new job in January as a project engin eer for a plastic
packaging manufacturer. Her hu sband, Jim (James,
Chem.E., '81, '83) is still wo rking fo r Atl as Plumbing
Supply in sales. They arc both on a quest to find
somewhere in St. Louis that has pickled eggs like the old
2-0-9 Tavern!

1982
Craig G. Burchett, CE., writes: "Teri and I had o ur
second daughter, Carmen, on April 25, 1991. Her si ster,
Kristen, is no w 3."
Paul J. Entwistle, Pet.E., writes: 'Teresa (Roberts),
CE., '83, and I are proud to ann o unce the birth of our
second child, Jake Matthew, 10 1{2 Ibs. on Oct. 10,
1990. Jake joins Jessie who is 3 1{2."

_

cnce with som eone and learn more new things about
CIM ."

1983
Carl N. Burrow, Comp.Sc., writes: "In 1989 we moved
from Dallas to Detroit where I'm currently district sales
manager for Texas Instruments Semiconductor Group.
Lind y and I ha ve two children: Ryan, 3, and Jordan, 8
months ."
ScoUS. Chalmers, M .E., Engr.Man., writes : "Between
work, a wife, three dogs and 'jumping outof a perfectly
good airplane', things are going pretty well."
Mark A. Cook, C E., writes: "The new embassy is
coming along well. One and one half more years to go
here. Africa has been great so far. "

Engra (Miles) Hixon, Comp.Sc ., writes: "I am currently employed as a software des ign engineer at IFR
Systems. My husband, David,is still with Boeing. We'd
like to hear from old friends."

Steven C Davis, Engr.Man., works with AT&T-Technologies.

Frank A. Marcott, E.E., is wo rkin g fo r Boeing in
Seattle, Wash. He reports the skiing is good and he is
looking forward to golf this summer.

Clyde R . Dennis, M .E. , writes: "I was divorced in
September 199 0 and so now I am a single parenL
Raising a three-and a half-year-old daughter is no
picni c. Still wo rking at Caterpillar. Would like to hear
from the old gang!"

Jan·Erik Osterholm, Chemi stry, sends the following
news: "Since we returned back to Finland in June 1982,
much has happened. Heidi, Cer.E., ' 80 is heading the XRay laboratory of Neste Technology's analytical de panment. I was recently no minated the first Research
Fellow within Neste Corp. after being a research chem ist, group leader of specialty polymers and department
manager of chemical research depanment all within
Neste Technology. Neste has recently fo rmed are ·
search and development company in the fi eld of electri cally conducting polymers located in Santa Barbara ,
Calif. I am eo-director of research of th at co mpany. Our
oldest daughter, Anna , was born in Ro lla and is no w
almost 10 years old. One of her dreams is to sec her
birthplace. In 1986 our youn ges t daughter, Lotta, was
born. We live in the city of Borga."
Gregory E . Pashia , GeoI.E., writes: "I am working for
EPA Region VI in Dalla s, Texas. My m ain d uty is
issuing enfo rcement action s fo r po Uuters of g ro und
water. Expect a long future with EPA. I hope others
from UMR wiU consider a caree r with EPA."
Robert M. Phillips, M .E., writes: "O ur second child a beautiful little girl named Kath y was born Ma rch
15th."
Cynthia (Strouse) Uebele, M .E., and Timothy L.
Ubele, M.E., send an update: Tim is still employed by
Frito-Lay where he is now secti on m anager of packaging and development. Cindy is a fuU · tim e m othe r and
homemaker after resigning fro m American Airlines
Direct Mark eting C orp. afte nhe birth of thei r daughter,
Kaitlin Marie, in January 199 1. T heir add ress is 20 15
Rochelle Lane , Ca rrollton . TX 75007. 'In ey would lo ve
to hear from their old friend s.

Charla (Niccoli) Dziedzic, Comp.Sc., received an MS/
Computer Science from UMR Engineering Education
Center and her hu sband, Dan (Daneil A. Dziedzic, E.E.,
'83) received his MBA from Washington University.
Donald G. Harrison, Nuc.E., writes: "I made the jump
to a smaU consulting firm, Jason Associates Corp., in
early May 1991 . It has been a good experience, though
I'm travelling lots."
Thomas E. HolTmann, M .E. , writes: "Family of five
living in St. Loui s. lam president of Linton Heating and
Air Conditio ning Inc. My brother, Robert, is a 1981
graduate of UMR."
Sallie J. Hose, C er.E. , writes: "National Semiconducto r site purchased by M atsushita Electronics Corp. in
February. No w making L'v1B DRAMS and micropro·
cessors. Ko ni chiwa, eve rybody!"
Doug las B. Johnson, C. E., is now a regi stered professio nal engineer.
Peter Lichtenwalner, E.E., writes : " After working
seven yea rs in the F/A·1 8 avionics analysis group, I
have transferred into the intelligent system s develop·
ment group in the new aircraft division. I am applying
neural net work s in developing a machine vi sion system
fo ron · timemanufacturing inspection. I'm reall y enjoyin g th e new job!"
L ynn (Jones) Mi skell , Comp.Sc., lives in Wichita with
her hu sband. Bryce, and wo rks at Bocing.She would
like to hea r from othe r UMR grads attending the annual
computer graphi cs convention in July . She may be
reached during the day at (316) 526-95 83.

Hai·Hua Alan Wu , Engr.M an., writes: " I am workin g
on a CLM project no w. I wo ul d lik e to share th e ex peri ·
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- @~.~ERSARY~----------John H. Osman, Comp.Se., is working on CompuAdd's
new space station "compatible' (the SS!). His wife,
Helen, is editor of the diocesan newspaper "The Catholi c Spiri t".

Marshall R. Porter, M.E., reports that he is working
withSAE's "A World In Motion"program to encourage
elementary school children to work toward engineering
as a profession.
William L. Prehm, Geo1.En., writes: "I am on temporary assignment to Calgary ,Canada, trying to learn how
the Canadians run the oil business."
Randy R. Rapp, C.E., writes: "Life in TIDlir, Turkey,
is quite a change from that in the U.S. But the family has
adapted quite well to the new environmenl. I am involved with NATO infrastructure projects, such as
petroleum pipelines. It was good to see UMR again in
October as I traveled east for the change of station."
Randall W. Sallee, C.E., writes: "I have moved from
California to Texas as area manager for Butler Manufacturing Co. Linda has started back to school working
toward a health science degree. Tyler, 6, and Terra, 2,
are both do ing well."
Polly Sue Scott·Showalter, Geo1.E., writes: "I had a
beautiful healthy baby boy in January 1991. I'm a full·
time Mom now while Eric works towards a Ph.D. at
Purdue."
Michael I. Spirz, History, writes: "Teaching seventh
grade Civic and Economics, and eighth grade American
Hi story at Montgomery County, RJJ High Sehoo1."
Paul T . Sucllentrop, c.E., writes: "My wife, Eve
(Watkins, Engr.Man., '83), and I celebrated the birth
of our first child, Andrew Gerald on Nov. 2, 1990."
Marc J . Thornsberrry, C.E., was selected by the
Missouri Society of Professional Engineers (MSPE)
gove rnment practice division as the 1991 Government
Engineer of the Year. Marc is currently serving as
director of public works for the Cole County (Mo.)
Department of Public Works .

1984

1985

Terry L. Adams, Cer.E., writes "our company (ECC
America) is for sale."

Mary (Gielow) Book, M.E., writes: "Mike, E.E., '84,
and I had our first baby last summer - July 17, 1990.
Maureen is starting to walk, so she really keeps us busy.
We are both still with IBM in Sl. Louis."

Angela S. Beechner, Engr.Man., writes that she is still
enjoying her job as structural program manager at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo.
Marjorie (White) Bohler, Psych., writes: "Scott
(Min.E., '81) and Ijust had our fourth, Jacob Scott, on
Jan. 21,1991. Hejoins Zachary, 6, Nathan, 5, and Amy,
33/4, at home. We will be entering our fourth year of
advising our church's high school youth this summer.
See, I do use my degree - on a weekly basis. '"
Katherine (Wertls) Coonan, Geo1.E., and her hus·
band, Stephen J. Coonan, C.E., '82, announce the birth
of their second son, Timothy, on March 15, 1991.
Timothy joins his older brother, Daniel, who is 3.
John A. DeLashmit, Pel. E., '84, '86, his wife, Patti,
and their 13-month-old son, Jack, have moved from
Chicago to the Kansas City area.
Elizabeth Anne Dolan, Psycho!., is married and has
three children, Karen, 7, Robert, 5, and Gregory, 3.
Elizabeth completed her master's in Early Childhood
Education in June 1991 and plans to be a substitute
teacher until Gregory is in kindergarten.
Scott G. Glltner,Min.E., '84, '86, writes: "I traveled to
Australia and Hong Kong in August and September last
year on 'business'. While in Australia, I met up with
Paul Worsey of the Mining Department (UMR). Aus·
tralia will never be the same."
Barbara Jo Guehne, E.E., ' 84, '90. writes: "Bob and
I are doing greal. We're both employed at McDonnell
Douglas Corp. and are very active at our church. We
make it back to Rolla periodically - boy are we glad to
be just visiting'"
Mark C. Henderson, Pel.E., writes: "Continued reo
sponsibilities arc to install liquid hydrogen in stallations
for customers. Plan to relocate to Germany or Spain for
three years with group company, Air Lquide. Hydrogen is still more potent than oiL"

Sharon (Noonan) Waitz, Engr.Man., writes: "Todd
(Todd R. Waitz, MS, Engr.Man., '90) and I would like
to announce the birth of ourfirst daughter, Jaelyn Marie,
born Feb. 28, 1991. Our new address is 15355 Highcroft
Drive, Chesterfield, MO 63017.'·

Suzanna Maupin Long, History, Physics, is working
on publishing her master 's thesis and is considering
working on her Ph .D.

C urtiss A., C.E., and Lisa (Stevens) Westrich,
Eng r.Man ., send the following: " We have both really
enj oyed ou r first year back in Sl. Louis. In fact,this year
was full offirsts. Our first child, Katelyn Ann, was born
on the first of May."

Jeffrey A. Phillips, Cer.E., writes: "My wife, Karen,
received an M.S. degree from Colorado School of
Mines (CSM) in Materials Science in December 1990.
I expect to defend my M.S. thesis in Materials Science
at CSM by May 1991."

Paul A. Wolfgcher, C.E., writes: "I am working on th e
second of two flood control tunnels under San Anto-

Dale E. Smith, E.E., is the principal consultant of a
technical and busi ness information and research firm
after seven years of defense/aerospace employmenl.

nio

Kathy (Windhorst) Wood s, Comp.Sc., writes: "Daug h.
ter, Emily Diane Wood s, born Jan. 3,1991."

Tana (Curnett) Booker, English, who is a Reading
Teacher in the Steelville, Mo. R-3 schools, says "hi"te
everyone and that she enjoys what she is doing.
Margaret (Maskey) Booth, GeoI.E., writes: "Robert,
Comp.Se., '84, and I now have two girls - Jaelyn, nine
months and Julianne, 12. I am enjoying my present
position as 'Domestic Engineer'."
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Michael P. Conlon, M.E., writes : "I received my P.E.
this spring. I am working for a small mechanicall
electrical consulting fum. Olivia, 6, Brian, 4, Angela
and Bridget, 3, and Joseph, I, keep Laurie and I hopping
and happy."
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Jerome A. Daucs, Pel.E., works for Shell Offshore in
New Orleans. He is the reservoir engineer for South
Pass Block 24 at the mouth of the Mississippi River.
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Jan D. Dawdy, M.E., writes: "I am still with NASA at
White Sands test facility in New Mexico. The weather
is great· but I haven't found any other UMR alumsl"

~lichael A.
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Tracie A. Donaldson , Chem.E., writes: "Guy and Ihad
our first child in February, a fine healthy son. He is
keeping us very busy. We are still living in the Dallas
area and love il."

Sharon (Berger) Finger, Pet.E., writes: "Louis and I
had our first child in September of 1990. I am working
as reservoir engineer for Graham Resources just north
of New Orleans and Louis is with Halliburton Logging
as division manager. Our address is 548 Heavens Drive,
Mandeville, LA 70448."
John D. Jabusch , E.E., writes: "I was married in
September to Stephanie Murphy· a native of upstate
N. Y. and also an IBM employee. She isn't an engineer
(in fact she's a programmer) but we get along fmel And
being married is great'"
David L. James, Comp.Sc., writes: "I went back to
school and got my master's in mathematics. The past
three years I have been a software engineer in the real
time controls group at E&S Corp. I'd like to hear from
the people I worked with in computer center."
Matthew S. Jeffries, Comp.Sc., writes: "Ford is mov·
ing towards UNIX systems for its CAD/CAM application s. My wife, June, and I have been working at Ford
almost 5 years now'"
Kurt D. Kochler, Pel.E., '85, '87, writes, in part:
"Work is good -1 have a temporary assignment in our
drilling engi neering group. It sure is an interesting job.
I'm still in California· riding out the droughl."
Gregory T. Peacock, Chem.E., was promoted to a
production area supervisor with Hercules in May.
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Barry L. Reed, E.E-, writes: "I am still at WrightPallerson AFB in Dayton, Ohio. I plan to attend the Air
Force Institute of Technology starting in June and
pursue an M.S. in electrical engineering specializing in
guidance and controL"
Barry L. Reed, E.E., is stilJ at Wright-Patterson AFB in
Dayton, Ohio. He is pursuing an MSEE specializing in
guidance and controL
Julie Rene Sexton, Pet.E., Engr.Man., '86, writes: "I
am working as an industrial engineer for the Army . I
spent the last six months in Milwaukee seuing up a
production line for water purification units. I can be
reached through parents at 4631 Fox Creek Road,
Pacific, MO 63069."
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Michael G . Wisland, E.E., writes: "I gladly took a
layoff at McDonnell Douglas and ended up at Tracor
GIE in Provo, Utah! I invite old friends, acquaintances,
former students, etc. to call (801-785-6888) and say
'Yo'. The skiing is great!"

willi NASA a1
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JMRalumsl"
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Julie (Deles) Stansfield, lifeSc., writes: "In May 1991
in internal medicine at the University of Missouri at
Columbia. "

Michael A. Yescavage, Comp.Se., married Caroline
Loomis in June 1990.

Kevin S. Howe, Chern. E., will receive his master's
degree in business adminislralion in May from the
University of Texas.
Erika G. Klsvarsanyl, Physics, received her MS degree in physics from the University of Florida and is
currently working on a Ph .D. in science education.
Amy M. Lam pazzl , AppI.Math., writes: "I am still
slowly proceeding through the master's degree program in mathematics at the UniversilY of Houston Gear Lake and am enjoying staying home with our lwoyear-<>ld son, Peter."
Jeffery S. Litherland, C .E., writes: "After leaving the
Illinois Department of Transportalion in January, I took
ajob with Basic Engineering in Florida on a temporary
basis."
Jerome C. Meyer, Psychol., writes: "I have taken
command of the Headquarters Troop for the aviation
squadron of the Second Armored Cavalry Regiment.
We deployed to SW Asia in Decernber and returned in
April. The aviation squadron provided screen for the
U.S. VII Corps. I am currently preparing to move back
to Alabama where I plan to allend the Officer Advanced
course."
Diane (Lucas) and Samuel A. Millikin, both Chern. E.,
'86, announce the birth of their son, Matthew Lucas,
born on Nov. 6,1990.
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1986
Celeste M. Barry, GeoI.E., writes: "Ken and I moved
to Knoxville, Tenn., in December 1989. We are bo!h
environmental engineers with Bechtel Environmental
and hope to spend a few years in Europe with Bechtel."
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Henry R. Bredenkamp Jr., M.E., writes: "I married
Cristina Forrester on March 23, 1991. Started working
for Boeing in Wichita as a MRB/Liaison Engineer
Specialist in May. I am presently commuting from
Wichita to Fort Worth on weekends until our house is
sold."
Richard K. Fox, Comp.Sc., writes: "I am currently
working on my Ph.D. in ArtificialIntelligence, teaching
and doing research. I should graduate in a yearortwo (or
three or four ... )."
Michael J. Haas, life Sc., should complete graduate
school at the University of Nebraska-Medical Center in
Omaha this summer with a Ph.D. in biochemistry.
Hazem N. Haddad, Chern.E., '86, '89, writes: "Work,
life and California are all wonderfuL I'm having a ball
in Los Angeles. I would love to hear from you. My
address is 421 East Bay State St. , Apt. 2B, Albarnbra,
CA 91801."
Barbara A. Herum, PeLE., is currently working on an
M.S. in environmental engineering at Iowa State University.

Philip C. Penzel, C.E., is the Southeast Chapter of the
Missouri Society of Professional Engineer's (MSPE)
Young Engineer of the Year and is a candidate for the
MSPE Young Engineer of the Year Award. He IS
project manager for Penzel Construction Co., Inc.
Paul M. Perldch, Cer.E., has accepted a job in process
engineering for Thomson Consumer Electronics - Glass
Operations in Circleville, Ohio - south of Columbus.
James G. Reinhardt, E.E., writes: "Mary Jane
(Paganlnl), Comp.Sc., '86, and I will celebrate our son
Kevin's first birthday on April 26. Enjoying life!"
Steven R. Stacy, Chem.E., writes: "My wife and I were
recently transferred to Orlando, Fla., where I am an
instructor at the Navy ' s nuclear power school. Shore
duty is great after three years of going to seaJ"
Timothy R. Venverloh, Chem.E., is giving a speech in
May 1991 for the Institule of Gas Technology entitled
"Lan -based Technology for the Installation ofResidential Gas Services".
Robert E. Zdvorak, Engr.Man., writes: "My wife,
Maria, and I have been married for almost 10 months
now. I am celebrating my five-year annive rsary with
Roadway Express. We are building a home in Ballwin,
Mo., and enjoying other alumni living in West COWlly."

1987
Gregory C. Abbott, E.E., wriles : "I recentl y accepted
the south central district sales manager position of

_

American Power Conversion. We build the
Uninteruptable Power Supplies for local area networks."
Bryan N . Ard, E.E., married Beth Ann Ulmer,
Comp.Se., '84, on July 15, 1989. They have been living
in Bridgeton, Mo. Bryan works al Andersen Consulting
as a "C' and UNIX expen. Beth works at McDonnell
Douglas as an oracle database administrator and a data

acirninislralor.
Catherine (Duncan) Backer, Chem.E., changed jobs
in January 1991. She is a process engineer for
Mallinckrodt at their downtown St. Louis planL She
writes: ''I'm enjoying the change."
Phillip M. Borthacyre, History, writes: "I am very
busy as we have recently opened a new store on Highway 63 in Rolla. My wife, Kim, is allending UMR
seeking her English degree, my daughter, Beth, will
start kindergarten in the fall and my son, Phil II, will
begin preschooL"
William P. Cune, E.E., writes: "After doing time for
McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis and San Diego, I find
myself in Washington, D.C., working for The Analytic
Science Corporation. At least the name sounds impres sive. I am still searching for the point of it all."
JoAnn (Connors) Galakatos, E.E., writes: "I married
Greg Galakalos on June 2,1990. We enjoyed a vacation
in Australia and New Zealand over the winter and then
graduated from Washington University Medical Sehool
in May 1991. I am doing my internship at St. John's
Mercy Center followed by an anesthesiology residency
at Barnes Hospital. Greg is training in general surgery
at Barnes Hospital."
John P. Kadane, AppI.Math., writes that he has just
bought and moved into a rather old house in St. Louis.
He is still with Southwestern Bell.
David Troy Leitschuh, Geol:E., writes: "Being the
leader in the solid waste industry is Waste Management
of North America's (WMNA) commitment and I am
upholding the endeavor by being the rust engineer from
WMN A's Central Region to move from an engineering
position into a landfill manager's training position.
WMNA sees the need to have more and more technical
people in operations managernent positions."
Michael P. Maley, GeoI.E., writes: "In March I left
Ebasco and North Carolina for California. My new
position is with Weiss Associates in Emeryville, Calif.,
as a senior staff hydrogeologist."
Maximilian K. Schwartz, Engr.Man., ' 87, '90, reports
thefirst grandson, Max IV, was born on April 27, 1991.
Max IV was 21 inches long and weighed 7 Ibs. 8 o z.
Susan (Mullins) Tibbits, Chem.E., writes: "We (she
and Dan J.Tibbits, Min.E., '86) are really enjoying
ourselves in League City, Texas , one of the many
Houslon suburbs. It's hard to believe we have been
married over 3 years - time fliesJ"
Lynn Marie Wegener, Comp.Se., is employed by
Monsanto in St. Louis.
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- @~-ERSARY------------working on the initial stages of the remedial investigation for the Gulf coast site."

Dinesh Venkal<lchalam, E. E., writes: "I joined 3Com

Corporation in June as a scniordcsign engineer working

on a new generation of EltherNet - LAN ASIC's."

1988
Barton V. Barnhart, E.E., writes : ''I'm the chief of
readiness management for the 40th Civil Engineering
Squadron at Aviano, hlay. My job keeps me hopping
over here (especially during Operation Desert Storm)
amd I enjoy it very much. Northern Italy is beautiful - I
encourage all to visit thi s area just north of Venice."
Julie Lynn Board, Cer.E., bought a home in June of
1990 and has received her first promotion to research
engineer with Dow Chemical, USA.
Jeffrey W. Douthitt , GeoI.E., ' 88, '89, writes: "Sharon, Econ. '89, and I are doing fin e and enjoy living in
western Kentucky. I'm employed as a hydrogeologist
and this pa st yea r I have been managing the groundwater protection program at the Paducah Gaseous Wfu sion Plant."
DanaeJ. Duffin, English, writes, in part: "I received an
M.A. degree in library and information sciencefrom the
University of Missouri -Columbia and am currently
empl oyed as a medi cal librarian at Trinity Lutheran
Hospital in Kansas City (Mo}."
Elizabeth (Han ing) Hadler, Appl.Math., writes: " I
married Gary L. Hadler, M.E. , '89 , in 1988. Now
jjving in Knoxville, Iowa, where Gary is employed by
3M Co. I am currently employed by Central College in
PeLla, Iowa, and teach mathematics, P.E., and coach
men's and women' s tenni s. I will compl ete a master's
degree in higher education at Iowa State University in
January."
Timothy M Kamp, M.E. , and Joyce L. Oppeau,
Engr.Man., were marricd in March of 1991. They both
work for McDonnell Douglas and are living in Florissant,
Mo.
C hristiane E. McLees, Engli sh, wri tes: "I have been in
the newspaper business for a little over 2 years now am
still enjoying the editorship of a smaLl community
weekly. It' s qillte exciting politically - here on the
California north coast!"
Daniel R. Pickering, Pet.E., writes: "I married Jennifer
Christ of An chorage on March 16th. We honeymooned
in Mexico · away from the snow! I am still working for
ARCO Alaska as a reservoi r engineer. Trying to adapt
to pink and mauve f umi shing with little success."

Shelli SI<l rrett, E.E, is one
ofthe fi rsllwo recipi ents of
the Forgivabl e Loan by the
IEEE Power Engineering
Society. She plans to pursue a Ph.D. at Iowa State
University.
Alfred L. Talley writes that Darrin L. Talley, M.E., has
received a promotion from Mobil Oil Corp. and will be
working in Rogata, Colombia, South America, from
May IS, 1991,to May IS, 1992.
Richard L. Tutko, Comp.Sc., writes: "I've changed
jobs here at Wright-Patterson. I'm now a small computer support speciali st for the ASD Chief of Staff,
working with the ASD commander and command section staff officers. Linda (Reed), Met.E., '87 , has also
switched jobs and is now the executive offi cer to the
ASD Headquarters Squadron Commander. She also
completed her master' s in material engineering from
the University of Dayton. Two years in the Air Force
and things are going greatl Hope to see everyone at St.
Pat's in 19921"
Tracy L. Widner, Psychol., writes: "After graduating
from Rolla, I went to the University of Iowa and
graduated with an MS in indu strial engineering in May
1990. I've been working for the Navy since September
1990 at a base outside of Washin gton, D.C."

1989
Anthony W. Bowles, Comp.Sc., writes: "I res igncd
from IBM April 1990 and now work as a consultant fo r
Computer Task Group. Most of my progranun ing efforts are concentrated on the intelligent workstation
using OS/2, PM , Easel, etc."
Carol Bullock, English, writes: " I love my job at
McGraw-Hill, although the commu te to New York City
is not always fun. I think it's a cruel twist of fa te that I
work with physics books."

L. Tim Carter , Comp.Sc. , died Frida y, May 10, 199 1
according to information provided the alumni associa tion. He had taught in th e computer science depa rtment
at UMR and was working on hi s ma ster's deg ree at the
time of hi s death.
Raenan Kay Huddleston , English, is a housewife
living in Rolla (Mo).
Edwin T . Monroe, Physics, graduated from the Uni versity of Tennessee with an M.S. in physics and ha s
been accepted in the Ph .D. program in the chem istry
department at that unive rsity.
Timothy J. Mauntel, Geol.E., '89, '90 , writes, in pa rt :
"I accepted a position with Sverdrup Environmental on
Dec. 31, 1990. I completed eight weeks of field work in
Abbeville, La., performing the sam pling and analy sis
plan for the two enclosed superfund sites. I am currentl y
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Ronald A. Rosner, Ae ro.Sp.E., writes: "I completed
my M.S . degree in May from the Uruversity of llIinois
and have accepted a job with Black and Veatch Science
and Technology Corp., a consulting engineering firm in
Kan sas City, Mo."
Kenneth D. Schebaum, Met.E ., was recently promoted as quality engineer for the Number One Caster at
US Steel Gary Works.
Laura I. Spencer, Chem.E., married Jeffrey J . Brewer,
Chem.E., '89, on June 23, 1990. Laura is a distribution!
production engineer fo r Union Carbide Chemicals and
Plastics in Texas City, Texas, and Jeffrey is a process
engineer at Amoco Chocolate Bayou in Alvin, Texas.
The Brewers make their home in Alvi n.
Randall K. SI<lgner, Hist., writes : "I am working
toward a master' s in Sov iet and East European studies
at the Unive rsity of Kansas . Although most of the
summer will be consumed by Rus sian language course
work, I hope to spend some time in the Ozarks before
summer ends."
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A part of a letter from C heryl Dianne Tefft, Math. &
Stati stics, is quoted : "After much poverty and hairpulling and much paper used for resumes and cover
letters, I am gainfully employed as an actuary! I started
working in April for C&B Consulting Group in St.
Louis in the area of post-retirement benefits. My current
add ress is 2065 Cannon Heights #5, Chesterfield, MO
63017."
Kim E. Thein, Appl. Math., Psychol. , writes: "I graduated from Euro- NATO joint jet pilot training in Febru ary 199 1 and recently completed USAF combat survivaltraining. Soon, I will be Oying the F-16 at Luke
AFB, Ariz."
Elizabeth Jane Trimble, Engr.Man. , writes: "Working for the Forest Service is interesting - qillte a variety
of projects. Mike is a senior highway designer with the
highway depa rtment in Willow Springs (Mo}."

1990
Eugen e J . Bender, E.E., writes: "I am working for
Caterpillar Inc. as a marketing representative and I
haven' t seen a differential equation since graduation!!!
You gotta' love it!"
Gregory S. Breuer, Comp.Sc., writes: "Sctting up O{
S on RISC 6000 using ARC/lNFO for LI-oe Missouri
Highway and Transportation Department. I was hired
as a programmer in info rmation systems in June 1990."
Suzanna Jo Edwards, Physics, writes, in part: "I am
unemployed but haven't been looking for a job. This
fall, we will be moving back to Charleston, S.c., where
Kevin, Nuc.E. , '89, will be assigned to a submarine."
Violet J . Hofer, Econ., is working as an engineering
planne r at McDonnell Dougla s Corp. in St. Louis.
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Ann Bults Key, Engu sh, has completed student teachin g for 7th Grade Engush and writes : "I have reaUy
lea rned a lot and 1am trying to secure a teaching position
for next yea r. I'd like to go on and fmish my master's
while teaching (if that' s possible!)."

BE
THERE

Douglas B. Oglesby, A.E., graduated from Officer
Candidate School (oeS) located at the Naval Education
and Training Center, Newpo rt, R.1. and was commissioned an ensign in the U.S . Navy.

University Friends
Robert L. Davis, Dean of the School of Enineering at
UMR, wa s elected president of the Mi ssouri Society of
Professional Engineers (MSPE) on June IS, 199\.
U oyd Elifrits died Jul y 13, 199\. Lloyd was the father
ofe. Dale Ellfrits, Geol.E., '76 and associate profes sor
of fre shman engineering and geological engineering at
UMR. A scholarship in Lloyd's name ha s been estabushed by the MSM -UMR Alumni Association.

or 2

An endowment fund in the name of Harold Q. and
Charlotte Mae F ulle r has been started at the University
of Neb raska at Lincoln to enhance the internationalization of the American Association of Physics Teachers
(AAPD membership . Dr. Fuller was as sociated with
the physics department at UMR from 1947 to 1985.

BE

Lettie M. Hennann, wife of Cecil Hermann, died May
24, 199 1. Cecil and Lettie were co-founders of the
I·lermano Lumber Company in RoUa and were strong
supporters of UM R.
The MSM-UMR Alumni Association ha s learn ed that
Mrs. Adolph (Ma r ga) Legsdin died May 5, 199\.
Marga was the widow of Adolph Legsdin, professor of
metaUurgy engineering at UM R.

HOMECOMING
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MSM-UMR
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Cas tleman Ha ll, UMR , Rolla, MO 65401-0249 , Telephone 314-341-4145
OFFICERS

President

1. Robert Patterson '54

President-elect
Vice President
Vice Presiden t
Vice President
Vice Pres ida1t
Vice President
Sccreury

Raben V. Wolf, '52
Wayne R. Broaddus , '55
Alfred J. Buescher, '64

Treasurer

DIRECTORS AT LARGE

Gerald L Stevensoo, '59

Ernst A. Weinel, '48
Matteo A. Coco, '66
Raben T. Benry, 72
J.L. "Jack" Painter, '50

John G. BaneI, '52
James W. Hoelscher, '48
Dennis F. Jaggi, 70
Mary S. K1orer, '81
Alissa M. (Gallagher) Whetsel, '81
Raben Morrison, 71

Show-Me, In c., P.O. Bo< 573, Sikeston, MO 63801
244-L McNutt Hall, UMR , Rolla, MO 65401
AAI, P.O. Bo< 2545, Dalton, GA 30722
624 Golfview Dr., Ballwin, MO 63011
Jacobs Engineer Group, 251 South Lake Dr., Pasadena, CA 91101
189 Weinel Place, O'Fallon, IL 62269
7115 Aliccton Ave., Affton, MO 63123
Burns & McDonnell, 10795 Watson Road , Sunset Hills, MO 63127
P.O. Bo< 723, 1700 E. 10th St. , Rolla, MO 65401

1992
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1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992

200 Washington, Hermann, MO 65041
113 Stoncbridge Dr., Hendersonville, NC 28739
1509 Nightha wk Dr., Edmond, OK 73034
1726 N. 49th St., Milwattkce, WI 53208
816 S. Benry, St. Louis, MO 63122
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1993
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1991
1992
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AT&T, Rt. 202(206 NOM, Room 4B232, Bedminster, NJ 07921
302 Fo< Chapel Rd ., Apt. 500, Pittsburgh, pA 15238
12421 S. W. 21st Lane, Miami, FL 33175
1819 Rose Hill Rd ., #11, Reynoldsburg , OH 43068
2614 Bem Oak Ave., Adrian, Ml49221
704 E. Cedar Ave., St. Charles, IL 60174
42 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
1608 Wilson Circle, Rolla, MO 65401
1009 W. 57th Terrace, Kansas City, MO 64113

1992
1992
1991
1992
1993
1991
1993
1993
1993
1992
1992
1993
1992
1991
1991
1993
1991
1991
1992
1993
1991

Area Zip Codes

AREA DIRECTORS

STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

PAST PRESIDENTS

STAFF

00-14
15-26
27-36
37-45
46-52
53-61
62-62
63-65
63-65
63-65
63-65
63-65
63-65
63-65
63-65
66-72
73-75
76-77
78-84
85-92
93-99

S. Dale McHenry , '81
Raben C. Penry , '49
Royal S. Webster, '55
Harold G. Moe, '48
La nry L. Paltinson, '64
Raben M. Suer, '61
Raben F. Uthoff, '52
William W. Collins, '50
Richa rd J. Vehige, '68
Gerald W. BcrsCll, '65
Lucien M. Bolon Jr. , '59
Raben S. Bruce, '69
Roben E. Pepper.;, '50
Bob Sfrcddo, '58
James K. Van Buren, '63
Phil A. Browning, '48
Roy A. Wilkens, '66
John C. "Curt" Killinger, 73
Randy G. Kerns , '74
William M. Hallett, '55
David N. Peacock, '64

lUd8 Jamestown Forcst Drive, Florissant, MO 63034

902 S. Murtay Rd ., Lee's Summit, MO 64081
15 Carrswold, Oaytoo, MO 63105
P.O. Bo< 175, Herculaneum, MO 63048
P.O. Bo< 1302, Jefferson City, MO 65102
9807 Copper Hill Rd ., St. Lottis, MO 63124
Rt. 2, Bo< 300, Loganspon, LA 71049
Williams Cos.-WlLTEL, P.O. Bo< 21348, Tu lsa , OK 74121
14823 Preston Park, Houston, TX 77095
4797 Valhalla Dr., Boulder, CO 80301
P.O. Bo< 64216, Tucson, AZ 85740
3515 Brunell Dr., Oakland, CA 94602

Mike Schmid, '91
Lttke Peterson, '92

Student Union Board, 218 University Center Wcst, UMR , Rolla, MO 65401
Student Council President, 202 University Center West, UMR, Rolla, MO 65401

Jerome T. Benry, '49
James B. Chaney, '48
Thor Gjelst=l, '53
1. Richard Hunt, '50
Calvin M. Ochs, '49
Paula Hudsoo Rees, '73
Ronald A. T appmeyer, '47
Annin J. Tucker, '40

Rt. 4, Bo< 419, Rolla, MO 65401
16218 Chipstead Dr., Spring, TX 77379
7300W. Stetson Place, #41, Littleton, CO 80123
14913 ~lighway 82, Carbondale, CO 81623
1304 Bello Pasco Ct. , Jefferson City, MO 65109
Sovran Bank, 6610 RoclrJedge Dr. , Bethesda, MD 20817
2226 Country Oub Dr., Sugar Land, TX 77478
304 Christy Dr., Rolla, MO 65401

Anhur G. Baebler, '55
Richard H. Bauer, '52
Robert D. Bay, '49
Raben M. Brackbill, '42
Paul T. Dowling, '40
Raymond O. Kasten, '43
Peter F. Maltei, '37
James B. McGnth, '49
Joseph W. Mooney, '39
Melvin E. Nickel: 38
uwrence A. Spanier, '50
John B. Toomey, '49

17 Zinzer Court, SL Louis, MO 63123
Missouri Elcctrochem Inc., 10958 Lin-Valle Dr .. St. Lottis, MO 63123
Dlack & Veatch, P.O. Bo< 8405, Kansas City, MO 64114
9148 Clearlake Dr., Dallas, TX 75225
10144 Winding Ridge Rd .. St. Loius, MO 63124
901 W. I 14th Terrace, Kansas City, MO 64114
9954 Holliston Court, St. Loius, MO 63124
12425 Balwyck Lane, SL Louis, MO 63131
21 1 N. Centrol, Clayton, MO 63105
10601 S. Ham ilton Ave., Chicago, IL 60643
5 Pettit Dr., Di< 1·1ills, NY 11746
VSE Corporation, 2550 Huntington Ave. , Ale<andria, VA 22303

Thomas M. Coffman
Donald G. Brackhahn
Lindsay Lorn .. Bagnall, '76

Vice ChanccUor for University Advancement

Executive Director, MSM-U l'vtR Alumni Association
Assistant Director, MSM·UMR Alwnni AssociatioN
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Stude111S Phil Kesel and Angela Cooper, Vice Chancellor Ogrosl...) 1

I. UMRfMiner Cap, white or black ...... $10.98

5. Small Pennant. ...................... $1.50
9. Ivy Cap, gold on gray ............. .$11.98
. .$24.98
6. UMR Tee, multi color on white ....... $14.98
10. UMR Heavy Weight Shirt.
. . ... $35.98
2. MSM Miner Shirt, black or gray.
3. Engravable Wood Plaque
..... $11.98
7. UMR Alumni Cap..
. .$10.98
11. History of MSM/UMR,
4. UMR Coffee Cup . .......... . ....... $4.99
8. Slate Desk Pen Set.
..... $32.00
Christensen & Ridley
..... $19.95
12. Miner Mug, large
. ..... ... ........... . $11.50

UMR Bookstore

PLEASE PRINT PLAINL Y

Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ Apt. # _ _

University Center West, Roll a, MO 65401

City

All clothing comes in S-M-L-XL
Please call for childrens or XX L.
D Please check box for similiar substitutions
Prices and styles are subject to change.

o

Check or money order

o

M.C.

State

Zip _ _ __

DAYTIME PHONE , in case we have a question about your order .

o

Visa

o

~rea cOdl
Size

Style Descirption

Quantity

Am. Ex.

(3 14) 341-47 15
Credit Card No.-Do not leave space between numbers.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
MONTH

I

I

YEAR

I

I I

Card Expiration Date

($10 minimum credit card order please.)
Credit Card Customer Signature

Mail Orde r
form

to:

UMR
Bookstore
University
Center-West
Rolla , MO

65401

If You r Amount
Ordered is:
$10.00 and Under

Shp . & Hdlg.
Char e is:

S30.01 10 $40.00

52.25
52.75
S3.00
$4.00

$40.01 and up

S5.00

$10.01 to $20.00

S20.01 10 S30.00

AMOUNT ORDERED
Add sales tax for shipments

to Mo. 6.25

Shipping & Handling Charge

GRAND TOTAL

Tota l Amount
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will look very differe nt th an whe n yo u we re in sc hool! Come see us fo r Homecomin g to see the changes
in person!
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MAKE SURE YOU RECEIVE ALL ALUMNI PUBLICATIONS BY
DONATING TO OUR ANNUAL FUND
THE MSM-UMR ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
University of Missouri-Rolla
Supports:

CENTURY CLUB PREMIUMS
CENTURY ($100-249)
•
•
•
•
•

Scholarships
Educational Assistants
Athletic Programs
Music Programs
Student Awards
Faculty Awards
Libraries
MSMAlumnus
Newsletters
Homecoming
Alumni Awards
Commencemen t
Class Reunions
Area Meetings
Alumni Records
Alumni Directory
Special Projects
Student Loan Fund
Named Scholarship Funds
(Gifts are Tax Deductible)

Each year-Listing in Honor Roll Edition of MSM Alumnus
Each year-Century Oub decal
Year 1-4-Certificate of membership
Year 5-Plaque with plates designating member years
Future--Membership plate for that year

SILVER CENTURY ($250-499)
All of the above, with Silver designation
Sepia-toned limited edition lithographs
Year l-Rolla Building
Year 5----Castleman Hall
Year 2-Chancellor's Residence Year 6-McNutt Hall
Year 3-Parker Hall
Year 7-Fulton Hall
Year 4-Norwood Hall

Year 8----Old Metallurgy Building
Year 9-Harris Hall
Year l(}-UMR Stonehenge

GOLD CENTURY ($500-999)
All of the above, with Gold designation
Lithograph is framed
Two free tickets to Silver and Gold Homecoming Party (on request)

PLATINUM CENTURY ($1000 +)
All of the above, with Platinum designation
Complimentary season pass for athletic and performing arts programs on campus
Special reception on campus hosted by chancellor
Special parking privelges on request

SPECIAL RECOGNITION ITEMS ARE MAILED EARLY THE
FOLLOWING YEAR

--------~--------------------------------MSM-UMR Alumni Association
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401-0249

1991 ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND CONTRIBUTION

Name _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ --,-_ _ _ _ Class: _ __
Street_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _

Home Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cily _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __
Spouse's Name _ __ _ __ __ __ _ _ ls spouse an alumnus?

0

0 No

Yes

EmployeL[_ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ntle _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Work Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cily _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ State _ _ Zip,_ _ __

Make checks payable to the: "MSM·UMR Alumni Association."
Annual Alumni Fund contributions are tax deductible.

CENTURY CLUBS
Platinum

1$1000·001
I $100.001
Century

Contributions totaling S100 or crore quaiWy

Do you want a Joe Miner
decol?

o

0

Yes

0

No

COMPANY MATCHING GIFT
FORM ATTACHED

for the recogni1ion clubs.

Gold

Silver

I $500.00 11

I $250.00 I

I $50.00 I

I

I

NEWS FOR THE MSM ALUMNUS

r--------------------------------------,
MOVING? Make s ure your MSM Alumnus mo ves with you - send us yo ur new address!

EFFECTTVE DATE: _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
Name __________________________________________ Class Yea r _ _ __
New Address _____________________________________________________
Ci tyIState/Zip _______________________________________________
New Hom e Phon e _________________________________________________
If yo u're starting a new job, too:

Ne w Emp loyer ___________________________________________________
New Business Address _______________________________________________
Ci ty IState/Zip _______________________________________________
Ne w B L1 si ness Phon e _______________________________________________
Return to
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
101 Harris Hall, UMR,
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
THANK YOU!

L ___ ~--------------------------------~

MSM-UMR ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla , MO 65401-0249
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